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Preface

This volume presents a selection of papers presented at MMSYM 2015, the 3rd European and 7th Nordic Symposium on Multimodal Communication, held in Dublin, Ireland, on the 17th and 18th September 2015. MMSYM aims to provide a multidisciplinary forum, bringing together researchers from different disciplines working on multimodality in human communication and human-machine interaction. Originating in the Nordic countries, this third edition of the symposium at European level has continued to attract an international audience.

MMSYM 2015 attracted researchers whose work spans several domains, linked by the topic of multimodality. The papers are listed in alphabetical order in the table of contents, but below we briefly describe them in terms of their thematic commonalities spanning from the analysis of gestures, to the analysis of filled pauses and other interactive phenomena observed in multimodal communication. Multimodality is observed not only in communication between humans (speech communication, visual communication), but also in communication between human and machine, for instance first encounter dialogues analysed in multimodal corpora of human dialogues or experimental human-machine dialogue systems. In this volume, multimodality is seen in a wide variety of domains, including the multimodal perception of attitudes in video blogs, multimodal perception in infants with and without risk of autism, multimodality in language learners, and even multimodal aspects related to turn-taking in contemporary dance improvisation.

There are papers addressing development and learning. Lozano et al report an ongoing meta-analysis of multimodal perception in infants with and without genetic risk for autism, which they posit will shed light on the acquisition of multimodal perceptual integration during development. Two papers address gesture in adult second language learners, with Levantinou and Navaretta investigating the effects of beat and iconic gestures in aiding comprehension and recall of a second language, while Wessel-Tolvig demonstrates how the acquisition of target language gestural patterns in advanced Danish learners of Italian gives evidence of learners’ shift to target language semantic representations.

Allwood and Ahlsén address the contribution of gesture and speech to the construction of meaning, proposing a framework which extends the notion of meaning potential from symbols to iconic and indexical gestures, and presenting multimodal combinations of symbols, icons, and indices in face-to-face communication. Madzlan et al investigate multimodal perception of attitude in their study on video blogs, in which they present a novel annotation scheme for attitudes and report on experiments validating their annotation scheme and investigating how the different modalities jointly and separately contribute to perception of attitudes.

Several papers investigate first encounter dialogues, reporting analyses of multimodal corpora of human dialogues or experimental human-machine dialogue systems. In their respective papers, Navaretta and Paggio both address the interplay of multimodal elements of first encounter dialogues in the Danish language NOMCO corpus. Paggio reports on an analysis of temporal alignment between head movements and associated speech segments, while Navaretta investigates fillers, filled pauses, and co-occurring gestures in terms of their function, and contrasts her findings for Danish with previous work on other languages. Jokinen investigates automatic detection of co-speech gesturing in first encounter conversations, focussing on a top-down bottom-up paradigm combining human annotation and automatic analysis of video data, and discussing the applications of such technology to automatic dialogue systems. Ólafsson et al focus on the very first stages of interaction with strangers, outlining their Explicit Announcement of Presence (EAP) model, and reporting on a qualitative study of video recordings of humans approaching strangers to ask for directions, the design of a multimodal virtual agent incorporating this functionality, and a pilot user study of the system in the context of aiding second language acquisition in Icelandic.
A different kind of turntaking, that found in contemporary dance improvisation, is investigated in Evola et al’s contribution, which describes the collection and annotation of recordings of improvised dance performed by experts, a micro analysis of turntaking between performers based on bodily movements and gaze, and a macro-analysis comparing the data with analogous data from non-performers.

Anastasiou et al and Cummins and Byrne treat the establishment of awareness and co-presence in communication in their respective contributions. Anastasiou et al present a Wizard-of-Oz study on awareness signals, where a smart object such as a lamp is used to demonstrate the potential for communication with a distant colleague before verbal or written communication across a network begins. Cummins and Byrne investigate the establishment of co-presence, proposing that the technical requirement for this across network relies on the establishment of zero-mean lag in communication. They discuss different ways of thinking about this problem and outline possible routes to this goal.

Brueck analyses multimodal representation of shared cultural knowledge pertaining to spatial orientation and conceptualisation in Kreol Seselwa, a French creole spoken in the Seychelles. In the study, she investigates the contribution of voice, gesture, and cultural factors including geography to speakers’ use of frames of reference in spatial reference.

The range of work reflected in the papers presented here demonstrates depth and breadth of current research into multimodality and reflects the high level of interest from several disciplines in questions of how best to analyse the full range of signals and cues present in various types of interaction. We hope that this collection will excite further interest in the field, help maintain the momentum of multimodal studies, and contribute to the continuing success of the MMSYM symposia.

E. Gilmartin, L. Cerrato, N. Campbell
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Abstract

This paper addresses the question of what and how gestures and speech, respectively, contribute to the construction of meaning. A point of departure of is the notion of “meaning potential” which we apply to both unimodal gestures and unimodal vocal-verbal units, as well as to multimodal vocal-gestural units, [1]. The purpose of this paper is to explore the notion of “meaning potential”, not only for speech, but also for gesture. Specifically, we want to discuss the possibilities of extending the notion of a meaning potential for a symbolic sign (e.g. a word) to iconic and indexical signs.

Index Terms: speech recognition, human-computer interaction, computational paralinguistics

1. Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to explore the notion of “meaning potential”, not only for speech, but also for gesture. Specifically, we want to discuss the possibilities of extending the notion of a meaning potential for a symbolic sign (e.g. a word) to iconic and indexical signs. The reason for this is that the non-verbal gestures accompanying speech (co-verbal gestures) are iconic and indexical. So if the notion of meaning potential can be used also in relation to such gestures, a significant step in providing an account of meaning in multimodal communication will have been taken.

The theory we will present will thus be part of a sketch of some of the steps towards a cognitive semiotic theory of the semantics/pragmatics of multimodal communication.

2. Background and Points of departure

Below we will briefly introduce some notions our analysis is based on, namely: the notions of communication and multimodal communication and the Peircean three modes of activating information (index, icon and symbol)[2].

2.1. Communication and Multimodal communication

The notion of communication we will be presupposing is a notion where communication is seen as productive activation and receptive co-activation of shared content (information/understanding), while drawing on contextual resources.

In multimodal face-to-face communication, this means that a speaker produces speech and gestures to be shared with a listener in a process involving co-activation of the produced content. It is important to note that there is a mutual flow of information between speaker and listeners, so that a speaker not only speaks and gestures, but also perceives and understands his own communication as well as simultaneous words and gestures from co-communicators. Similarly, a listener not only perceives and understands, but also behaviorally reacts, for example, by verbal and gestural feedback.

Both speakers and listeners make use of the context in which the communication is embedded in order to produce and interpret the content that is being shared.

In face-to-face interaction, communication is multimodal, in the sense that it involves activation through more than one of the sensory modalities (hearing, vision, touch, smell and taste). When it comes to hearing and speech, both segmental and suprasegmental (prosodic) features of speech are involved. Gestures are involved both in touch and in visually shared information.

2.2. Modes of activation and representation

Besides multimodal communication, another important presupposition for our discussion, are the three basic semiotic means of information activation (representation) suggested by Charles Sanders Peirce: symbol, icon and index.

Index: Indexes involve activation or representation by making use of contiguity in space and time.

Icon: Icons involve activation (or representation) by making use of similarity.

Symbol: Symbols involve activation (or representation) by making use of conventional associations.

All these three modes of activation and representation are used in simultaneous and consecutive combination with each other, in both cognition and face-to-face communication. The symbols used are mostly vocal verbal expressions, while the icons and indexes are mostly gestures.

2.3. Theories of semantics for symbols, icons and indices

Theories of semantics have almost exclusively been concerned with written or vocal verbal symbols (words and combinations of words). Other types of symbols, icons and indexes have rarely been considered. Some of the most common semantic theories for written and vocal words (morphemes, phrases, sentence) are:

1. Truth conditional semantics (applies primarily to sentences)

2. Common meanings, in the form of necessary and sufficient conditions (primarily applies to words and morphemes)

3. Basic meanings, in the form of basic exemplars or prototypes (primarily applies to words and morphemes) [3]
4. Meaning Potentials, in the sense of the potentially activizable information connected with verbal symbols – here the point of departure is the collection of all of a word’s uses in individual and collective memory [4], [1]. For collective memory, see for example the linguistic division of labor discussed by Putnam in [5].

The primary question we want to address in this paper is the question of whether meaning potentials can be extended from symbols to icons and indexes. Can we, drawing on memory and perception, in analogy with symbolic meaning potentials, also assume that there are iconic meaning potentials and indexical meaning potentials?

A Meaning Potential (in the sense we take it here, which is different from the sense it is used in for example, [6], [7]), is a structured collection of uses of a symbol (word), that is relevant both for understanding and production in communication.

Meaning potentials, thus, provide an analysis of linguistic meaning in line with the suggestion made by Wittgenstein [8] of seeing the meaning of a word as the set of uses of the word. But it is also in harmony with Vygotsky’s suggestion that children learn language by learning linguistic labels (pseudo concepts) that are filled with content, as they successively learn to use these labels in different contexts [9]. The collection of uses forms the meaning potential of a word. Part of our linguistic competence is learning to activate (or actualize) this potential as triggered by different contextual features, such as the collocations (other words and morphemes), that a particular word is (often) combined with or the social activities in which the word are used.

The collection of uses (meaning potential) as stored in memory can then become a basis for a polysemy structure (analogous to what one might find in a dictionary) that is upheld by association with relevant contextual features like collocations and social activities. The meaning potential can also become the basis for cognitive processing, which can produce prototypes (typical examples), where they are relevant or necessary and sufficient conditions, where they are relevant, or both of these, when that is relevant. The cognitive processing is guided by cognitive operations supporting discrimination (analysis) and combination (synthesis), compression and abstraction of content, including such processes as contiguity abstraction and similarity abstraction and refinements of these. When the cognitive operations become associated with linguistic markers, we will refer to them as semantic-epistemic operations. See also [4] and [1].

Let us now turn from the meaning potential of words and other symbols to a consideration of the role of meaning potentials for iconic and indexical gestures accompanying speech. As we shall see such gestures are often used to specify, highlight or illustrate features of the activated verbal (symbolic) meaning potential based content. Briefly, what happens is that in addition to the content activated by the words, the gestures activate additional content dependent on similarity (icons) and/or contiguity relations (indices).

For example, iconic gestures might add illustrative pantomimes or metaphorical content and indexical gestures might add pointing to specific concrete or abstract locations or metonymic content.

In production, the gestures indicate, display or signal relevant information by making use of similarity and contiguity, often related to the verbal content. Similarly, in understanding, we interpret relevant information by similarity or contiguity, often in relation to the vocal verbal symbolic content.

2.4. Communication in context

Both of these processes – production and understanding – involve use of context as a resource for activation and contextual adaptation, accommodation, actualization and determination of content.

In fact, communication is always dependent on context for content, behavior action and type of interaction. The status and functions of new contributions are continuously being shaped by dimensions of context, such as:

- the physical environment
- the culture, the language, the current organizational setting
- the current social activity/activities
- the activity roles of the communicators
- the various traits of the communicators; gender, age and other psychological, social and biological properties
- the current contribution (compositionality)
- the currently preceding and/or simultaneous contributions (co-construction)
- other informative actions and behavior by the communicators
- the currently activated but also the potential shared background of the communicators (their “common ground”)

The dimensions and features of context mentioned in this list form a background for pointing to two basic types of contextual determination of content

(i) Compositionality (combinability) in a wide sense

What we have in mind here is the contextual determination of the content of a multimodal contribution by drawing on the combined activation of several or all communicative features of the units (combining words and gestures) occurring in the same contribution. This is the issue we are discussing in this paper.

(ii) Co-construction

Here we move our contextual window from the content of a contribution of a single communicator to contextual determination of content, by drawing on the combined activation of several communicative contributions (mostly consecutive) from different communicators. This issue we will return to in future work.

2.5. Levels of awareness and intentionality

Our analysis also takes into account the fact that communication takes place on several simultaneous levels of awareness and intentionality. To facilitate analysis, we distinguish the following three levels on what basically is a continuous scale (cf. [10]).

Indicate (being informative)
Display (showing)
Signal (showing that you are showing)

These three levels can be combined with the three Peircean types of representation (index, icon, symbol) in the following manner, where all possibilities can occur but we have only indicated the most frequent cases in face-to-face communication.
Table 1. Levels of awareness and intentionality and types of representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>index icon symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>indicate Vocal segmental, Gesture, Prosody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>display Vocal segmental, Gesture, Prosody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal Vocal segmental, Gesture, Prosody</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows how the three means of expressions (words, gesture and prosody) are typically related both to the three levels of awareness and intentionality and the 3 types of representation.

3. Meaning potentials, multi-representational and multimodal contributions

Using the background introduced above, we now want to discuss in what sense there can be meaning potentials not only for verbal symbols, but also for accompanying gestural indices and gestural icons.

We want to do this by discussing what could be meant by these three types of meaning potentials, and then discussing what could be meant by combining them

3.1. The meaning potentials of symbols (words)

A meaning potential of a word can be organized into a polysemy compatible structure sustained by collocations related systematically to encyclopedic (including iconic and indexical) information. As an example, we present a sketch of the meaning potential of the word tree below.

Tree: Meaning potential: Polysemy + collocations:

Source: http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tree

noun

1a woody perennial plant, typically having a single stem or a trunk growing to a considerable height and bearing lateral branches at some distance from the ground. (in general use) any bush, shrub, or herbaceous plant with a tall erect stem, e.g. a banana plant.

2 a wooden structure or part of a structure.

archaic or literary the cross on which Christ was crucified.

archaic a gibbet.

3 a thing that has a branching structure resembling that of a tree.

(Also tree diagram) a diagram with a structure of branching connecting lines, representing different processes and relationships.

verb (trees, treeing, treed) [with object]

1 North American force (a hunted animal) to take refuge in a tree.

informal, chiefly US force (someone) into a difficult situation.

2 as adjective treed (of an area) planted with trees sparsely treed grasslands

Collocations

• Decision tree

• Solution tree

• Tree diagram

• Elm tree

• Fruit tree

• Christmas tree

The meaning potential also includes and integrates encyclopedic meaning so no systematic distinction is made between lexical and encyclopedic meaning.

• Source Wikipedia – Encyclopedia [12]:

• In botany, a tree is a plant with an elongated stem, or trunk, supporting leaves or branches.

• In some usages, the definition of a tree may be narrower, including only woody plants, only plants that are usable as lumber, only plants above a specified height or only perennial species. At its broadest, trees include the taller palms, the tree ferns, bananas and bamboo.

• In its broadest sense, a tree is any plant with the general form of an elongated stem, or trunk, which supports the photosynthetic leaves or branches at some distance above the ground. Trees are also typically defined by height, with smaller plants being classified as shrubs, however the minimum height which defines a tree varies widely, from 10 m to 0.5 m. By these broadest definitions, large herbaceous plants such as bananas and bananas are trees, despite not being considered as trees under more rigorous definitions.

• Another criterion often added to the definition of a tree is that it has a woody trunk. Such a definition excludes herbaceous trees such as bananas and bananas. Monocots such as bamboo and palms may be considered trees under such a definition. Despite being herbaceous and not undergoing secondary growth and never producing wood, palms and bamboo may produce “pseudo-wood” by lignifying cells produced through primary growth.

• Aside from structural definitions, trees are commonly defined by use. Trees may be defined as plants from which lumber can be produced.

Finally the meaning potential of a symbol can also include iconic and indexical information and contextual information, over and above that given by collocations.
Figure 1: Iconic information in meaning potential of tree.

3.2. The meaning potentials of iconic gestures

The meaning potential of an icon relies on similarity, i.e. homomorphic-isomorphic relations that can be used both for production and understanding; activated by cognitive processes and semantic-epistemic operations triggering cognitive specification from memory or perception.

Let us first consider what might be the meaning potential of an icon without regard for context [13]. We explored this topic by asking a panel of judges to give interpretations of an iconic tree gesture, which consisted of: Both hands lifted in front of face, palms about 15 cm apart, turned towards each other, then hands coming apart and then together forming a circle, then both hands moving down in parallel.

Below are the interpretations of these iconic gestures as given by the panel of judges.

A. Showing a shape – possibly woman
B. A man or a person
C. Round a the top getting thinner – showing form
D. Tree
E. Showing the shape of something
F. Showing the form
G. Female earth mother (showing hip rounding)
H. "this shape"
I. quite
J. "symbolizing a woman/female body"
K. a tree
L. narrow it down

If we take these responses as indications of the meaning potential of the exhibited gesture, we can see that what seems to be going on is an activation of shapes from memory that are similar to the gesture.

As we can see, the meaning potential of a decontextualized iconic gesture, in general, seems more open and less structured than the meaning potential of a decontextualized verbal symbol. A circular movement of a hand or a finger can be similar to many things and we need either to add conventionalization or context, or both, to arrive at a more limited specific type of content. Deaf sign language has many examples of how iconic signs become conventionalized, that is, they combine iconic with symbolic representation and in this way can be used to activate more specific content.

For iconic signs that are less conventionalized than deaf sign language, context is needed to guide the users in what features, of the content being shared, are the relevant ones to focus on for the similarity based abstraction and activation of information. If the shared contextual information is not sufficient for this, there is a risk that the content activated will not be shared. This can clearly be seen in the variety of the responses presented above, where no shared context was provided.

In face-to-face multimodal communication, the most important context for iconic gestures is usually the content of the vocal verbal messages they co-occur with.

3.3. The meaning potentials of indexical gestures

To get an idea of the meaning potential of decontextualized indeces, let us consider two examples of indexical gestures: (i) a pointing index finger or (ii) a smile. As with iconic gestures, the meaning potential of these gestures, without conventionalization or context, will allow for a too large number of information activations.

What is being pointed to by an index finger is in no way easily restricted, since it could be pointing to both concrete and abstract entities. What is being expressed by a smile is more restricted, but in itself allows for many interpretations, like friendliness, shame, fear, ingratiation, happiness, contentment, malevolence etc.

As with iconic gestures, context is needed to determine what the contiguity relation activated by the gesture should apply to.

3.4. Multimodal combinations of symbols, icons and indices in face-to-face communication

(i) Symbol with symbol

The first combination to consider is perhaps the multimodal combination of a vocal verbal symbol with a gestural verbal symbol. Such combinations are common in giving communicative feedback in English, where, for example, the vocal verbal symbol yeah is often accompanied by a gestural verbal symbol, affirmative head nod, providing a multimodal combination of a vocal and a gestural symbol, both expressing assent and affirmation, the function of which is a reinforcement of the affirmation. The same would happen, in English, if the vocal verbal no is combined with a gestural verbal head shake.

(ii) Symbol with icon

Let us now see what happens if the meaning potential of an iconic gesture is combined with the meaning potential of a
word. Let us consider an example from a discussion about Nature.

Example 1:

B: he was there // with his senses and open to it just then // maybe sitting on his tractor // and
D: yes
B: he probably didn’t then // but normally [it is probably (…)]
C: [ (…) forerunners ] with with modern tractors // with // air condition // radio // and headphones // machine panel
D: but // but surely // e // e // surely // there is someone who has a /quick // association // e ő with a // fruit tree (+ iconic gesture) blossoming // and who sits driving a tractor // and turns around

Note: (/ = pause, [ ] = overlap, (…) = inaudible speech)

In this example, the iconic gesture triggers a cognitive similarity specification, operating on the actualized content of the word tree and other perceptual memories related to this word. The gesture highlights the shape of a blossoming fruit tree and in doing this also emphasizes and specifies the tree and the shape of the tree.

(iii) Symbol with index

As with iconic gestures, the context of an indexical gesture will often be given by simultaneously produced vocal verbal content. For example

1. The house is over there, accompanied by pointing gesture

   The gesture specifies direction to the location of the house by contiguity and the verbal element tells us what is to be located.

2. I am happy to see you, accompanied by a smile

   Here the smile indicates an inner state of happiness expressed by the word happy.

   In both cases, the gestures (the pointing finger and the smile), that could potentially have many other meanings, trigger an epistemic contiguity operation which further specifies the content of the vocal verbal symbol.

(iv) Symbol with both index and icon

Often, vocal verbal symbols are combined with both iconic and indexical gestures, which can occur either separately or as simultaneous features of one gesture. Let us consider some examples.

Example 2.

A: I have tried to start to study also English, so that I wont forget (the word forget is combined with an indexical/iconic gesture of a circling index finger pointing to the temple of the head)

The activated meaning potential of the word forget here provides the contextual content basis for the gesture, which in itself combines indexical and iconic features.

The indexical features (contiguity in space and time) of the gesture locates “the forgetting” in the head. Here perception of this gesture and memory interact in giving further associations to cognitive processes. The iconic features of the gesture, “a circling motion”; simultaneously with the indication of the location, highlights a memory problem (circling – not finding).

To some extent, this particular association between the gesture used (the circling finger) and a cognitive problem has been conventionalized, which can be seen when we asked a panel of judges to give interpretations of circling index finger pointing to head and the majority all indicate a cognitive problem of some sort.[13].

Description of “forget” gesture:
Preparation: lift’s hand up towards head
Stroke: index finger points to head, circular movement
Retraction: hand goes back to lap

Suggested meanings by panel of judges:
A. crazy (in the head) or confused / about self
B. “I am confused”
C. Don’t understand – crazy/nuts
D. ?
E. I’m crazy / confused
F. You have a hole in your head, you know = are stupid / don’t understand
G. I am confused!
   (pointing to ear and circling to show confusion)
H. “this person is crazy.”
I. thinking all the time
J. mind-boggling
K. “my head is going round” = “cocco
L. cannot remember, or cannot think sth up
M. Hopeless to talk to

If we consider the contextual influence on the meaning activation of the multimodal contribution, we see that we have in this case a combination of

(i) activation of the symbolic meaning potential of the word forget, which is contextually determined by the fact that it occurs in the activity context of a discussion on learning and is a collocation of not forget.

(ii) a gesture providing an indexical highlighting of the locus of forgetting and an iconic highlighting of a dynamic circle, which can display some type of cognitive problem.

The combined multimodal effect of the gesture will be to highlight and emphasize the locus of forgetting in the head.

4. Summary and concluding discussion

We have seen that multimodal face-to-face communication not only involves a combination of information in many modalities, but also a combination of several modes of representation on several level of awareness and intentionality.

What we frequently have is a combination of vocal verbal symbols with gestural icons and indices. However, vocal verbal symbols can also be combined with gestural verbal symbols, as is the case in communicative feedback, where, in English, words like yes and no are combined with head nods and head shakes. The most common effect of a combination of a vocal verbal symbol with an iconic or indexical gesture is that features of the activated symbolic content are specified, highlighted or illustrated by making use of cognitive semantic-
epistemic operations relying on similarity (homomorphism) and/or contiguity relations. When vocal verbal symbols are combined with gestural verbal symbols, the effect is rather one of reinforcement and emphasis.

The framework we have proposed, thus, provides some steps towards a cognitive, holistic semiotic theory of the semantics/pragmatics of multimodal contributions to interactive communication. We have suggested that communication should be seen as involving productive activation and receptive coactivation of shared content (information/understanding), drawing on contextual resources determining the meaning potentials of symbols (words), but also of icons and indices, making use of cognitive operations combining activation of conventional information with activation making use of similarity and contiguity relations, helping to determine the symbolic content.

We have also seen that the meaning potentials of symbols, icons and indices vary in how specific and structured the information is that they enable activation of. Conventionalization, in general, seems to make the activizable information more specific and structured, so that decontextualized symbols have more fine grained meaning potentials than decontextualized icons and indices. It seems likely that the same difference might also hold true for icons versus indices. The homomorphism of icons puts more restrictions on what information can be activated than the contiguity of indices.

In all cases, activation of meaning potentials requires activation of contextual resources to acquire a more determinate actualized meaning. Since the meaning potentials of icons and indices are more open ended than the meaning potentials of symbols, this need is stronger for icons and indices than for symbols. In this way, iconic and indexical gestures have a natural functional role to play as coverbal reinforcers and specifiers of features of content in activated symbolic verbal meaning potentials.

Thus, our analysis provides a basis for a rethinking not only of the “compositionality” of symbols (symbol + symbol) in terms of a combination of symbolic meaning potentials under contextual enablements and restrictions, but also for considering the combination of symbols (words) with icon and index (usually gestures) under contextual enablements and restrictions.

Finally, we have noted that meaning potentials with the aid of cognitive (semantic-epistemic) operations can be used not only as a basis for meaning determination and meaning actualization in context, but also to operate innovatively on shared information, creating new generalizations, prototypes and metaphors; sometimes reinforced by innovative gestures.
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Abstract

Very often today people are depending on distant social communication to maintain contact with their working groups or families. This distant communication happens often very abruptly and obtrusively. At workplace when teams are co-located, spontaneous communication occurs very often at a daily basis: people meet at the coffee corner or have lunch together. However, nowadays due to globalization, the teams are often distributed over branch offices located in different cities and countries.

Let us imagine that at the foyer of a company there is an ambient display and we are currently passing by. In a branch office in another city a colleague does the same. It would have been nice if both colleagues would be aware of each other and have some social communication. Before a video communication software pops up, what kind of signals would users expect as an output from the display? It could be, for instance, a pulsing background light, a soundscape with increasing volume as we come closer or even an avatar, which welcomes us and introduces to the display’s functionalities. As an input, there could be an in-air hand gesture, voice, but also raw sensor data, such as spatial distance, etc. Some of these modalities are more implicit, some more explicit; the transition from implicit to explicit communication should be transparent, but fluent. In our opinion, awareness signals before the beginning of communication would make the transition from the actual activity state to the communication state more fluent and in addition, would preserve privacy.

Our research is on facilitating spontaneous and informal communication in spatially distributed working groups by exploiting smart environments and ambient intelligence. In the project SOCIAL (Van de Ven et al. [1]) we focus on this research goal through the following three key steps:

1. Detection of situations with the potential for spontaneous informal communication;
2. Representation of these situations appropriately to distant users;
3. Enabling them to engage in communication spanning multiple spatial locations.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays synchronous (e.g., telephone, video-conference systems) and asynchronous (e.g., email, social networks) means help us communicate with our distantly separated peers. However, this distant communication is not as productive and effective as face-to-face communication and it often happens abruptly and obtrusively. At workplace when teams are co-located, spontaneous communication occurs very often at a daily basis: people meet at the coffee corner or have lunch together. However, nowadays due to globalization, the teams are often distributed over branch offices located in different cities and countries.

Let us imagine that at the foyer of a company there is an ambient display and we are currently passing by. In a branch office in another city a colleague does the same. It would have been nice if both colleagues would be aware of each other and have some social communication. Before a video communication software pops up, what kind of signals would users expect as an output from the display? It could be, for instance, a pulsing background light, a soundscape with increasing volume as we come closer or even an avatar, which welcomes us and introduces to the display’s functionalities. As an input, there could be an in-air hand gesture, voice, but also raw sensor data, such as spatial distance, etc. Some of these modalities are more implicit, some more explicit; the transition from implicit to explicit communication should be transparent, but fluent. In our opinion, awareness signals before the beginning of communication would make the transition from the actual activity state to the communication state more fluent and in addition, would preserve privacy.

Our research is on facilitating spontaneous and informal communication in spatially distributed working groups by exploiting smart environments and ambient intelligence. In the project SOCIAL (Van de Ven et al. [1]) we focus on this research goal through the following three key steps:

1. Detection of situations with the potential for spontaneous informal communication;
2. Representation of these situations appropriately to distant users;
3. Enabling them to engage in communication spanning multiple spatial locations.

The above steps include the perception of the current potential communication situations, the transparent and privacy-preserving detection of instances of situations, representation of formalized behavioural cues in distributed setting, and last but not least, human-computer interaction (HCI) methods. The detection step includes representation and reasoning about the situational context. This requires a formal language to describe specific situations of interest, available knowledge, e.g., abstracted perceptions of situation context, and the behavior of the system. [1] applied methods from the field of qualitative spatio-temporal representation and reasoning (QSTR).

In this paper we focus particularly on the HCI methods for social communication and their requirements, such as implicit/implied communication, intuitiveness, and unobtrusiveness. A pilot study is a first step towards exploring which signals are more appropriate for designing an awareness-communication system which fills these requirements. The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we present some related work of this interdisciplinary field and in Section 3 we discuss the user study, including the set-up (3.1), hypotheses and experimental methods (3.2) as well as its results (3.3). We have a short summary and discussion in Section 4 concluding the paper with a few future prospects in Section 5.

2. Related Work

As our research is interdisciplinary covering, among others, Sociological Studies, Ambient Intelligence, and Awareness Systems, here we present only a few related work of these fields to set the scene where the article belongs to. Kiesler and
Cummings [2] reviewed the term of proximity in work groups since the 60s and concluded that for distributed work groups, the use of communication technology is likely to be most successful when work groups are cohesive, i.e. they have already formed a group identity and the feelings of alliance or commitment sustain motivation. More recently and in the domain of Internet of Things (IoT), Atzori et al. [3] claim that in analogy with the human evolution from *homo sapiens* to *homo agents*, we may talk of an evolution path from a res sapiens (smart object) to a res agens (an acting object) and even to a res socialis (social object). The res sapiens communicates with the external world by relying on web protocols and communication paradigms by the current Internet of Services, while the res socialis refers to an object that is part of and acts in a social community of objects and devices.

Awareness systems, as a subfield of Ambient Intelligence, can be broadly defined as “systems intended to help people construct and maintain awareness of each other’s activities, context or status, even when the participants are not co-located” (Markopoulou et al. [4]: v). There have been many systems in the past, the so-called media spaces connecting separate places, such as *Portholos* (Dourish & Bly [5]) and *Telemurals* (Karhalious et al. [6]). Moreover, the Hello.Wall and Personal Aura artefacts by Streitz et al. [7] emitted awareness information between distributed team members. *Hello.Wall* was an ambient display that emitted awareness information via different light patterns. Personal Aura (PA) enabled persons to indicate their “professional role” and “availability” to remote team members. PA consists of a reader module and an ID stick containing a unique identity and optional personal information.

Our research work, similarly as for [5], [6] and [7], can be categorized under “workspace awareness” systems. Gutwin & Greenberg [8] defined workspace awareness as “the collection of up-to-the-moment knowledge a person uses to capture another’s interaction with the workspace”. In 2001 Gutwin & Greenberg [9] created a workspace awareness framework with three aspects of: i) component elements (answer Wh questions), ii) mechanisms to maintain it (gather perceptual information), and iii) its uses in collaboration.

As far as auditory awareness signals are concerned, work goes back to the middle 80s, when Sumikawa et al. [10] provided guidelines for the integration of audio cues into computer user interfaces. In late 90s the Audio Aura system (Mynatt et al. [11]) provided serendipitous information tied to physical locations and delivered via portable wireless headphones. The PANDAA system (Sun et al. [12]) was a zero-configuration spatial localization system for networked devices based on ambient sound sensing. Ambient sounds, such as human speech, music, foot-steps, finger snaps, hand claps, or coughs and sneezes, were used to autonomously resolve the spatial relative arrangement of devices in a ubiquitous home environments using trigonometric bounds and successive approximation.

More recently Kainulainen et al. [13] presented guidelines regarding six common auditory techniques: speech, auditory icons, earcrons, music, soundscapes, and sonifications and designed a general structure of an audio awareness architecture following the agent-evaluator-manager principle.

Within the project SOCIAL, Sartison [14] conducted an online survey and interviews with 23 participants to set the requirements for designing a stationary prototype which exchanges unobtrusive audio messages with the users as awareness signals. Participants had to evaluate a speech message vs. an auditory icon (sound of a coffee machine) vs. an earcon vs. a soundscape (cafeteria environment). The speech message was ranked as the most informative, but also the most obtrusive one. The auditory icon occupied the second place with regards to its perception, following very closely the speech message. Based on these user requirements, [14] developed a stationary prototype which automatically sends audio messages to users (mobile) based on their spatial location and their calendar availability. She also developed an mobile application to set up custom settings and the assignment of audio signals to a specific person.

As for visual signals, we particularly focus on illumination. Müller et al. [15] presented six examples of ambient light information displays, which address humans’ perception abilities to gain cues from the periphery instead of attracting the user’s visual focus. Our future system distinguishes from [15] as it will not be an information display system, but it will explore peripheral awareness through visual cues. Ehhardt [16] designed a social communication vase with bubbling and colour-changing water based on the status of the social communication between remote people: orange colour when the situation for communication is detected, green colour to give the consent for communication, and red to decline it. The prototypes [14] and [16] used Raspberry Pi and Arduino respectively.

For the evaluation of our awareness system, we considered some of the heuristics of Mankoff et al. [17]: i) peripherality of display, ii) match between design of ambient display and environments, iii) easy transition to more in-depth information, iv) visibility of state, and vi) aesthetic and pleasing design.

### 3. User Study

In this section we discuss the study’s set up (3.1), our hypotheses along with the post-study questionnaire (3.2), as well as the most significant results (3.3).

#### 3.1. Set up

The user study took place in April-May 2015 at a lab at the University of Oldenburg. The goal of the study is to get initial results about the perception and overall acceptance of close/peripheral as well as visual/auditory awareness signals. 17 subjects (11 female, 6 male, mean age=25) participated in the study. Apart from one participant who has never used video communication software before, most of them were computer-savvy (but not computer science students). Each experiment lasted about 45 minutes and had two parts: i) a WoZ experiment and ii) filling in a user experience post-study questionnaire. As for the former part, the participants were asked to sit at a desk and watch a music video on a PC monitor at low volume; they were offered to have coffee and sweets during the video watching. With this setting we aimed at simulating a working environment, though not tied with a hardly concentrating job task, but rather a coffee break. They were informed that various signals, like light and sound, would appear in the room, without the experimenter pointing or verbally explaining the signal’s exact output source. Should the participant notice a signal, (s)he should wait 5 secs and then call the experimenter on Skype; the addresser-addressee process and the communication mean per se was not the focus in this study. The experimenter was at a surveillance room and...
triggered the light and sound remotely. There were five experimental conditions tested:

i) Close light (lamp was next to the PC);
ii) Distant light (lamp was on a chair on the participant's left side);
iii) Sound (output of a wall-mounted speaker);
iv) Combination of sound and light;
v) Absence of signals.

The lamp used in the first, second, and fourth condition is a small lamp, ca. 30 cm high and it was illuminated white; there was not any pulsing light or other light patterns used. The investigator turned the lamp on and off with a time interval of 5 secs. The distant lamp was about 100º at the left side of the participant. This means that the actual signal perceived by the participant was a change in ambient illumination and their own shadow cast over the work area. For these reasons, we consider the distant light as a peripheral signal and the second as not peripheral signal. The lamp selected for the fourth condition was also random; for half of the participants it was the close lamp triggered and for the other half the distant one. The sound was output from a wall-mounted speaker, also about 100º at the right side of the participant, thus a peripheral audio signal. Pictures 1 and 2 show the setting of the experiment and precisely the close (Pic. 1) vs. distant lamp (Pic. 2).

3.2. Hypotheses

In usability testing, questionnaires or subjective evaluations are used to learn from the users what a usable system is. To system designers, subjective evaluations may provide more informative data of system functionality than objective performance measures, since they focus on the user's first-hand experience. In our study we selected two subjective evaluation measures: a closed-ended questionnaire and a think-aloud protocol at the end of each experiment. In this subsection we present our hypotheses with regards to spatial position of the awareness signal, overall user acceptance as well as the transition from awareness to communication. After each hypothesis, the questions of the questionnaire selected to test those hypotheses are presented.

Hypothesis 1 (Spatial position): The spatial position of the signal's source influences its perception. A signal close to the user is easier and faster received than a distant one.

The questions in the questionnaire that test this hypothesis are:

| Q1 | Does the spatial position of the lamp influence its perception? |
| Q2 | How easily perceptible was the signal? |

Hypothesis 2 (User acceptance): The signal source that is close to the communication medium is better accepted by the users than the distant one.

The questions to test hypothesis 2 and 2a are:

| Q3 | Which of the following signals do you prefer? |
| Q4 | How much did the signal distract you from your task? |
| Q5 | Evaluate the idea of using light, sound, and the combination of light and sound as awareness signals. |

Hypothesis 3 (Transition): Peripheral signals provide a more fluent transition to communication than close signals. The relevant questions to test this hypothesis are:

| Q6 | How gradual was the transition from the task to communication? |
| Q7 | How much did the signal distract you from your task? |

In statistical terms, we have three discrete dependent variable and four discrete independent variables; each independent variable has five levels on Likert scale (1-5)/ordinal variables. For Hyp.1, we tested 4 independent variables (absence of signals was excluded). We had a within-subject design, i.e. each user performs under each different condition. In order the design not to suffer from transfer of learning effects, we randomized the order of the conditions for each participant.

| Discrete dependent variables | Perception, user acceptance, transition |
| Discrete independent variables | Close vs. distant light vs. sound vs. combination of sound and light vs. absence of signals. |

3.3. Results

The results of our study are presented in the order of the hypotheses presented above.
Hypothesis 1 (Spatial position): In a dichotomous yes/no question (Q1), 88.24% of the participants stated that the spatial position of the lamp influences its perception. A significant percentage of 11.76% did not share this opinion, showing that awareness signals in the periphery do not seem to affect its perception negatively based on the user’s experience. Diagram 1A presents the options along the Likert scale. As far as the perception of signals is concerned (Q2), the close light was evaluated as the most easily perceptible signal with 94.12% (scale 5-strongest perception) followed by the distant light with 64.71% (scale 4). Comparing the close light with the sound in particular, on one hand, the close light raised the strongest awareness of most participants (MD=5, σ=0.24, Var=0.06). The sound, on the other hand, showed a much higher standard deviation and variance (MD=4, σ=0.9, Var=0.81). Based on the think-aloud protocol, a participant said that he perceived the light much faster than the sound, while another one mentioned that the sound has to be repeated to be more perceptible. Diagram 1B depicts in a boxplot the min, max, Q1, Q3 and MD values of the five signals.

![Diagram 1A. Perception of various signals based on their spatial position](image)

![Diagram 1B. Boxplot about the perception](image)

Hypothesis 2 (User acceptance) and sub-hypothesis 2a (Effectiveness): As for the overall preference of signals (Q3), Diagram 2A shows that most participants (64.71%) selected the situation-dependent option and not the combination of the signals (29.41%). The former means that either light or sound is selected as a signal based on a specific situation, e.g. in a loud environment, light is more appropriate, whereas in a very bright environment, sound is rather appropriate. Moreover, the situation-dependent option makes the system accessible for people with disabilities; a participant was a Sign Language Interpreter and mentioned that for the deaf, light signals lit up on every door when there is a knock on the entry door. Remarkably, light was ranked second with a big gap from sound (difference of 52.94%). With regards to aesthetic design of the signals (Q4), the distant light was ranked higher (MD=5), whereas the sound was less accepted (MD=2). This might be due to the kind of the selected sound effect (whispering “Psst.psst” sound); from the think-aloud protocol we deduce that participants would rather prefer a sound similar to an alert tone, a bell sound, or typical mobile phone tones that most people are familiar with. As the user acceptance is subjective and very much dependent on the selection of the study’s triggered signals, we also report some statements from the participants (Table 1).

Table 1. Statements from the think-aloud protocol about light, sound, and the combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The close light was too penetrative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the close light was brighter, I would prefer that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you are concentrated, you don’t perceive the distant light strongly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sound hacks me off, as it should happen often in order to be perceived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can mistake the awareness sound with another sound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One signal is actually sufficient, as the combination leads to stimulus satiation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As far as the evaluation of the idea of using light, sound, and the combination as awareness signals is concerned (Q5), participants were asked to compare their familiarity, interest and necessity (questionnaire’s pre-defined answers). As expected, the sound was most familiar due to auditory signals known from mobile phones. The awareness with light was ranked equally interesting and necessary with the combination.

![Diagram 2A. General preference of signals](image)

![Diagram 2B. Evaluation of the idea of using awareness signals](image)
Hyp. 3 (Transition): Diagram 3A shows the transition with the absence of signals being ranked as the most abrupt (47.06%-scale 1), whereas through the distant light as the most fluent (52.94%-scale 5) transition. Regarding the results of the distraction from the actual activity, the distant light seemed to distract less (Var=1.28, σ=1.13) than the close light (Var=2.62, σ=1.62). The fact that the distant light distracted less justifies the fact that the distant light seemed to provide a more fluent transition to communication, as evaluated by the users. As the Diagram 3B boxplot shows about the transition from awareness to communication through the different options, the MD was the same for close and distant light and sound (MD=4), while it was lower for the combination (MD=3) and very low for the absence of signals (MD=1).

![Diagram 3A](image1)

**Diagram 3A.** Transition from awareness to communication

![Diagram 3B](image2)

**Diagram 3B.** Boxplot about the transition

In this paper we presented our pilot user study regarding awareness signals for social communication. We evaluated their perception, user acceptance, and transition to communication. The system to be designed is a workspace awareness system in which visual and/or auditory signals will notify the co-workers in spatially distant settings that at that moment there is an opportunity for communication. The results showed that in general, light was higher accepted than sound and definitely better than the combination of two signals. Although the close signal was more perceptible than the distant one, the peripheral signal was more highly accepted by the users regarding aesthetics, unobtrusiveness, and provision of a fluent transition to communication. These results along with the fact that the majority of the participants did not turn their viewing direction to the distant light show that raising peripheral awareness is not only feasible, but also effective, privacy preserving, and more closely tied with implicit communication which is a crucial requirement for our system.

5. Future Prospects

Awareness systems should be able to capture the presence of other people or their performed activity. The future system should be unobtrusive, scalable, and customizable to the user’s needs. For these and other reasons, the future interface should be multimodal in order to give the user the opportunity to intuitively choose the interaction mode and easily use this mode. So far in practice, there is unfortunately no technical support system for implicit communication between spatially separated people.

In the future, we would like to explore further possibilities of multimodal signals for awareness and communication systems. This is possible by interpreting social signals through the recognition of behavioral cues (Vinciarelli et al. [18]), such as facial expressions, head movement, body gestures, voice detection, and speech recognition. Last but not least, as far as the representation design of our future system is concerned and with the actual developments of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), the ambient display might be replaced with any smart object that is available in a pervasive (working) environment: coffee mug, desk, chair, whiteboard, flower pot, etc. For instance, Wallbaum et al. [19] developed an artificial social plant which enables users to keep track of a loved person throughout the day by unobtrusively visualizing the partner’s current state of mind via different colors of the blossom.
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Abstract

This paper discusses how cultural aspects interact with both vocal and gestural features in multimodal communication, and, more specifically, how shared cultural knowledge influences the form and function of gestures. For this, the multimodal representation of shared cultural knowledge in Kreol Seselwa (KS), a French-based creole language spoken on the Seychelles, will be analysed. The domain of shared cultural knowledge investigated here is spatial orientation and conceptualisation, focusing on the three spatial Frames of Reference (FoR) defined as intrinsic, relative and absolute. Both elicited and semi- spontaneous data collected on the Seychelles show that one striking feature of this creolophone community seems to be a dynamic use of several FoRs in everyday communication. It will be illustrated that in KS it is the availability of culturally shared knowledge, amongst other factors such as modality and context, which influences the choice for a certain FoR. On the gestural level, the data show how culturally shared knowledge of Kreol Seselwa speakers is represented by phonological features as well as the use of abstraction in pointing gestures referring to existing places. Furthermore, the data illustrate the dynamics of merging deictic and iconic elements in gestures accompanying locally-anchored narrations and how this reveals aspects of shared background knowledge. The representation of shared cultural knowledge in KS across modalities emphasises the importance of interpreting multimodal data in the light of the micro-ecology of communication, taking both linguistic and extra-linguistic factors into account.

Index Terms: Spatial Reference, Frames of Reference, Multimodality, Shared Cultural Knowledge, Micro-ecology of Communication, Creole Languages

1. Introduction

1.1. Speech, Gesture, and Culture

Efron, [1] was one of the first researchers to systematically compare gesture use across cultures – a line of research been followed by several studies since then [2] – [8]. While often these comparisons have focused on the interaction between gesture and speech, some studies have also taken into account the interface of gesture and culture, thus considering not only speech but also “gestural practices as cultural tradition” [3, p. 328]. An important notion in the interface of communication and culture is the so-called micro-ecology of communication, i.e. the environment in which a communicative act is being performed. This includes all extra-linguistic factors that may influence the shape of language and gesture use in a certain community [3, pp. 305f.]. It is commonly acknowledged that human communication interacts with e.g. cultural, historical, social, political and ecological factors. The claim made in this paper is that shared cultural knowledge is one of these factors playing a role in the micro-ecology of communication, shaping not only speech but also gesture. Shared cultural knowledge can be seen as practices of knowledge organisation that are socially distributed and both created and interpreted by a certain community [9] – [12]. In other words, we are looking at the kinds of resources a society uses to link and anchor entities and concepts to one another. Such shared cultural knowledge and its representation in the visual modality has been described for both gesture systems [7], [13], [14] and sign languages [15] – [17]. Typical domains of shared cultural knowledge are for example kinship systems and person reference [18], [19], environmental knowledge [20] and medical knowledge [21], [22]. The domain of shared cultural knowledge investigated in this paper is spatial orientation and conceptualisation. The data analysis suggests that KS speakers apply a mix of strategies to refer to spatial setups and that it is the interaction with shared cultural knowledge which shapes the dynamics of speech and gesture interaction.

1.2. Spatial Reference in Speech and Gesture

Reference to space involves topological relations, frames of reference, motion events, toponyms and deixis, and has been found to differ across cultures [23]. This paper will focus on the representation of frames of reference in multimodal interaction and will discuss the dynamic interaction with shared cultural knowledge. According to Levinson [7], there are three major frames of reference (FoR) – the object-centred or intrinsic FoR, the egocentric or relative FoR, and the geocentric or absolute FoR. While in an intrinsic FoR a ground object’s features are being used for locating a figure, the relative FoR involves the speaker’s perspective to create a coordinate system with the help of which both the figure and the ground are located. Finally, in an absolute FoR fixed external features such as cardinal directions are the source of information necessary to locate a figure. Examples (1) – (3) illustrate the expression of different FoRs in speech:

(1) The dog is at the car’s front. (intrinsic FoR)
(2) The dog is left to the car. (relative FoR)
(3) The dog is north to the car. (absolute FoR)

While the cross-linguistic differences in the availability of and choice for a certain FoR have usually been investigated concerning speech, Levinson [7, pp. 244ff.] has also listed certain gestural features that may be observed. According to him, gestures within an absolute FoR, such as the one found in Guugu Yimidhirr [24], [13], are characterised by specific
phonological features: the use of extended gesture space, no restrictions towards a dominant articulator, and body torque being used only in those cases where required by biomechanics. Furthermore, gestures and gaze are independent, i.e. a pointing gesture does not necessarily have to be accompanied by eye gaze in the same direction. Also, absolute gestures are often characterised by a certain veracity of the vectors projected by e.g. a pointing gesture – a feature that has been analysed for Guugu Yimithirr speakers in detail [13]. This means that any vector projected by a pointing gesture directly points to the actual or associated position of a referent. This veracity is constant under rotation and, as Le Guen [6] mentions, includes an absence of metaphorical pointing. If used metaphorically, pointing gestures do not project vectors to the actual position of a referent but rather point into empty space. Further features are the representation of complex vectors in one gesture and the fusion of semiotic types, e.g. iconic and deictic gestures [7]. Finally, gestures have been observed to follow what Levinson [7] calls natural lines – the further away a referent, the higher the pointing gesture. Also, there seems to be a certain distribution of typical handshapes: while flat hand gestures tend to convey information about a vector, locations are more likely to be referred to by index pointing. These characteristics have also been reported for speakers of Yolnu languages in the Northern Territory of Australia [25].

2. Subjects and Methods
Kreol Seselwa is spoken on the Seychelles, a group of 115 islands located in the Indian Ocean. It is the native language of 99% of the population. Being a creole language, KS is characterised by its mixed nature: while the lexicon is mainly derived from French with occasional influences from other languages such as English or Eastern Bantu languages, its grammatical structure involves creole features such as TMA markers or a fixed S-V-O word order.

The data was collected in 2014 and 2015 on Mahé, the main island of the Seychelles. The data collection involved a triangulation of methods, including a sociolinguistic interview, elicitation tasks and semi-elicited conversations. The interview sessions were conducted with two native speakers who were asked to talk to each other in KS. While the elicitation tasks involved pointing tasks to specific locations on Mahé, route descriptions and the “Man and Tree” space game designed by Levinson et al. [26], the semi-elicited conversations dealt with locally-anchored narrations about the role of family and neighbourhood on Seychelles and a flood that took place in 2013. All interview sessions were video-recorded after the participants explicitly signalled their consent. The data analysis for this paper comprises 67 min of video data coming from 7 native speakers. The data annotation was done with ELAN, and includes detailed annotation of over 700 gesture strokes.

3. Multimodal Reference to Space in KS
3.1. Gestural and Vocal Repertoire for Spatial Reference
As already described in a previous paper [27], KS has several typical word classes at its disposal for expressing spatial reference, such as prepositions, demonstratives and adverbs. For all three FoRs terms are available. The left-right distinction for the intrinsic and relative FoRs can be expressed by the terms (a) gos / (a) drwat. Furthermore, the four cardinal directions potentially relevant for an absolute FoR are (dan) nor / sid / was / lex. The lexical origin of these spatial terms in the French language is clearly visible. This is also the case for toponyms on the Seychelles, such as e.g. La Misère or Beau Vallon. However, KS is not merely a dialect or ‘broken’ version of French. Rather, the lexical origins are combined with very idiosyncratic phonological, grammatical and pragmatic structures to form an independent language system. Furthermore, it will become clear in the following sections that the gestural system reveals additional instances of very distinct idiosyncratic realisations and conceptualisations of spatial reference.

Gestural reference to space mainly involves three typical handshapes (see Figure 1): two flat hand gestures (B and 5) and the extended index finger (IX). The two flat handshapes (B and 5) are usually produced in extended gesture space and accompany spatial reference to existing locations beyond the immediate surrounding. Furthermore, they are usually not involved in the specification of a referent. The IX-handshape, on the other hand, is distributed across gesture space and usually accompanies reference to a location in the immediate surroundings, often involving the specification of visible referents.

![Handshapes associated with spatial reference in KS.](image)

The use of gesture space in instances of spatial reference is summarised in Table 1. Over 60% of gestures associated with spatial reference were produced in extended gesture space (periphery or extreme periphery), whereas only 38% of spatial referential gestures were produced in central gesture space (centre or centre-centre). Those gestures produced in the extreme periphery were usually produced in the two upper thirds, i.e. from the waist upwards. Furthermore, they frequently involved back-pointing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of gesture space in KS spatial reference.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central gestures (total)</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre-Centre</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral gestures (total)</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme periphery</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Dynamic Use of Spatial FoRs
The data analysis suggest that KS speakers apply both a relative and an absolute FoR in their spatial references. As presented in Tables 2 and 3, the two different contexts in which speakers produced spatial reference were the Man and Tree space game on the one hand, and locally-anchored narrations and pointing tasks on the other hand. While in the first context only the relative FoR was used by the speakers, the latter involved a mix of relative and absolute FoRs. This mix of FoRs
has been found to be divided according to modality: the relative FoR is mainly represented in the vocal channel, while the absolute FoR appears almost exclusively in the gestural channel.

Table 2. Use of FoRs in KS according to context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Frame of Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locally anchored narrations</td>
<td>absolute-relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing tasks &amp; route descriptions</td>
<td>absolute-relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space game</td>
<td>relative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Representation of FoRs in KS across modalities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame of Reference</th>
<th>Modality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>Speech (Gesture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Gesture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example (4) illustrates the mix of FoR in a naturally occurring situation. The topic of the conversation was a certain kind of perfume and the speaker’s association of it with her former workplace. While in her speech she does not give any spatial information, her gestures show several of Levinson’s (2003) characteristics of an absolute FoR. Two subsequent pointing gestures are produced in extended gesture space and are instances of back-pointing. Furthermore, we find a veracity of pointing, as Figure 2 illustrates. In addition, there is no body torque involved and the speaker’s gaze does not follow the pointing gesture.

(4) I used to work in a hotel…a hotel de Sesel.

Figure 2. Features of gestural reference to space in a locally-anchored narration

In comparison, the gestures produced in the context of the Man and Tree space game did not show any absolute features. Both in the gestural and the vocal channel the relative FoR was applied, as illustrated by Example (5) and Figures 3-4.

(5) En pe vir anfas ek nou, enn pe vir par deryer.

One is oriented towards us, one is oriented to the back.

The speaker’s viewpoint is made explicit in speech, when the speaker refers to one figure as facing the observer (nou).

Figure 3 shows the speaker employing two gestures referring to the orientations of the two figures. Figure 4 displays the differences in both figure orientation (A and B, marked in black) and speaker orientation (marked in red). The left box illustrates this setup at the moment the speaker looked at the stimulus picture. The right box illustrates the setup after the speaker has turned around to describe the picture to her interlocutor. The two arrows represent the vectors projected by the gestures produced by the speaker, which are also shown in Figure 2. It becomes clear that in the gestural channel the original setup between figure orientation and speaker orientation is rotated by nearly 180 degrees. This rotation of not only the speaker but also the conceptualisation of the stimulus setup is exactly what is expected in a relative FoR. In an absolute FoR, in contrast, a change in the speaker’s orientation should not have an impact on the orientation of the gestural representation of a figure.

Figure 3. Gestures produced accompanying spatial reference in the Man and Tree Space Game setting.

Further evidence that the gestural system of the participants is not entirely absolute can be found with regard to the different abstractions of pointing gestures. Comparing Levinson’s [7] criterion of veracity of pointing and Le Guen’s [6] observation of a lack of metaphorical pointing in absolute gesture systems with the data coming from the Seychelles, a mixed picture emerges. Table 4 represents the different levels of abstraction in all pointing gestures analysed, involving not only spatial but also person reference. Metaphorical pointing does occur frequently in the KS references analysed, showing that the KS gesture system also involves features of a relative FoR. Interestingly, however, direct pointing occurs more often in combination with vocal spatial reference than with vocal person reference, whereas metaphorical pointing is more often...
associated with vocal person reference than with vocal spatial reference. This suggests that, contrary to what has been described by Haviland [13] for Guugu Yimidhirr, KS speakers may tend to use the absolute FoR only when spatial information is intended to be communicated, and not when person reference is in the focus. However, more data will have to be considered in order to adequately investigate this tendency.

Table 4. Levels of abstraction in KS pointing gestures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Pointing</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Pointing</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metonymic Pointing</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphorical Pointing</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the last example will illustrate the dynamic and flexible use of semiotic types in a path description, reflecting the representation of shared cultural knowledge in the KS gesture system. This speaker described a looping path starting and ending in the capital of the Seychelles, Victoria (see Figure 6 for a map of the route described). In her speech, she mainly lists the toponyms of the different locations one would pass by on this path. Her gestures display subsequent and simultaneous combinations of deictic and iconic gestures, as well as her absolute orientation. The gestures displayed in Figure 5 correspond to the path segments 1 and 2. As the pictures illustrate, the speaker’s gestures follow natural lines, i.e. the further away the locations indicated, the higher the gesture. At the same time, the speaker iconically treats the locations as something one can ‘hold’ in one’s hands. Furthermore, as evident from Figure 7, the vector projected by the pointing gesture coincides with the actual location of Victoria. During the path description, however, the veracity of the pointing gesture decreases, with only the general direction being represented. Also, the representation of natural lines is being metaphorically extended: instead of representing the distance between the locations and the speaker, the distance travelled is the crucial factor determining the height of the pointing gesture. During the last path segment, represented by the number 3 in Figure 6, the gestures do not include any deictic element anymore. Instead, the speaker represents the path in her gestures by iconically modelling the topographic features of the mountainous path, thus revealing her geographic knowledge of the area (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Gestures accompanying the path description.

Figure 6. Gestures modelling topographic features.

4. Discussion

While section 1 has emphasised the interaction between speech, gesture, and culture, section 3 has illustrated that KS speakers employ FoRs in a mixed fashion. The question arising here is why and how a certain FoR and thus a certain strategy of spatial conceptualisation is selected in KS. This question can be addressed best by including the micro-ecology of communication into the analysis. As mentioned in section 1, the micro-ecology of communication includes extra-linguistic factors, such as socio-cultural aspects, which are assumed to interact with the form of communication of a certain speech community.

As mentioned in section 3, whether KS speakers selected the relative FoR only or whether they applied a mix of relative-absolute FoR differed across contexts. One major difference between the two contextual settings is whether shared cultural knowledge, in this case spatial orientation, was available to the speakers as a resource. While in locally-anchored narrations, pointing tasks and route descriptions the speakers referred to existing referents in a concrete environment, the space game included abstract referents in an artificial environment. In other words, the first kind of conversation was characterised by the availability of shared cultural knowledge, whereas the second one involved shared conversational knowledge only. Further evidence that the availability of shared cultural knowledge may influence the selection of a FoR in KS is supplied by the phonological features of the KS gesture system as well as the overall veracity of pointing and the semiotics displayed in gesture in the respective contexts.

One reason why absolute spatial orientation is selected as a resource of anchoring in locally-anchored narration tasks, rather than relying on shared conversational knowledge and a relative FoR, might be the geographic characteristics of the island. Mahé is a rather small island with a clear distinction between coastline and mountainous inland. As a consequence, absolute orientation is facilitated, especially for individuals who grew up and have spent the most part of their life on the island.
In opposition to other communities which apply the absolute FoR to all contextual settings, including small scale descriptions of abstract or fictional referents (see e.g. [13]), KS speakers dynamically switch from one FoR to the other. This hybridity and flexibility reflects other cultural aspects of the micro-ecology of KS communication. Besides the linguistic background described in section 2, mixed heritage can be found in other cultural domains of the Seychelles such as oral traditions, descent, food, or songs. Thus, spatial reference may be regarded as another instantiation of this mixed nature. Furthermore, being a post-colonial society, Seselwa culture may be characterised as a ‘third kind’, i.e. creatively combining and transforming features of the mixed heritage in an idiosyncratic fashion to form new cultural patterns [29]. Finally, as a language that relies heavily on pragmatic reference marking, KS is characterised by a certain flexibility, especially when it comes to relying on contextual factors. This general flexibility and context-dependency is reflected in the tendency of ad-hoc ascription of different FoRs, as suggested by Pederson [30]. A reflection of this ad-hoc ascription and the flexible switch from one FoR to the other can be seen in the interaction of deictic and iconic gestures produced during the path segment, where the switch between different forms of representation and spatial conceptualisation takes place within one composite utterance.

5. Conclusion

This analysis of KS speakers has shown the interaction of vocal, gestural and cultural factors in the domain of spatial reference. It has been demonstrated that while KS speakers tend to apply the relative FoR in their speech, their gestures display both relative and absolute features, reflecting the availability of shared cultural knowledge. Furthermore, it has been shown that shared cultural knowledge can be represented across modalities. Moreover, it is embedded in a dynamic, context-dependent frame, which relies on the micro-ecology of communication.

As a consequence, this paper highlights the necessity to take contextual, cultural and multimodal information into account in order to achieve a deeper understanding of the processes involved in spatial reference. Further cross-linguistic research combining these three aspects is necessary in order to gain a better understanding of the underlying dynamics of human communication.
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Abstract
We contrast two ways of thinking about communication: communication as message passing, and communication as reciprocal coordination. From the invention of writing to the ubiquity of SMS, speech and language technology has uniformly employed the first model, and thereby done nothing to support, extend, or explore the second model. We suggest that the coordinative approach is better suited to understanding how face to face interactants establish co-presence. The technical challenges of establishing co-presence amounts to achieving synchronisation with a mean lag of 0 ms. We suggest that this goal might be approached through the exploitation of predictive models for behaviours that are inherently constrained, or known to both parties. Although we have not yet succeeded in achieving this goal, we chart a possible route of future exploration, with the distal goal of allowing people to engage in strongly synchronised behaviours such as chanting over networks.

Index Terms: co-presence, reciprocal interaction, liveliness

1. Introduction
Communication can be thought of in more than one way. If we view communication as coordination, we are emphasising the manner in which your activity and mine become non-independent. If we view it as message passing, we focus instead on how my ideas and thoughts can be transferred to you through some medium. The first, coordinative, view emphasises the reciprocity of communication: you affect me and I affect you, simultaneously, and the distance between us is lessened. The second, conduit, view foregrounds the content of the exchange, but portrays the participants as relatively independent.

The coordinative perspective is most clearly demonstrated through the modality of touch. This is the primal mode through which infants first experience bonding with their mother, and it remains the most intimate form of communication, so much so that we ration and regulate who is allowed to touch whom, where, and when. When we touch, there is a two-way continuous connection between us that does not admit of dissection into independent components [1]. The two hands in a handshake cannot properly be understood as separate. In touch, the two subjects are necessarily co-present in a very important sense. The reciprocity of communicative touch is the reason why we do not have a recording medium for touch, analogous to our use of pictures or recorded sound. Nevertheless, co-presence is not a merely haptic phenomenon. In each other’s presence, we clearly and mutually influence each other’s gaze, the sounds we make, the manner in which we move and so on.

This contrasts starkly with communication conceived of as message passing, which has been often taken to be the essence of linguistic communication. Considered in this fashion, communication involves my private intentions and thoughts acquiring some kind of encoding—in sounds, text, images—and then being transferred to you for decoding. The communicating partners are here treated as separate entities and the act of communication is directed: either from me to you, or vice versa, but the act is essentially decomposable into sender and recipient.

This is not to insist that there are two categorically different kinds of communication, but to point out that we can describe, attend to, model, and perhaps facilitate coordinative or message-passing aspects of a given communicative situation. Remarkably, the technological support of speech and language has taken as its object the support of message-passing aspects of communication alone. From the development of writing—a technological breakthrough that set in motion a series of profound cognitive changes—to the most recent forms of messaging through smart phones, communication has been seen as one thing only, and the very possibility of augmenting or facilitating the coordinative aspects to communication has been overlooked [2]. It is to this that we turn our attention.

In what follows we seek to articulate the problem of establishing presence when interactants are only in touch (as it were) over networks. We do not yet have a working implementation of a communicative protocol that can support a sense of co-presence, but we hope it might be of some benefit to lay out the territory, sketch the logical form of a possible solution, and to show how initial exploration of this novel space of technological innovation might proceed.

2. Language and Joint Speaking
The development of many kinds of technological support for message passing has gone hand in hand with a specific view of the nature of language that has occupied the core of the discipline of linguistics for over a hundred years. We might characterise the first half of the 20th Century as the structural era, with the works of Saussure playing a central role, while the second half clearly belongs to the generative grammarians, whose most visible figure was Chomsky. Saussure formalised the study of langue over parole, thereby emphasising the abstract, systematic, formal aspects of linguistic communication, and self-consciously stepping over the messiness of verbal behaviour (a limitation of which he was painfully aware). Chomsky likewise valorised competence over performance, seeking to characterise an abstract underlying system that was at some remove from the messy business of speaking. Both programmes viewed speech as just one mode through which language finds expression, and language was understood as the exchange of propositional content encoded in rule-governed sequences.

This view of language has an odd historical flavour to it. After all, however we characterise language, it is surely as something which arose uniquely in our species and which differentiates us sharply from our nearest cousins, the great apes. To emphasise the symbolic, mode-agnostic, characteristics of some forms of language use is to adopt a perspective that doesn’t care...
about the differences between speech and writing. Yet writing has only been around for about 5,000 years, widespread literacy for no more than 500 years. Whatever happened to our species that gave rise to society, culture and human intellectual life is very much older than this, and the voice has been its primary vehicle all along.

There is a common form of speaking, found in every culture on Earth, and central to the affairs of all societies, that is ignored when we view language in this abstract, intellectualised way. This is joint speaking, which is found whenever multiple people say the same thing at the same time [3]. This is the form of speech found in all major religious traditions, frequently built into rituals which play an axiomatic role in establishing a common order. It is also found in situations of protest, when collectives give common voice to common concerns. And it is the mode of speech in which football fans enact a common identity on the terraces. As different as these domains are, joint speech displays some superficial characteristics that transcend the domains and that speak eloquently of the collective subject:

The absence of any differentiation between speaker and listener stands in marked contrast to the abstract message passing view of language, as everybody is both speaker and listener, and everybody already knows the text. We also find a continuum of prosodic forms, with no clear distinction between speech and music, the English word “chant” serving double duty in both worlds. We find a central role of repetition, which makes sense only if we acknowledge the performative nature of joint speech: whatever is being achieved through this practice, it is achieved in real time only and through the urgent participation of all concerned.

In joint speaking, a highly charged form of co-presence is brought into being among interactants in a manner entirely unlike a sequenced exchange of messages [4]. Most people have experienced the sense of loss of personal autonomy (or its transference to a group) when taking part in chanting during protest or in support of a team. Choral singers are familiar with the remarkable sense of experiential blending or transcendence that arises when singing in unison. But perhaps the most eloquent illustration of the power of the co-presence that arises in this fashion is given, not by saying anything, but by being silent together. To be silent on one’s own achieves nothing, but to be silent collectively, in joint commemoration of tragedy, illustrates viscerally the power of co-presence and the relative unimportance of the lexical content. The frenzy of an angry mob, or the ecstasy of the heavily embodied chant of Sufi dhikr likewise reveal the power of joint speech for turning collective activity into something highly charged, something shared, and something that is enacted by doing [5].

The focus on language as message-passing has led to many technologies that allow us to encode and transmit messages of many forms. But there are no technologies that allow us to speak together. This seems odd, and it is not hard to think of uses for such technologies. In what follows, we will first illustrate the problem, and then go on to discuss how the next steps in illuminating this largely unexplored space of potential innovation might proceed.

3. Liveness and Skype

Users of Skype or similar services are frequently aware that there is a slightly unreal feel to the conversation. Some of this, particularly in older implementations, is due to the mismatch between the spatial location of the camera and the position of the eyes of the interlocutor. There is also a small temporal lag, but neither of these two factors is typically an obstacle to carrying on a conversation. VoIP services were developed for the purposes of conversation, and the current standards seek to guarantee a lag of no more than 150 ms end to end [6]. Under these circumstances, we can take turns in a conversation, but we can’t chant. If two people try to sing or speak in unison, this seemingly small delay is compounded, leading to an inevitable breakdown in the coordination necessary to synchronise.

The problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows horizontal finger position against time for a networked application (described below) in which subjects at each end of a network make manual oscillatory movements that are displayed, with a 150 ms lag, on the screen of the other. In the example shown, the lower trace belongs to the “master” who was told to ignore the movements of the other, “slave”, participant. The slave, on the other hand, was told to synchronise with the master. While the slave succeeds quite well, the master experiences two traces that are displaced in time by approximately 300 ms. Under these conditions, the equitable and reciprocal form of co-regulation that is possible in the flesh, is rendered impossible.

We frequently speak of “liveness” as if it were clear whether something is live or not. In a world filled with recordings, and edited creations, the distinction seems fairly straightforward. But with a little thought we can show that liveness is not an all-or-nothing affair. Consider a concert in which Jools Holland plays a duet with you. If you make a mistake, that will adversely affect the joint performance. You are very intimately involved with one another in live interaction. Now consider the same concert, but this time you are in the “live” studio audience. You have a sense of co-presence, and you could, at a push, influence things, e.g. by shouting or throwing something, but the manner in which you are involved in the whole scenario is rather different, and your role much smaller, than when playing the duet with Jools. Shift scene, and you are now at home, watching a “live” broadcast of the show. The advertised “liveness” does matter. You have a sense that things could go wrong, the unexpected could happen, and the spectacle is thus somewhat fragile.
But your capacity to influence things is now minimal. Change things just slightly, and you are watching the “live” performance with an hour’s, or a year’s, delay. There is a meaningful sense in which it is still live: the action is unbroken, the performance is probably less polished and somewhat less predictable than a studio recording, but the manner in which you are involved has now been watered down to homeopathic proportions. Liveness, then, admits of a good deal of variation, but it finds its strongest exemplar when several people are physically co-present to each other, deeply involved in each others’ actions.

At first blush, it would seem that this is simply how things must be. If we communicate over networks, there must be a lag, because transmission times are non-zero, always. Synchronisation would seem to demand a zero-mean lag, and this sets an engineering goal that is unreachable in principle. We may be able to reduce lags well below 150 ms (and it is possible to perform a reasonable chant over landlines, as opposed to VoIP), but we cannot eliminate them. But we believe that this kind of thinking is, itself, beholden to the singular view of communication as message passing, and if we adopt instead a coordinative view, an unexplored opportunity for technical exploration opens up.

### 4. The Mirror Game

There is a form of collective exercise known as the Mirror Game with origins in improvisation theatre and movement therapy [7]. In this, two or more participants improvise sequences of movements in one of two modes. In leader-follower (LF) mode, one person dictates the movement sequence while the others try to follow. In the second mode of joint improvisation (JI), nobody has the assigned role of leader, and synchronised activity must emerge spontaneously. Noy et al. created an experimental variant of this game in which movement is confined to the horizontal movement of a slider [8]. They found that patterns created in the two experimental conditions were equally complex, but that synchronisation was, on average, somewhat better in the JI condition. In particular, in JI rounds they would sometimes find periods of co-confident motion in which the two horizontal traces remained in lock step with no appreciable jitter (Fig: 3). A follow up study [9] they found that such co-confident motion displayed curvature that was qualitatively different from motion in which one player dominated or led. In [8], the authors introduced a reactive-predictive control model in which each participant used a simple model to predict future trajectories of the other.

No networks are involved here, of course. Players are synchronising in real face-to-face live interaction. However, the signature of co-confident motion illustrated in Fig. 3 may provide an important target that a comparable setup over networks might aim for. The mirror game thus provides us with a potential empirical index of reciprocal coupling among actors.

### 5. Towards zero mean lag over networks

In order to see how one might approach zero mean lag over networks it is useful to recall again the fundamental difference between communication as message passing and communication as coordination. In the first case, there is uncertainty about the message that will be transmitted. One must therefore wait until a signal has been received before one can know what it is. In the latter case, we are frequently dealing with a situation in which all parties know the sequence of movements, or words, that are to be performed. If that is the case, then for each subject, the future actions of the partner are largely predictable from the past. We can exploit this predictability in the behaviour of the interacting parties.

Let us consider two exemplary implementations of a notional zero-mean-lag system: long-distance chanting, and remote playing of the mirror game. In the case of chanting, predictability arises because the same text is repeated many times over. If the text is not known at the start, then it is available after a single iteration. Chanting thus is inherently predictable. In the case of the mirror game, trajectories along the rail are greatly constrained by physical contingencies. They will be
continuous, and at any given moment, knowledge of the position and velocity of the marker at the last several time steps, \( t - 1, t - 2 \ldots \) will allow confident prediction, within some margin of error related to the step size of discretisation.

Assuming that the signal can be discretised into equally spaced samples, and assuming a minimum transmission lag of one time step at each point, we simply ensure that what one person hears/sees/encounters at any time is the best possible prediction, based on recent values of the incoming signal. In what follows, \( A(t) \) refers to the signal generated by person A at time \( t \), and \( \hat{B}(t) \) to the prediction of where \( B \) is most likely to be at time \( t \). For simplicity, we assume prediction based on a single previous time step, but the approach should generalise to a sliding window of prediction.

At time \( t \),
\[ \ldots A \text{ sees/hears} \ B(t) \]
\[ \ldots A \text{ says/does} \ A(t) \]
\[ \ldots A \text{ receives} \ B(t - 1) \]
\[ \ldots A \text{ updates predictive model based on} \ B(t - 1) \]

Figure 4: Basic architecture for exploiting prediction. Although there are lags in transmission from A to B, at any moment in time, A hears/sees/encounters a signal without lag, with fidelity that is proportional to the predictability of the signal.

This way of framing the problem and its solution is wholly generic. As long as the behaviour of one system is, to some extent, predictable by the other, a solution of this form can be implemented. The confidence with which the value of the signal at \( t \) can be predicted based on the last \( n \) values seen will be an important determinant of the strength of the mutual entrainment that can be achieved.

We are implementing a pilot system for exploring this idea (Fig. 5). We use two networked computers equipped with Leap Motion controllers [10]. In our initial implementation, each player sees a marker on screen corresponding to their own hand position in the vertically-oriented X-Y plane, along with another marker corresponding to a prediction of the other person’s position, based on a sliding window of previous observations. Biological motion is constrained by the requirement that it be continuous, that motion be physically plausible, etc, so that the position of the co-player’s hand can be predicted. For testing purposes, we include the option of introducing a specific fixed lag between packets exchanged over the network.

Fig. 6 illustrates the situation without any prediction. It shows asynchrony for trials run in master-slave mode, where the master ignores the slave, while the slave tries faithfully to synchronise with the master. As the transmission lag increases, so the asymmetry between the views of the two subjects becomes more extreme. The slave manages fairly constant performance across conditions, while the master becomes increasingly asynchronous with respect to the slave.

![Figure 5: Snapshot of a pilot system under development](image)

![Figure 6: Measured asynchrony for both master and slave where the master ignores the slave, while slave synchronises with master, with no predictive model. Lags of 0, 50 ms and 150 ms were used.](image)

We have tried several predictors so far, including a weighted linear, and a polynomial spline. At this point, however, a performance increase over the baseline has not yet been achieved. The system is intended to act as a crucible for refining questions about how a predictive system might overcome the challenge of zero mean lag synchronisation. In the remainder of this article, therefore, we consider the challenges ahead.

6. Extension to speech

If coordinated finger wiggling over networks, is challenging, one might opine that synchronising speech is even more so. We believe there are grounds for cautious optimism, however. One important aspect to chanting is to note that the text of the speech or song is known to both parties, and so does not, itself, need to be transmitted. Rather, because the sequence is known, the participants need only to keep track of where they each are in the sequential unfolding of that sequence over time.

A standard linear predictive encoding of speech produces a single vector for each windowed frame of the speech signal, and
good intelligibility can be obtained with a transmission rate of about 50 frames per second. This is a relatively sparse encoding, but still poses a significant challenge for prediction. For a known text, however, each participant can have a model sequence of LPC vectors, so that prediction becomes the easier task of estimating where, within the known sequence, the other participant is now. The known reference sequence could be generated using text to speech models, or, in an iterative process, the previous actual enunciation of the standard text might be employed. This remains as territory to be explored.

7. Conclusions

We have attempted to outline what a future technology of co-presence would be like. It would allow remote participants to establish genuine synchrony for known, or predictable, patterns of behaviour, including both hand movements and speech. It is our understanding that rich reciprocal coupling is a necessary prerequisite for engendering a sense of co-presence, and that this can be approached through the restricted domain of hand movement, and then extended to joint speech. The space of whole body synchronisation might be approached once progress has been made in these rather more restricted domains. Despite the initial difficulties, we believe that the development of prototypes and pilot systems may be a good way of teasing out the complexities of the field, and may be the starting point for a genuinely different form of communicative technology.

We foresee potential application in domains of human activity that have not yet benefitted from technological support, and we would suggest that one such domain is the participation in rituals, which frequently demands synchronisation of both speech and gesture. Participation in rituals is an important means by which cultural and religious identities of various kinds are maintained, and the enormous numbers of migrants, both voluntary and involuntary, suggests that there is a very large potential user base for any such application.
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The Role of Eye Gaze and Body Movements in Turn-Taking during a Contemporary Dance Improvisation
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Abstract

This paper intends to contribute to the multimodal turn-taking literature by presenting data collected in an improvisation session in the context of the performing arts and its qualitative analysis, where the focus is on how gaze and the full body participate in the interaction. Five expert performers joined Portuguese contemporary choreographer, João Fiadeiro, in practicing his Real Time Composition Method during an improvisation session, which was recorded and annotated for this study. A micro-analysis of portions of the session was conducted using ELAN. We found that intersubjectivity was avoided during this performance, both in the performers’ bodily movements and mutual gaze; we extrapolate that peripheral vision was chiefly deployed as a regulating strategy by these experts to coordinate turn-taking. A macro-analysis comparing the data with an analogous one obtained from Non-Performers provides the context for a discussion on multimodality and decision-making.

Index Terms: gaze, non-verbal behavior, silent turn-taking, gesture function, decision-making, performing arts, inter-rater agreement

1. Introduction

Humans regulate their contributions in social interactions using practices, norms, and rules depending on the nature of their exchanges (inter alia [1]), whether it be by using prosody to solicit a reply to a question or realizing who goes next around the table during a hand of poker. The present study intends to contribute to the multimodal turn-taking literature by presenting data collected in a group contemporary dance improvisation session in the context of the performing arts and its qualitative analysis where speech is absent. The qualitative analysis presents preliminary results of how body movements alone (i.e. without the support of language) have the onerous of communicating and coordinating in the interaction.

For the purpose of this study, five expert performers joined internationally renowned Portuguese contemporary choreographer, João Fiadeiro, in practicing his Real Time Composition (RTC) Method (or Composição em Tempo Real; [2]). Fiadeiro, one of the founders of the Nova Dança Portuguesa in the 1980s, created the so-called “RTC Game” in 1995 as an improvisation exercise in order to provide choreographers and performers a methodological tool for composing artistic works.

Applying the method, the artists take turns performing in a delimited space in the studio, following a process of creating relations with previous actions in the piece. Although Fiadero’s method invites performers to use their bodies on a stage floor, he also uses a variation using props on a table. As the performers sit around the table, and through means of self-selection, they perform a single action at a time on the Game Table with props taken from the Objects Table to develop compositions. This improvisational performance is called a “Game”. Creative and innovative ideas and material for stage compositions and other types of performances are generated collaboratively through what emerges throughout the Game.

Unlike other research done on “expressive gestures” in the domain of dance (inter alia [3]), which focuses on those non-verbal behaviors having an affective content (concerning the performer’s persona’s mood, feelings, emotions, etc.) which performers have rehearsed and act out on stage, we are more interested in the behavior which is less monitored and not explicitly intended for an audience. The focus of this study is more on the “behind the scenes” behavior, concentrating on those moments where expert performers are not performing per se, but have to make decisions of what, how, and if to perform next and at which moment during an improvisation, and all in coordination with their fellow performers’ behavior.

In contrast to previous studies on turn-taking in social interactions, the context of this inquiry is linguistically independent, and there are no regulated turns in the traditional sense. Performers do not talk to each other during the improvisation unless their speech is being used as artistic material. They are also free to choose to perform in the improvisation or not, but only a single action at a time, and not twice in a row. Nonetheless, there is social communication: turns are coordinated by the information “given” (e.g. moving towards the table to perform) and information “given off” (e.g. via gaze or other body movements) [4].

Various studies investigating the co-occurrence of speech and gestures in the turn-taking scenario confirm that interlocutors systematically use their non-verbal behavior to coordinate the conversational flow. The gesture involvements in the regulative process of turn-taking mechanism was sufficiently examined in previous research in multi-party conversations [5, 6], but mainly in dyadic situations [7, 8], suggesting that people deploy a broad scope of body movements to yield or grab the floor (e.g. pointing gestures [9], head movements [10, 11], eye gaze [12, 13, 14], and body posture [15, 16]).

To our knowledge, ours is the first study to address the issue of turn-taking where speech is accessible but not used. This study intends to describe and analyze what non-verbal strate-
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Five Expert performers who were also practitioners of RTC participated in the study alongside the choreographer Fiadeiro for a group total of six. All participants had at least eight years of professional dance/performance formal training and experience, and on average three years of formal training and experience in Fiadeiro’s method. The group was balanced for gender (3 females and 3 males) and culturally mixed (Portuguese and non-Portuguese). Participants were between the ages of 26-41 and proficient in English, which was the common working language, although the Game performances were silent.

2.2. Materials and Procedure

The study was conducted at the RE.AL Atelier, Fiadeiro’s studio in Lisbon. The six participants were seated about 1.5m away from and around the Game Table, the focal point of the Game performance. Props to be used during the improvisation exercise were readily available on the Objects Table (Fig. 1).

The study was conducted in a 3.5-hour session, which included briefing, debriefing and breaks between improvisation exercises. After having been informed and given their consent, participants were briefed and had 2.5 hours to perform various Games.

2.3. Data and annotation

The collected video data of the Game performance, excluding briefing, debriefing and breaks, totals 51 minutes. Given the lack of resources to annotate the entire data, a sampling designed for micro-analysis of at least the first 10% of the Game performance was decided a priori. This data subset of the first six minutes of Expert Game performance was processed, annotating the movements of each of the six participants.

An annotation scheme was created in-house for the purpose of this study. In order to investigate how the performers interpret their co-performers’ bodily signals, and thus anticipate the communicative flow in their current social environment, the focus of the annotation scheme was on the their visible behavior, as it was perceived and interpreted by those sharing that particular context. This including all movements, gross or fine, that other participants potentially noticed and as they were captured by the four HD cameras.

The annotation scheme codes for information related to:

1. directedness behavior (spatial location and orientation of the body, gaze points, object interaction);
2. a formal description of each movement unit, or MU (i.e. a gestural complex marked by the distinct change of the articulator’s configuration or position in space) of the head/face, upper body, and lower body articulators. Each annotation was comprised of the temporal segmentation (defined by each MU’s onset and offset) and a label indicating the articulator(s) formally and actively involved;
3. a hermeneutic tier categorizing the functional-semiotic interpretation of the MUs. Each MU temporal segmentation was labeled according to one of the three functions below. This functional taxonomy is a semiotic classification, based on Peircean relations of firstness, secondness, and thirdness [17]. This follows a hierarchical taxonomy where the higher order builds on (and includes) the lower one(s):

   (a) self-focused MUs (purely physical movements meant for the self; e.g. fidgeting, stretching);
   (b) context-focused MUs (relational movements establishing a physical or cognitive relation of orientation, attention, volition, etc.; e.g. orientational head-turns, action-oriented movements, deliberate attention-gaining actions, etc.);
   (c) communication-focused MUs (representational movements, having a symbolic or social nature; e.g. polite smiles, symbolic-communicative gazes, etc.).

Semiotically speaking, any body movement could be inferred and construed as communicating something, even when the person does not have the intention of communicating that. For example, we may infer that a person fidgeting is nervous, but that would not necessarily make that action communication-focused (unless it was done deliberately to convey that sense). Our analysis is obviously not from the production perspective: we do not have access to what the participants were thinking while they were performing these body movements. We can, however, speculate that from an interpretative perspective a certain movement was intended to be communicative (in a strict sense) or not, notwithstanding what information can be inferred.

The first two levels of annotation have a more objective quality (for example, the participant is seated or is moving to a new location; there was movement or not in the left hand, right leg, head, etc.), whereas the last level, based on the previous formal MU segmentations, describes raters’ subjective interpretation of the performers’ movements before, during and after
3. Results

3.1. Quantitative results

The data from the Expert Game performance yielded a total of 1186 annotations. The comparison of all movement unit (MU) functions across participants indicates variety across individuals (Fig. 2); nonetheless, trends in the data do emerge, and some generalizations can be made with regards to both the body movement data and the gaze data. In particular, unlike in more common, everyday social interactions, we found that intersubjectivity was avoided during this performance of contemporary dance improvisation. These results will be discussed below.

### Table 1: The global results of the inter-rater agreement obtained from the modified Cohen’s kappa [18] calculated in ELAN. The measurement was conducted using data from three participants of the 6-minute subset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>kappa</th>
<th>kappa scientists</th>
<th>raw agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0.6352</td>
<td>0.7590</td>
<td>0.6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>0.9041</td>
<td>0.9281</td>
<td>0.9111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>0.9516</td>
<td>0.9516</td>
<td>0.9541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Distribution of the functions of all movement units, all participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>self-focused</th>
<th>context-focused</th>
<th>comm.-focused</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>head/face</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper body</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower body</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: The relative frequencies of functions detected in the head/face, lower and upper body regions of the six Expert participants. Only context-focused (dark gray) and self-focused (light gray) movements were present in the data (zero instances of communication-focused MUs).

3.1.1. Gesture and body-movement function data

The data indicates that the participants performed three times as many self-focused movements (n=242) than context-focused movements (n=79; see Tab. 2). About half of these self-focused movements were produced in the upper body; in fact all but 13 MUs performed with the upper body were self-focused. One out of every three self-focused MUs were produced with fingers and one or both hands (n=58; 33.5%).

Context-focused movements were a third fewer, present mainly in the head/face region, clearly because of changes in head orientation between the two tables, which were the two main focal points throughout the exercise.

Zero (n=0) communication-focused movements were found in the data.

3.1.2. Gaze data

The usage of the term “gaze” in this study may be better described as gaze direction or the end-point of the gaze (to other participants, to the table, etc.). The method of gaze analysis adopted is purely based on what the annotators perceptually coded in a frame-by-frame video analysis and does not include saccades and other minor movements, which may require eye-tracking devices to collect fine-grain information. This technique has been successfully adopted in previous gesture and gaze research (inter alia [7, 20]).

The data exhibits few and fleeting moments of gaze contact among participants. Considering the group as a whole and the time all participants spent looking at another participant versus looking elsewhere, each participant spent on average slightly over 10 seconds each minute glancing and looking to any other participant. Mutual eye contact, where any two participants look at each other reciprocally, amounts to 1.1 seconds in the entire 6 minutes distributed over three distinct occurrences, two of these mutual glances taking place within the first 30 seconds of the data when the Game was just underway.
3.2. Qualitative analysis

We present a preliminary qualitative macro-analysis comparing the 3.5 hour session of the Expert performers’ Game interactions with analogous data collected from a parallel study involving a group of Non-Performers. This syntactic analysis focuses on features directly related to the decision-making process throughout the improvisation exercises, such as the management of turns and hesitations versus determination movements in both groups (when participants are moving from their chairs to the Objects Table). We were closely looking at torso and arm movements: determinedly leaning forward just once before standing up and/or backwards in the chairs when there is any hesitation. The differences between the two groups have been analyzed under the light of recent literature focusing on social cognition and decision-making [21]. Constraints such as common knowledge [22], alignment [23, 24] and trust [25] have been taken into account to contrast the results between groups.

Regarding how turns were managed, the Experts took much more time in between turns as opposed to the other group of Non-Performers. Turn management was much more fluid compared to the Non-Performers group, which was not as confident with the method. Experts have been trained to concentrate, taking their time before acting, and to focus only on the Game Table as they are quite used to performing the Game with Fiadeiro: there is somehow a similarity to meditation practices, where silence and control over body movements seem to rule.

As expected, Non-Performers rely much more on those strategies common in verbal social communication, such as gaze exchange. We observed many more gazes to each other and to Fiadeiro, probably looking for confirmation before acting. Moreover, their posture sitting in the chairs seems to be quite stiff. Concerning determination versus hesitation differences between both groups, the Experts did hesitate much less before taking action than the Non-Performers, which was not surprising either, due to their very different levels of acquaintance with the Game. The Non-Performers’ higher hesitation rate can also be related to the fact that they perceive the choreographers’ presence as an “authority”, whom they are implicitly hoping to please by following his example. They seem to need his approval and reassurance by looking at him before taking action. Another possible reason for their hesitations (either by moving on their chairs uneasily or by looking at the other participants or Fiadeiro before deciding to stand up) can be their tendency to compete with each other by trying to be the “best pupil” in the eyes of the choreographer who does not know them yet [26, 27, 28].

The Expert performers seem to be very relaxed and focused, almost as if they were meditating and reading each other’s minds (mentalizing). It seems that they have developed higher-level control processes which modulate low-level reactions such as emotional impulses. Moreover, because they have been playing the Game with Fiadeiro for many years, they perceive him as one of them, not there to judge but to collaborate with (to simply play with the collective intention of creating “common ground”, in Fiadeiro’s words). According to [22], when acting collaboratively, each subject may automatically represent the task requirements and goals of the other subjects as well as their own.

These results suggest that prior knowledge and awareness about the potential actions of one’s partners (as is the case in the Experts group) increases the awareness of the self and also increases the need to monitor one’s actions.

4. Discussion

4.1. Gaze and other body-movement functions: collaborative coordination and Performance Studies

Following the details in the Results section, the data indicates differences between what is described in studies on turn-taking in more traditional social interactions where speech is present and the results found within this particular social interaction of dance improvisation. The most surprising finding is the lack of mutual gaze, fundamental for joint-attention [29], which would be expected in a silent, collaborative decision-making context where turns need to be managed and coordinated.

Although a low number of communication-focused movements (i.e. body movements performed with representational intentions and having a symbolic or social nature) were initially predicted, given the participants’ background and expertise in performance, it was not expected that there be absolutely none. Zero (r=0) communication-focused movements, were found in the data. Data from a parallel study involving non-performers indicate a greater number of communication-focused MUs in this group [30]. One explanation for this is that non-performers will fall back on those non-verbal turn-taking strategies commonly used in conversation when they know they cannot use speech (mutual gaze, facial expressions, etc.), whereas these performers have embodied other strategies that non-performers do not have available.

One out of every three self-focused MUs were produced with fingers and one or both hands (n=58; 33.5%) and are comparable to what are described in the literature as self-adaptors. Self-adaptors are body movements, such as scratching or fidgeting, typically produced under more “stressful” conditions because their production has a self-regulating and soothing function (inter alia [31, 32, 33]). Although these performers are experts in their domain, there is nonetheless a cognitive load as they must determine what, how, when, and if to improvise next. This may explain the high number of self-focused movement units across participants.

So how is it possible that these performers collaborated and coordinated without communication-focused gestures or even gaze exchanges, let alone made an improvised composition in real time? We posit that the greatest amount of information came via peripheral vision (e.g. [34]). This idea is based on our observations (such as participants’ blinking patterns), but also from self-reporting from the choreographer Fiadeiro himself. In the context of this improvisation exercise, the types of visual inputs are quite limited, and to avoid “stealing the stage”, performers monitor their body movements. With regards to turn-taking, using parafoveal and peripheral vision is sufficient to detect movements, such as if someone suddenly gets out of her chair to perform.

Covert attention [35] is most likely activated by the Expert performers as a strategy while they are fixating on the Game Table without ostensibly and unnecessarily moving their heads. In other words, the Expert performers intentionally allocate their attention following the goal or task they have at hand. This endogenous orienting [36] requires broadening the scope of perceptual attention, which in turn, may affect creativity by generating more original and extra-categorical uses for the Game objects in this improvisation [37].

Gaze is sometimes treated as if it were an autonomous behavior, where the eyes just move depending on what attracts them. We would like to highlight a fact which often goes unnoticed: gaze in fact is often controlled and monitored by the person according to their context. Thus, gaze becomes an im-
portant part of the social interaction context, and much like metaphors and gestures, it is a "structuring structure" which becomes part of the speaker-gesturer’s conceptual system [38, 39]. We would like to suggest gaze’s relationship to the concept of Bourdieu’s “habitus” [40] and practice theory, a discussion which will be addressed in another venue. The data indicates that the performers did not use mutual gaze as a primary strategy in this collaborative process or in the turn-taking. It seems that performers use gaze as a habitus and an embodied practice, in the more sociological term. This avoidance of intersubjectivity in the traditional sense is paradoxical. It is not motivated only by the desire to be focused on the creative and collaborative task of the improvisation (cognitively akin to what is described in [41]). It also serves a social function of showing the others that they are participating in that very practice of performance, and that they are adhering to what is expected of an expert performer in that context. By avoiding intersubjectivity, they are being connected with their dance partners, who expect that type of behavior, hence forming a coordinated communicative behavior [42].

One of the more interesting findings for performance studies concerns shared attention and collaborative coordination during a creative sequence. The data displays few and brief moments when everyone’s gazes converge onto the same focal point simultaneously, an indication that the individuals were commonly attending to different things. There is only one longer significant moment which lasts some twenty-seven seconds where all gazes meet on the Game table. Before this stretch of time, a number of improvised actions had already been enacted by various artists. When the last action was performed, there is almost no noticeable movement activity in any of the participants’ bodies and all performers are attending to what has just happened for almost half a minute, a considerable amount of time. The other performers not only may be thinking of the future (what next action could be improvised), but they are also appreciating the present moment, as evidenced by a smile which emerges on the fourth performer’s face.

Fiadeiro describes a phenomenon of “real time suspension” in his method, where dancers “accept that the creative flow is suspended and that they are together suspended in the flow” (personal communication). This may well be one of these moments, as everyone is looking at their joint creation, hardly moving, until one of the dancers decides to build on the creation. What seemingly is a moment of sacred silence in the creative process, with minimal movements and the group’s fixated gaze, may well be an indication of collaborative coordination. Analyses like these may allow us to use group behavioral data to better identify moments of creativity and collaboration in other research.

4.2. Decision-making and precursory gestures

A phenomenon which emerged during the analysis of this decision-making exercise of the Game, and which is not entirely described in the literature (cf. [43]), is what we have dubbed the precursory gesture, in that it is a tell-tale movement of the gesture that is (or was) to come.

On various occasions, before participants were going to perform an action, they made a rapid and small body movement having the qualities of a preparation phase [44], followed by an immediate retraction or a hold. For example, before moving the hand and the arm to perform an action, there would be a small movement in the same hand, moving along the same path, size of the articulator, by virtue of the physics of larger masses (for example in precursory gestures produced by the torso versus a hand). As opposed to other types of communication-focused human gestures, which are referential and/or representative [46], we posited that the precursory gesture is not at all symbolic; rather, it is a self-focused, neuro-physiological bodily response to an incomplete intentional action. These gestures may well be universal if the function is tied to the biology of the gesturer and not to a symbolic system, and analogies are present in non-human primate data (Hélène Cochet, personal communication).

Precursory gestures, which we will describe more in depth in future publications, were recurrent in our data and might prove useful in other research on multimodality and decision-making. Further research is recommended to better define and clarify this phenomenon.

4.3. A note on Cohen’s kappa, contingency tables, and detecting gross errors

In Gesture research, observations of non-verbal behavior are typically conducted by a close inspection of video-recordings and displayed as spatio-temporal segments on a timeline in one of the available annotation tools. The segmentation and annotation work are conducted by independent human raters, who determine the beginning and the end of the gesture movements, as well as assign labels from an annotation scheme to the segments. Exactly this decision-making process of segmentation and annotation work creates problems in calculating the value of inter-rater agreement (IRA), and thus in estimating the validity and reliability of the collected material. Although various statistical coefficients are currently used in the measurement of IRA (e.g. Fleiss’ kappa [47], Krippendorff’s alpha [48]), Cohen’s kappa [49] still remains the mostly widely used statistical measurement in the field, mainly because the kappa value informs the researchers on raters’ agreement, disagreement and their agreement by chance.

To reach IRA, we calculated a modified Cohen’s kappa using a function in the ELAN software. The determination of the inter-rater reliability in the tool is based on an algorithm by [18], which has the advantage of considering not only the raters’ annotation agreement but also their segmentation agreement. The IRA output presents tabular results of cross-matched annota-
The role of eye gaze and body movements in turn-taking... cognitive load (self-adaptors).

Focused movements seemed less monitored and were in fact focusing movements were monitored by the performers, self-focused movements. Although context- and communication-centric interactions, we found that intersubjectivity was actively avoided...take-turning.

Furthermore, we identified a class of body movements occurring in decision-making contexts that we have dubbed "pre-cursory gestures", and we describe the anatomy, function and timing of these bodily movements.

From a methodological perspective, we argue for using the modified Cohen’s kappa (notwithstanding its shortcomings) to validate researchers’ annotation schemes and to achieve inter-rater agreement between two annotators. We also advocate using contingency tables as a tool to correct for “annotator fatigue” by highlighting gross errors.

6. Future research

The current paper reports preliminary results of the data collected in a contemporary dance improvisation. Future research will compare and contrast the data from the Experts group with a Non-Performers group, focusing on gaze and body movement units and their functions, in particular self-focused ones. These data will be further analyzed within the context of sociological practice. We also intend to investigate in greater detail the phenomenon of the precursory gesture in decision-making contexts, such as turn-taking.

A broader qualitative analysis of the collected data, with a special focus on participants’ individual differences, is planned. We would like to closely examine how the body “reacts” and which non-verbal signals are observable across the groups at different stages of collaborative decision-making processes such as the one presented here.

Furthermore, we aim to detail a computational model tool for the visualization of eye gaze and MU data [50] in order to better evaluate annotated data.
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Abstract

Previous studies have showed that iconic hand gestures aid memory recall and support comprehension in adults and children native speakers. In this paper, we investigate whether gestures might have an assisting role in second language acquisition. Repeating a previous experiment formed on native speakers, we used three types of stimuli (list of words accompanied by iconic gestures, beat gestures and no gestures) in order to test in which state the participants remember the most words. The result was that iconic gestures, compared to the other two states, provided significant support in memory recall and comprehension. However such an effect was not found with beat gestures whose presence gave worse results than the condition where no gestures were provided. This may indicate that beat gestures augmented the cognitive load of L2 speakers who have not learned yet how to interpret them.

1. Introduction

People use hand movements when they speak and these movements have many functions such as aiding comprehension or emphasizing the meaning of the discourse. This paper is about gestures and the meaning they convey along with speech and whether or not the use of gestures improves or ameliorates word recall. It appears that second language acquisition is a less focused on area and this raises the question of the validity of the assumption that gestures are an asset in any learning process. It is crucial to look at the role of gestures in second language acquisition and if they have an impact on the learning process and memorization. The main reason for this is that comprehension in a second language is made more difficult by several factors such as lack of vocabulary, different syntax, pronunciation and intonation differences. Therefore the inclusion of gestures in second language acquisition can possibly be very important.

Getting inspiration from So et al. [1], we will investigate the assistance that iconic and beat gestures may give in regards to L2 state. Similar to So et al. [1] who investigated the assistance that gestures provide in native speakers' recalling ability, we replicate the experiments with non-native speakers of English.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether or not iconic and beat gestures aid memory and improve recall in L2 state, as they do for native speakers. Iconic and beat gestures have a different usage in language though. Iconic gestures are related to the meaning of the word with which they co-occur. On the other hand, beat gestures are not related to the meaning of the words with which they co-occur. They accompany the rhythm of speech and are aligned to the intonation of the language.

Since intonation of a foreign language can be difficult to learn, when people speak a second language, they often use the intonation of their mother language. Indeed, when So et al. [1] investigated the impact of beat gestures in memory recall of children, they found that children were not assisted by the presence of beat gestures. Since children have not learned to interpret beat gestures which are related to information structure and the rhythm of the language, it is obvious that their memory will not get support from them. We assume that we will find the same tendency in second language speakers that is beat gestures will not aid comprehension and memory recall.

Therefore, we expect that the participants will remember more words represented with iconic gestures and less with beat gestures or words which are not accompanied by gestures at all. We anticipate that the percentage of the recalled words accompanied by iconic gestures will be higher than the percentage of the words recalled in the other two states.

This paper is divided into four main sections. The first part (section 2) concerns studies on gestures in general and on comprehension and memory specifically. In this part we also introduce the main hypothesis. The second part, section 3, concerns the design of the experiment in which we elaborate on the methodology of the study. The third part, section 4, consists of the results and findings of the research and the final part is the discussion (section 5). The discussion summarizes the results and compares them with other related works that may explain them. Furthermore, it proposes future work.

2. Related literature

Much research has been made in regards to gestures in general and to how they aid memory and recall. Ekman and Friesen [2] first categorized hand gestures in three types based on the “origin, coding and usage of the act”: emblems, illustrators and adaptors. Building on these findings McNeill [3] introduced the categories of hand gestures: “iconic, metaphoric and deictic gestures”. Iconic gestures represent the meaning with specific movements that are related to the meaning of the word and help convey it to the listener. Indeed Kendon [4], Alibali et al. [5] and Özyurek [6] proved that iconic gestures serve a major communicative role and they aid listeners’ comprehension. Metaphorical gestures convey meaning in a more abstract way. McNeill [3] specified some types of metaphoric gestures and he introduced “batonic (beat)” gestures. “These movements are rhythmic and the movement is a simple up and down motion.” (McNeill, [3], p. 84). This distinction is relevant because it points out the difference between beat gestures and other non-representational gestures. Since many gestures are produced.
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unconsciously and speakers do not think before they produce them (McNeill [3]), it is important to see whether these gestures actually help the listener understand the message. Jacobs and Garnham [7] studied the effect of gestures in a narrative task. They found that gestures produced throughout the time of narration assist listener's comprehension. They proved that in a narrative task gestures play a major role in the overall understanding of the story. Aibali et al. [5], Kendon [4] and Ozyurek [6] studied the role of gestures in speech production and they concluded that the different kinds of gestures are different in execution but serve the same purpose: to convey the meaning efficiently and to assist the listener to get a better grasp of the meaning. Furthermore, Goldin-Meadow et al. [8] also showed that gestures may provide assistance in serving the meaning in a way that speech alone is unable to convey. Research into the communicative aspect of gestures begins from the point that important information can be conveyed non-verbally. Abundant research demonstrates the communicative role of gestures. Gestures constitute non-verbal cues that facilitate problem solving (Goldin-Meadow et al. [9], Kelly et al.[10], [11]) and they help disambiguation of similar terms which can be also referred to as “lexical discrimination” (Tompson and Massaro,[12]). One more relevant point in the communicative role of gestures, also mentioned before, is how enactment supports narrative processing (McNeill, Cassel and McCullough, [13]). Recently the mnemonic aspect of gestures has also been increasingly studied. Kelly, Barr, Church and Lynch [14] conducted experiments in which they investigated the impact that In a broader approach, Teller [24] investigated the role of gestures in teaching and she pointed out the importance of using gestures during teaching. In 2008 [25], she focused on second language acquisition and she showed that gestures assist reproduction of knowledge and help memorization in L2 state. She indicated that multimodality favors memory since gestures do not only a visual mode but also a motor one which have as a result richer trace in memory. Not only Teller but also Gullberg along with others pointed out the importance of gestures in second language acquisition (Gullberg [26]; Gullberg et al. [27]; Macedonia et al., [28], Morett [29]).

Finally, So et al [1] studied the mnemonic effect of iconic and beat gestures in adults and children and they asked whether or not gestures need to be meaningful in order to facilitate recall and promote memory. They tested two groups of people, adults and children, on the same task adjusted to their abilities, in representational and non-representational gestures. They reached the conclusion that enactment enhances memory in both adults and children. Recall was better in the case of iconic and beat gestures for adults, but only in case of iconic gestures for children. They remembered more gestures accompanied with iconic gestures than when they were accompanied with beat gestures. The evidence stated above suggests that at least to some extent it is proven that gestures aid memory and recall. Building on these previous works and especially So et al.’s [1] experiments, we would like to evaluate the tendency that subjects may have to show greater recalling abilities when exposed to specific kinds of gestures within the context of second language acquisition.

3. Methodology

gestures may have on comprehension and memory. They showed that speech and gestures work together and equally help to channel a meaning. Equivalently, Cook, Mitchell and Goldin-Meadow [15] found that when children gesture during the learning process of a new concept, gestures help preserve new information. In this study, members of the control group, which did not use gestures, were not so effective in memorizing the new task and this showed that gestures are a tool for increasing children's ability to memorize. Similarly, Stevanoni and Salmon [16] focused on new knowledge storage and found that gesturing promote and support learning and the process of memorizing. Furthermore, Goldin-Meadow and Wagner [17] supported that gestures provide a profound knowledge into the speakers’ thoughts and they pointed out that gestures are an effective tool in learning, comprehension and memory. They gave evidence that they help speech to convey meaning and support memory. Dual Coding Theory (Clark & Paivio [18]) is a related theory which also supports the idea that multimodal learning reinforces memory. This has been also introduced before by Baddeley [19] who said that the role of gestures is to effect memory in a more efficient way. A lot of studies have been made on multimodality in learning and they have shown that multimedia learning is more efficient since two parts of the brain are involved: the auditory and the visual (Moreno & Mayer [20]). In addition, gestures enhance the trace in memory and make it stronger and more efficient and they assist the process of recall (Engelkamp and Cohen [21]; Cohen and Otterbein [22]; Nyberg [23]).

We replicated the methodology of So et al.’s [1] study on non-native speakers of English. In our experiment, we used three videos in each of which a native English speaker says a list of 10 words. In the first video the narrator uses iconic gestures, in the second beat gestures, and in the third, no gestures at all. The words are the same as those used in So et al.’s [1] study (see Table 1).

Table 1. Lists of words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 1</th>
<th>List 2</th>
<th>List 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Come</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think</td>
<td>Strum</td>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comb</td>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>Carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stir</td>
<td>Swim</td>
<td>Injekt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pray</td>
<td>Throw</td>
<td>Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>Bounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beg</td>
<td>Eat</td>
<td>Brush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Knock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry</td>
<td>Push</td>
<td>Listen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All words are English verbs of one or two syllables. So et al. use three lists because they test the three conditions on the same participants and memory would be affected if the same list is repeated three times. We have reused their list in order to be able to compare our results with theirs. The duration of the videos is the following: 33sec the iconic gestures video, 26sec the beat gesture video and 22sec the non-gesture video. Both iconic and beat gestures last approximately 3msec. Two groups of participants were tested. They were all university students, aged 24-35. The first group was the
control group and was composed of 4 native English speakers. They were tested on the same task in order to test whether we could replicate the results and justify the findings in So et al. [1]. If we can obtain similar results the control group as those obtained by So et al. then it would be reasonable to perform the same test on English non-native speakers.

The second group was composed of 10 non-native speakers of English (4 males and 6 females), and was used to test the hypothesis. The non-native speakers, have a high level of English as they are all currently enrolled in an international master at the university of Copenhagen where English is the teaching language.

Both groups had to follow the same procedure. The participants were asked to see three videos. In each video the English narrator went through the list of English verbs. In the first video the narrator accompanied the words with iconic gestures (i.e. gestures which visually represent the meaning of the verbs in real time), in the second video, he said the words accompanying them with beat gestures1 and in the third video he said the words without performing any gesture. Iconic gestures were chosen based on how often they were used by a native speaker to accompany these words.

After each video the participants were asked to recall as many words as they could without any time limitation. Furthermore, the participants were asked to hold a pen in order to inhibit gesturing both while they watched the video and while they recalled the words. The reason for this is that if they gestured during the playback of the video, gesturing could have helped word memorization and if they gestured during recall, gesturing could have facilitated retrieval of the words according to the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis (Holler et al. [30]).

Moreover, participants were not allowed to repeat the words during playback of the video. Between each video, the participants were asked to solve a simple mathematical task in order to prevent interference of the words between the conditions (So et al. [1]). By using an unrelated mathematical task, we also wanted to distract the participants from a linguistic retrieval mental process.

4. Results

The main hypothesis we wanted to test is that the participants would remember more words accompanied with iconic gestures, less with beat gestures, and the fewest with no gestures at all.

The analysis that we performed on the data was mainly made with SPSS along with some coded calculations via Python programs written for this purpose. First, we counted the number of the correctly recalled words and we calculated the percentage of the recalled words for each condition. As shown in Table 2 the percentage of the words recalled from the iconic video is higher than the percentage of those recalled in the two other conditions. For the control group it is 73.3% and it is slightly higher than for the treatment group for which is 71%. However, the results obtained with 2L speakers indicate the same effect. In both groups, the percentage of the words recalled from the iconic gestures video is higher than the words recalled from the other two videos. For native speakers, the percentage of words recalled from the video with beat gestures is larger than the percentage of words recalled from the non-gesture video, which is opposed to the results for non-native speakers. These percentages are 50% for the beat gestures video and 40% for the non-gestures video for native speakers, while the respective numbers for non-native speakers are 37% and 48%.

Thus, we obtained for our control group results similar to those obtained in the experiment by So et al. [1] that is beat gestures have a positive effect on memory recall for native speakers of English, but this effect is not as large as that provided by iconic gestures.

A first analysis of the data indicates that iconic gestures aid memory in English even when the participants are non-native speakers, but we do not have the same indication for beat gestures. On the contrary, the second language speakers recalled more words from the non-gesture video than from the beat gesture video.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Percentage of the words recalled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a second analysis, we calculated the minimum, the maximum and the mean of the words recalled. As it is shown in Table 3, the sample of the words is 10. The minimum number of recalled words accompanied with iconic gestures is 5, while with beat gestures it is 0 and with no gestures 3. On the other hand, the maximum number of recalled words accompanied by iconic gestures is 10, with beats and no gestures it is 7. The mean of the recalled words accompanied with iconic gestures is 7.1, with beat gestures the mean is 3.7 and for the non-gestures condition it is 4.8. Obviously, taking into consideration both percentage and mean, the figure suggest the same tendency as that provided by Table 2. Iconic gestures are more helpful for memorization and recall than beat gestures and no gestures. In the case of beat gestures and no gestures, recall is better when no gesture accompanies the words to be remembered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Descriptive statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iconic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beat g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 “Beat gestures can take various forms of hand shapes and movements. One of the most typical forms of beat gesture is a hand with open palm flips outwards” (McNeill, [3] referenced in So et al., [1], p.5)

Subsequently, we used SPSS in order to investigate if there is a significant difference between the results obtained with the three different conditions. After checking our data for normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test we applied non-parametric pair tests in order to determine the significant difference between the results for the three conditions. In order to test the difference between the three conditions, we performed one way- Anova analysis. In this case the subjects of a group are measured in multiple comparisons under three different gesture conditions. The analysis has been made to compare the group's answers under the three different
conditions. The result will be whether or not significant difference (Sig. value) exists between the three conditions of the same group. If Sig. value is equal to or less than .05 (e.g. .035, .02, .005), then a significant difference exists between the three conditions of the same factor. ( Pallant J. [31]).

For the first two pairs, the iconic-beat gestures pair and the iconic-non gestures pair, the difference is statistically significant. For the last pair, beat-non gestures, the difference is not statistically significant.

Table 4. Tests of Normality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iconic g</td>
<td>.176</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beat g</td>
<td>.265</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non g</td>
<td>.316</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specifically, the difference between the first pair, iconic-beat gesture, is statistically significant since $p=0.0001$. The same goes for the second pair, iconic-non gesture. In this pair, $p=0.002$ and it is clear that there is also a statistically significant difference here. The same cannot be said though, for the third pair, beat-no gesture. The difference between them is $p=0.437$.

The results indicate the same tendency among native and non-native speakers in regards to whether or not words accompanied with iconic hand gestures aid memory. The same tendency was not found among the groups as it concerns words accompanied with beat gestures or words alone.

Furthermore, our results demonstrate that words accompanied by iconic gestures are easier to be recalled by a non-native speaker than words that are accompanied by beat gestures or that are presented alone. We did not find a significant difference between the results obtained with beat gestures and no gestures and this suggests that in non-native speakers there is no difference as to whether we use beat gestures or not. However, the data indicate a tendency for having worse results in the beat condition than in the no gesture condition for 2L speakers.

5. Discussion

The purpose of the study was to investigate the impact of two different types of gestures on memorization and comprehension in second language speakers. The assumption that iconic gestures facilitate comprehension and recall was fully confirmed. Iconic gestures assisted memory recall in second language English speakers, as they did for native English speakers. Results showed that iconic gestures provide the same support to non-native speakers as they do to native speakers. Similarly to So et al’s [1] findings on the impact that iconic gestures have on comprehension and memory, participants recalled more words from the first list, which were accompanied with iconic gestures, than from the other two lists of words which were accompanied with beat gestures or not accompanied at all. The explanation may lie in the fact that iconic gestures are representational of the meaning of a word (McNeill [3], Kendon [32]).

On the other hand, beat gestures or the absence of gestures, did not assist memory recall like the iconic gestures. Findings indicate a significant difference between the words recalled when they were accompanied by iconic gestures and beat gestures or words accompanied by iconic gestures and no gestures at all. Furthermore, comparing the number of words recalled accompanied by beat gestures and the number of the words recalled without any representation, we can see that participants remembered more words without any representation than with beat gestures. In explanation, participants claimed that beat gestures confused them and they got distracted from the words. For them hearing the words alone without any accompanying gesture was easier, and they were able to stay focused on the task. Thus it was easier to recall the words afterwards.

The difference of results obtained in the iconic gestures condition and the beat gestures condition is probably due to the fact that beat gestures are not representational, thus they do not convey or define the meaning of a word. As we have explained before, beat gestures co-occur with speech and are aligned to its rhythm. They follow the prosody of the language and contribute to information structure, i.e. they contribute to indicate new or important information. Since different languages have different patterns of intonation, it is often difficult for non-native speakers to follow the rhythm of the new language and discharge the rhythm of their native language. As a result, beat gestures aligned to a different intonation may cause cognitive overload and as a result they can be confusing for second language speakers. It is difficult for a non-native speaker to coordinate speech accompanied with beat gestures in a different intonation than the one they know and they are already used to. As our findings showed, words that had no distraction from the beat gestures were easier to remember (Gussenhoven [33]). Nevertheless, our study also pointed out that iconic gestures have a positive impact in second language acquisition. Quinn and Allen [34] as well as Kelly et al. [35] have also demonstrated the fact that enactment assists learning of a second language. In fact, many researchers have shown that when iconic gestures co-occur with speech, they promote comprehension, improve memorization and assist memory recall (Tellier [36], [25]; Wagner, Nusbaum, Goldin-Meadow [37]). This happens because representational gestures make stronger impressions on the brain as two areas of it are involved, the auditory and the visual, thus the trace is more strong(Cohen & Bean, [38]; Clark & Paivio, [18]; Nilson & Craik, [39]).

The present study though, did not prove any positive impact on memory recall from beat gestures. Opposed to the findings of So et al. [1], beat gestures did not provide any assistance to adult non-native speakers of English. This needs further investigation and the new study should probably focus on beat gestures, but within the context of larger discourse context. If one or two words are emphasized in a sentence by beat gestures, they will probably be beneficial for memory and recall also for non-native speakers. The same task was used by Feyerisen [40] when he investigated the mnemonic effect of iconic and beat gestures within the context of a sentence. He

Table 5. P-values between the conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Iconic gestures</th>
<th>Beat gestures</th>
<th>Non gestures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iconic g</td>
<td>.00001</td>
<td>.0001</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beat g</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td>.316</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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concluded that meaningful (that is representational) gestures benefit memory recall, more than non-meaningful (in the sense of non-representational) gestures. He also proved that non-meaningful gestures are more beneficial than no gestures at all. However, also Feyereisen [40] as So et al. [1] conducted the study on native speakers; therefore one suggestion is to perform an investigation of the same task on a second language. A suggestion for further investigation in the field of beat gestures could be a study with non-native speakers that have lived many years in the second country. These participants will be used to the intonation of the second country's spoken language and it would be interesting to investigate if beat gestures will provide assistance in memory and understanding. 

In any case, the fact that gestures aid comprehension as they make listeners encode new knowledge to a more permanent and stable format has been demonstrated here, and in previous studies (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly & Wagner [41]; Wagner, Nusbaum, Goldin-Meadow [37]). This was also proven in the case of learning (Bruken, Steinbucher, Plass & Leutner [42]; Mayer & Moreno [43]). Further investigation could be also initiated in deictic gestures for second language comprehension: whether or not the relation of speech with the environment and pointing gestures towards objects will be helpful during the process of learning a new language (investigated in native speakers by Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao [44]; Grant & Spivey [45]). Furthermore, the present study focused on short term memory of non-native speaker adults, a suggestion for further research is to investigate long term memory in L2 or maybe to examine whether or not the same tendency can be found in young children. Additionally, since a language does not consist only of verbs, it would be interesting to explore the impact of gestures with other classes of words, like nouns and adjectives. Since the current study was a pilot study, the nationality of each non-native participant was not taken into consideration, or how similar their mother language is with the English language, which was the language they tested on. Additional limitations are that the level of proficiency in English was not taken into consideration as well as the standard of pronunciation of the participants. Studying this may enlighten the obscure field of beat gestures since pronunciation is directly connected to the prosody and the intonation of a language and some languages have more similar prosody than others.

In conclusion, encoding words with gestures can be beneficial in second language acquisition since enactment aids comprehension and enhances memory recall. According to the findings, iconic gestures assist memorization but the same was not proven for beat gestures. Further research should be made in addition by looking at the impact of different kinds of gestures on second language acquisition.
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Abstract

Automatic analysis of conversational videos and detection of gesturing and body movement of the partners is one of the areas where technology development has been rapid. This paper deals with the application of video techniques to human communication studies, and focuses on detecting communicative gesturing in conversational videos. The paper sets to investigate the top-down-bottom-up methodology, which aims to combine the two approaches used in interaction studies: the human annotation of the data and the automatic analysis of the data.

1 Introduction

Conversations form a social system whereby the interlocutors exchange information about their intentions, interests, and feelings. The participants use verbal and non-verbal means to give feedback and construct common understanding with their partner. Non-verbal communication (Argyle 1988) has been long studied focusing especially on gesturing (Kendon 2004), gaze (Argyle and Cook 1976), and various prosodic and paralinguistic issues (Schuller and Batliner 2013). However, it is only recently that advanced technology has given an opportunity to automatically detect these signals in such a robust way that also interaction studies can benefit of the objective views and of the automatic detection of signals; we talk about Social Signal Processing, which refers to data-directed statistical and machine-learning studies of the verbal and non-verbal signals exchanged in communication. Social signals indicate interest, emotions, affect, etc. and include a wide range of various behavioural signals like gesturing, gaze, laughing, coughing etc.

However, social signal processing requires large data-sets for enabling machine-learning studies and usually also golden standard corpora, or annotated corpora which provide reference point for the evaluation of the algorithms and models. Given the huge work and resource requirements for manual annotation, various algorithms and tools have been developed to assist in the initial analysis of the data, or conduct the segmentation automatically.

In this context, our studies also deploy novel technology in human communication studies, and explore the top-down-bottom-up methodological approach and its use in social signal processing. The aim is to provide an objective basis for human annotations concerning conversational partners’ head, hand, and body movements, while also taking into account the interpretation of the events in their conversational space.

In particular, the paper focusses on video analysis and gesture recognition technology that enables observations of the human speakers and their movement on video recordings. The recognition technology, described in more detail in Vels and Jokinen (2015), decomposes the observed movement into three gesturing parts (body, head and feet), and regards them as separate activities. In this paper, this technology is used in human interaction studies, and the recognized gesturing is visualized together with the participants’ speech, so as to correlate conversational participants’ movements with their speaking and listening activity.

The paper is structured as follows. After a short introduction to the methodology in Section 2 and gesturing in Section 3, the paper presents the video processing technology and the data used in the experiments in Section 4. Results are discussed in Section 5, and conclusions and future work in Section 6.
2 Top-down and bottom-up Methodology

2.1 Top-down-bottom-up analyses

As already discussed in Jokinen & Pelachaud (2013), the top-down-bottom-up methodology for data annotation looks at communicative situation from two opposite viewpoints: the top-down approach is based on human observation and uses video recordings and manual tagging of the communicatively important events in the videos, according to some annotation scheme, while the bottom-up approach uses automatic technological means to recognize, cluster, and interpret the signals that the communicating agents emit.

Annotations also need to be consistent, and have the particular semantics they have been designed for, so the annotation results have to be validated by applying the scheme to practical coding tasks and by calculating inter-coder agreement by several coders (including also automatic coding algorithms). By combining the top-down approach, i.e. manual annotation and analysis of the data with the bottom-up analysis of the multimodal signals, it is possible to contribute to the validation of the data and to the quality of the annotated data given the data model and the annotation scheme. On one hand, automatic analysis lends itself to a basis for event detection, and on the other hand, manual annotation is used as a “gold standard” for clustering and classification tasks, to give semantics to the automatically found patterns.

To facilitate manual annotation, semi-manual annotation can be enabled by deploying supervised or unsupervised techniques as a preprocessing step. For instance, speech recognizers can be used to segment speech, parsers to provide linguistic knowledge, eye-trackers to trace gaze paths, and motion trackers as well as various face, gesture and body detection techniques to detect body movement and gesturing. The recognized events can then serve as candidates for more detailed communicative analysis, and the automatic techniques can thus assist human analysis, by segmenting the audio-video data in a uniform manner. Thresholds and parameter values must be set by experimentation and human judgement, but the systematic calculations can be said to produce an objective basis for further analysis, which helps to direct the initial segmentation on same level observations across the annotators, theoretical frameworks, activity types, and conversational settings.

Although automatic recognition technologies require a data model, i.e. theoretical assumptions that describe the categories and classifications to be found in the data, it is, in principle, easier to determine required granularity and completeness levels by some measurable technical criteria than by more subjective conceptual definitions.

2.2 Internal intention vs external observation

An issue that needs discussion in this context is the very notion of the communicative meaning assumed to be carried by various social signals. It is possible to classify multimodal signals either by interpreting them as originating from the internal communicative intention of the participant, i.e. being displayed or signalled following Allwood’s (2001) terminology, or by judging if the events have a noticeable effect on the recipient, i.e. based on the external annotator’s observations on what happens in the situation. These two viewpoint result in different annotations since the former aims to model the participants’ internal cognitive decisions, while the latter is based on the results of these actions. A similar distinction can be found in Speech Act theory (Austin 1962), where the notions of illocutionary and perlocutionary acts are introduced. Analogously in multimodal annotation, it is also possible to talk about two different types of annotations, depending on whether the analysis focuses on the agent’s internal intentions, or on the consequential effects of the agent’s actions upon the hearer.

2.3 Overt vs Covert meaning

However, even if the annotator is expected to select events that have a communicative function (either by looking at the item’s illocutionary or perlocutionary force in the context), there is still another issue that needs attention, namely to determine if the item has an overt or a covert communicative meaning. It is well-known that spoken utterances can function as either direct or indirect speech acts, the latter referring to utterances that need deeper contextual inferencing to be correctly interpreted (cf. the classic example of requesting the opening of a window by stating that it is hot), and in a similar manner, multimodal signals can also be regarded as having direct or indirect meanings. For instance, emblems carry a direct, culturally specified meaning (which can be said to be indirect for those outside the culturally specified community), while pointing and iconic gestures directly identify a referent. On the other hand, manipulative gestures, such as...
lifting a coffee cup, rolling a pen, changing legs in standing position, etc. do not have an overt communicative function, yet they can indirectly demonstrate the agent’s emotional state or intentional stance. They can be appropriately interpreted by the partner only if the partner has learnt to attend to such signalling and is able to draw appropriate conversational inferences to uncover the indirect meanings in the partner’s gesturing. To reach the appropriate communicative inferences, the interlocutors need to understand the conversational situation and the principles that guide communication, i.e. they should distinguish the different level of conscious and intentional communication.

2.3 Intentions and segmentation

In human communication, often the difference between unintentional indication (e.g. blushing), intentional display (such as emphasising one’s dialect when speaking), and conscious signalling (see Allwood 2001 for terminology) is difficult to determine, since it is difficult to determine the level of consciousness and volition that are behind the communicator’s actions in the first place. In general, while it is possible to observe the partner’s behaviour and make inferences on the possible reason and motivation for the various actions that the observer considers important in the given communicative situation, it may not be possible to fully understand, nor observe signals and actions in detailed enough manner to actually be able to understand, the actual reasons behind the partner’s behaviour.

Human segmentations can thus differ widely depending on also what counts as a relevant event, and behaviour annotations can have different interpretations depending on what aspect of the action the annotator focussed on. The bottom-up approach, or pure signal detection without any particular linguistic knowledge about the meaning of the possible events, may come to help here. While signal analysis can provide rather detailed observations, it can also delay interpretation based on the level of granularity of the data analysis. The relation between form and function need not be one-to-one nor one-to-many, but many-to-many depending on the level of granularity chosen for the analysis in a particular context. The relevance of the various events may become clear only when the data patterns and clusters have been formed, and this can vary depending on the interpretation of the signals.

3 Gesticulation and gesturing

Following Allwood (2001) and Jokinen (2009), we consider interaction as a communication cycle where basic enablements of contact, perception, and understanding must be fulfilled in order for a full communication to take place. Often the enablements are signalled via multimodal signals, which thus form an integral part of the successful communication.

Kendon (2004) uses the term “gesture” to refer to visible action that participants distinguish and treat as governed by openly acknowledged communicative intent. The term “gesticulation” refers to the gesturing that occurs in association with speech and which is bound up with it as part of the total utterance. It consists of three phases (preparatory, peak, and recovery phases) that describe the different parts of the movement.

Interactive gestures form a class with the common function of including the listener in the conversation. They occur at specific moments in time and particular points in space, and can efficiently exert coordination of the conversation and provide meanings as the dialogue goes on.

Gestural signs are formed by the cognitive system that is also used in the movement of the body in the physical environment. Gesturing requires spatio-motoric thinking and ability to orient body parts toward a target in the physical environment, as well as the ability to track the target when it moves (Kita 2000).

Human body movements can be said to form a continuum from movements without any overt communicative meaning to movements which are communicatively significant gesturing. Body movements and the flow of speech are closely linked in human communication system and between the interlocutors. For instance, it is noted that the peak of the gesture coincides with the conceptual focal point of the speech unit, and each new representational gesture appears with a new unit of meaning. Both utterance and gesture derive from a deeper idea unit source that they represent co-expressively.

4 Data and recognition algorithm

For the experimentation we used the 23 dialogues from the MINT (Multimodal INTeraction) project collected at University of Tartu (Jokinen and Tenjes 2012). The speakers are unfamiliar with each other and make acquaintance with their partner for the first time (cf. Paggio et al. 2010).
Each file is about 5 minutes long and records the first encounter between the participants. There are 23 different participant (11 female, 12 male), and each person has dialogues with two different partners, i.e. appears in two videos. The partners face each other, and there are three cameras: one from front and two from sideways recording more on the partner’s face from the front. Original Full HD (1920x1080 pixel) videos were resized to 640x360 px and 25 frames per second. A screen shot is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Screen shot from the MINT corpus.

Visual gesture movement recognition consists of several steps (Gonzales and Woods, 2010). On a general level these include:

a) Object representation: compare and decide on the suitable representation for the object tracking. An object can be represented e.g. by its shape or appearance.
b) Feature selection: choose visual features for tracking (colour, texture etc.)
c) Object detection: detect the object based on the chosen features.
d) Object tracking: log the movements of an object by tracking the trajectory of the set of features identified as the object.
e) Object recognition: interpret movements based on the analysis of gathered tracking information.

The previous algorithm (Vels and Jokinen, 2015a) allows us to find the positions of the moving persons in a video frame using a contour detection algorithm. It presented a novel idea of initializing a background model from a single frame using 8-neighbourhood of each of the frame pixel and randomly choosing 20 neighbour-pixels instances to build the model. In the follow-up paper (Vels and Jokinen, 2015b) the contour for the whole body is decomposed into head, torso, and legs bounding boxes so as to allow a more detailed analysis of the movements of the different body parts, by retrieving the precise coordinates of the bounding boxes which can be used to identify hand, head and lower body (foot) movements. Movements are also matched with speech events, which allows correlations to be analysed in easier and improves visualization of the conversational video.

Figure 2 shows a few screen shots of the results of the object segmentation process: background subtraction, morphological closing, body contour, and the final result. The colour video is converted first from RGB to grayscale, the Canny algorithm (Canny, 1986) is used for edge detection, and background subtraction is applied to recognize the objects from the background while morphological closing corrects border areas for final contours.

Figure 2 Four of the segmentation steps: background subtraction, closing, body contour, and final result with the detected head, body and leg coordinates.

Decomposition into head, hands, and foot bounding boxes starts by providing a very precise location and size of the head position, and then, using the relative position of the head with respect to the whole body, the body contour is located within which the coordinates for the torso and legs can be retrieved. Hand movement detection uses coordinates with noise removed. Median values of front and back coordinates of body surrounding boxes are used, and all values below a certain threshold are discarded. For the head coordinates, only the middle point value is used, as the head does not change its horizontal size. A simple peak detection algorithm is applied to the coordinates so as to retrieve possible hand movements.

The coordinates are recorded as follows: LBB (left person body back), LBF (left person body front), LH (left person head), RBB (right person body back), RBF (right person body front), and RH (right person head). With these coordinates we can capture all horizontal movements of the human head and body during the conversation.
5 Results and discussion

5.1 Speech and gesturing

The speaker’s utterances were annotated by ANVIL manually for three categories: speech, laughs, and non-verbal vocalisations (e.g. *hmm*, *ahem*). The data is in XML-format and can be parsed automatically for calculating correlation with movement events, and for data visualization.

Figure 3 visualises synchrony of speech with body movements for about a half a minute long clip for the two speakers: the right speaker’s movements are shown above, and those of the left speaker below. The right speaker (green coloured above) makes several rapid hand movements (lower green curve) during speaking (light green bars) with two non-verbal vocalisations (topmost dark green bars), but also seems to be rocking his whole body back and forth rhythmically (the green curves move simultaneously and in synchrony with the speech). On the other hand, the left speaker is rather still, and only one significant hand movement (upper blue curve) appears during own speaking (light blue bars). However, the left speaker produces non-verbal vocalisation (dark blue bars) and laughs (top-most dark blue bars) regularly, interleaving them with the partner’s speech, and suggesting that the left speaker listens to the partner’s lively spoken presentation and gives a lot of feedback to this. This exemplifies cooperation and synchrony between the speakers, and nicely confirms the hypothesis that the speaker moves more than the listener, and that the movements are synchronised (Battersby 2011).

6 Conclusion

We have discussed automatic recognition of human body movement and its use in communication studies. We used our previous algorithm for detecting body movement on video films and especially the version that can distinguish the three parts of the body: the head, the torso and the legs. We applied top-down-bottom-up approach and confirm earlier hypothesis of the gesturing and body movement as activities closely related to speaking.

The results show that the method can be applied with fairly good results, and combining the movement with speech occurrences we can visualise the interaction and especially the synchrony with speech and gestures. This is analogous to Campbell and Scherer (2010) who measured synchrony and alignment in spoken interactions, or Jokinen (2009) who applied the same method to measure conversational activity.

Future work concerns more detailed analysis of the MINT dataset and improving the hand and head movement detection algorithm. We will also use the same algorithm on other corpora and compare the gesturing in the context of intercultural communication. From the detected...
body movements it is also interesting to try to extract gestures and their interpretation automatically. It is expected that the research presented in this paper can be used to integrate the user’s body movement with the autonomous agent’s gesture recognition capability, so as to produce natural interaction, and the models built using the help of bounded boxes and their visualisation as graphs will help to design the agent’s own gesture model to produce appropriate gesturing and gesticulation in the course of the interaction.
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Figure 4 Beat gesturing simultaneous with speech (indicated by a light blue bar underneath the movement).

Figure 5 Leaning body movements in between speech and simultaneous with the partner’s speech and gesturing.

Figure 6 Large spike in the RBB coordinate without the RH or RBF => gesture somewhere behind the speaker.

Figure 7 Spikes in both LBR and LBF coordinates with unchanged LH coordinate => the speaker waves her hands around.
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Abstract

This manuscript shortly introduces a methodological proposal regarding how human beings process multimodal information at early ages in life. It specifically examines to what extent different developmental scenarios may lead to different trajectories of this capacity. Infants at genetic risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder (sibs-ASD, from now on) are at higher risk than the general population for either presenting ASD or showing subclinical traits. Due, firstly, to the genetic liability of the disorder and, secondly, to available evidence showing multimodal processing impairments in diagnosed individuals at several ages, sibs-ASD seem to represent an atypical situation of development particularly interesting to track the course of the ability. Although there is a lack of evidence explicitly exploring it in that sample as well as in ASD on the whole, many recently published works use multimodal stimuli to test how sibs-ASD process social information. Here we propose a meta-analysis that, although it is still unconcluded, aims to reorganize indirect evidence and shed light not only on the early development of multimodal processing in siblings-ASD, but also on methodological and theoretical issues related to the study of this crucial human ability.

Index Terms: multimodal processing, infants at risk for ASD, meta-analysis.

1. What is multimodal processing?

Multimodal information is highly present in daily life perceptual experiences. Generally, it refers to events containing inputs from different sensorial modalities. Socio-communicative situations have been considered of special interest for being highly redundant contexts (Pons and Lewkowicz, 2014; Bahrick, 2012). A typical early interaction scenario with parents simultaneously smiling, staring and touching their infants exemplifies a situation where auditory, touch and visual inputs co-occur. Despite infants are exposed to complex information concerning several sensory systems at the same time, they do not perceive it separately; instead, they perceive multimodal information as a coherent and meaningful unitary event (Bahrick, 2004).

Infants are exposed to a complex input from birth and their cognitive systems become progressively expert in processing multimodal input throughout development rather than efficiently processing it from early on. Accordingly, some authors have claimed that specialization mechanisms, where experience plays a key role, are likely to be involved in the development of the ability to process multimodal events (Lewkowicz and Ghazanfar, 2009; see Pons, Lewkowicz, Soto-Faraco and Sebastián-Gallés, 2009), similar to that in unimodal processing (see, for instance, Pons and Bosch, 2010 for an example on speech domain and Pascaleis, de Haan and Nelson, 2002 on faces).

Becoming specialized on those socially relevant inputs allows for the development of crucial human functions later on—i.e., the use of symbols, language and mentalization, or object and event perception—(Lewkowicz, 2014; Bahrick, Lickliter and Flom, 2004). Thus, exploring how multisensory perceptual developments would allow to better understand perceptual, cognitive, and social development. Notice that, while those many sensorial modalities are involved in social interactions, we only focus on studying audiovisual redundancy due to it is highly present in communicative contexts. Consequently, from now on, we will be referring to the audiovisual sensory combination when using ‘multimodal information processing’ (MMP).

2. Multimodal processing and developmental trajectories

Some theoretical approaches (such as Neuroconstructivism) have highlighted developmental trajectories as a methodological alternative to explore typical and atypical development, mainly because they allow to track the course of human abilities over time (Thomas, Annaz, Ansari, Scerif, Jarrold and Karmiloff-Smith, 2009). Considering that MMP 1) starts evolving in the first days of life but changes are supposed to continue beyond adulthood and 2) is a dynamic phenomenon that depends both on experience and increasing abilities of infants, it seems that running this type of analysis could allow to trace changes over time in MMP performance. By testing infants at different early ages it is possible to draw how this ability differentially evolves leading to specialization courses in the ability that may vary among infants. The model assumes that there are as many different possible performances for the same ability as individuals. MMP exemplifies this variability, since some authors have claimed that there are some atypical neurodevelopmental scenarios where the ability does not evolve successfully. Exploring alternative trajectories may lead to know deeper about the underlying mechanisms involved in MMP development.

3. Why does it interest to explore multimodal processing in atypically developing scenarios?

Based on clinical and research evidences, we suspect that ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) may be one atypically developing scenario of special interest to study the early...
development of MMP. ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder of growing prevalence affecting near one percent of the population (CDC, 2007). From a clinical approach, it is defined by social communication impairments and restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). However, affected individuals also show impairments in other abilities, such as Theory of Mind, executive function or central coherence, and unique processing styles which have been referred as the “cognitive phenotype of autism”. It is now generally recognised that first-degree-relatives of affected individuals—mainly parents and siblings—are at increased risk for presenting sub-clinical forms of the clinical symptoms or the cognitive phenotype defining the condition, what is known as “broad autism phenotype” (Yirmiya and Ozonoff, 2007).

Particularly, infants who are siblings of older children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (siblings-ASD, from now onwards) present a heritable increased risk of developing the same disorder compared to the typical population, with a recurrence rate close to 19% (Ozonoff et al., 2011). Otherwise, they may show patterns of “broad autism phenotype” and milder impairments in abilities non-related with the core symptoms, which could lead them to differ from infants at low risk for autism in development (Yirmiya et al., 2006).

Some recent works suggest that MMP is impaired in individuals with autism at several ages—adults, adolescents and children—(Bebko, Weiss, Demark and Gomez, 2006; Massaro and Bosseler, 2003; Stevenson et al., 2014), although there is still no agreement on whether the lack of this ability could be considered as a characteristic of cognitive phenotype of ASD. Considering the genetic liability of the disorder along with these results showing that MMP is atypical in individuals with ASD at several ages, siblings-ASD may be an optimal sample to explore how this ability does develop in a non-normotypical scenario. Thus, when testing siblings-ASD in multimodal processing tasks it would be likely to expect that their developmental trajectories deviates from those followed by typically developing infants.

4. Evidence on multimodal processing in siblings-ASD

Some recent theoretical works have highlighted the interest of studying the development of MMP in atypical scenarios—and, especially ASD—(Bahrick, 2010; Bahrick and Todd, 2012; Hill, Crane and Brenner, 2012). Given the agreement on the need for exploring this phenomenon, we aimed to exhaustively search for evidence on the early development of the MMP in siblings-ASD. When doing a systematic search, a paradoxical result arose: although many studies explore social competence in siblings-ASD by using multimodal stimuli in tasks—probably due to that multimodal information is more salient in social interaction contexts—, there is still comparatively little published research on siblings-ASD, or even on ASD on the whole about this specific topic. In fact, we found a single work explicitly focused on the study of the ability itself in these groups (see Guiraud et al., 2012). That finding seems to point out that to date MMP has been only indirectly explored, which could partially explain the methodological heterogeneity found in aims, paradigms, methods and many other methodological issues, as well as the lack of direct unimodal and multimodal comparisons within a single experiment design. Making an effort to organize such heterogeneity may clarify firstly what variables could explain the results of previous (indirect) research on how siblings-ASD process multimodal information and, secondly, what variables (regarding participants, tasks, materials and other methodological aspects) could be more relevant to theoretically explain the process itself as well as the expected trajectories differences. But could these data be systemized?

5. Meta-analysis as an alternative to reorganise the study of multimodal processing in siblings-ASD

One tool seems particular suitable for that aim. Meta-analysis is a quantitative procedure that arose as an alternative of narrative and systematic reviews. It came out as a step beyond those two owing to it allows describing, integrating and analysing empirical data of primary studies regarding a specific research topic.

Meta-analysis is commonly defined by (Botella and Gambra, 2002):

1) Being precise, since it requests information about specific questions.
2) Being able to measure numerically to what extent data support these questions.
3) Replicating, as any other researcher would repeat by following the same steps and finally obtain similar results.

Among the advantages that it offers, its main potential contribution to our aim is probably that it allows to define organisers not included in the data of the primary studies selected. In other words, despite the lack of results explicitly exploring the ability, measures on MMP from studies exploring social performing in siblings-ASD may be reorganized under a new theoretical analysis different from those supported by primary studies.

According to Botella and Gambra (2006), although meta-analysis do not necessarily follow a linear sequence of stages, the tasks involved in the procedure would follow a logical order starting from 1) defining the problem through operations and hypothesis; 2) doing the search; 3) categorising the studies; 4) transforming data to a common metric; and, finally, 5) analysing and 6) discussing them. The following sections describe steps that have been completed by the time we are writing this manuscript (that is, from 1 to 3).

5.1. Defining questions and variables

One of the first steps—and, possibly, one of the hardest when running a meta-analysis—is to outline relevant questions and the associated variables that may allow to explore them. Considering our aims, we drew the key questions shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Questions and variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Do infants at risk for ASD show difficulties when processing social information?</td>
<td>V1: Multimodal Processing Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Are these impairments modulated by sensory modality?</td>
<td>V2: Sensory modality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the developmental pattern</td>
<td>V3: Age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To answer the first question, it is necessary to extract from the studies ‘the mean performance in tasks using multimodal stimuli’ of infants at high and low risk for ASD, in order to empirically compare them as groups.

As it has been pointed out, there are no previous studies explicitly comparing the influence of sensory modality (unimodal vs. multimodal) in a complete experimental design. However, studies exploring social development in siblings-ASD use either unimodal or multimodal tasks. For that reason, we also decided to codify the modality of the stimuli used in the task of studies exploring social processing in order to indirectly test its possible influence in group differences (as question 2 indicates).

Questions 3 and 4 refer to whether impairments in social processing would change throughout development and, if they do, whether it varies depending on the uni or multimodal nature of stimuli.

5.2. Location of the studies

Meta-analysis requires a search strategy that needs to be developed with care. Once key questions and variables were defined, it was time to decide what keywords would be included. Doing the search mainly involves to enclose the main representative results arising from the questions and variables defined previously and, at the same time, to exclude papers that do not meet certain criteria. Regarding keywords, ‘at risk’ and ‘siblings’ as well as ‘ASD’ and ‘autism’ were finally selected (both as synonymous pairs) for representing the sample. A full search on PsycINFO and PsycARTICLES—frequently used databases in the concerned topic—was conducted in August 2015. We aimed to run a search as inclusive as possible by combining the following keywords and Boolean operators: ‘(high risk’ OR ‘siblings’) AND (‘autism’ OR ‘ASD’). In addition, results were restricted by age by entering only works that assessed infants, toddlers and children. Despite our search focused on measures on MMP from studies exploring social performance in siblings-ASD, we decided not restricting the search to studies exploring social performance because many works did not explicitly state that term as a keyword or in the abstract although they explored it (for instance, studies exploring processing of faces or speech). Finally, we indicated that duplicates were excluded from the final sample.

5.3. Inclusion criteria

By using all the restrictors mentioned we obtained a search containing 1199 studies that was narrowed down by the following inclusion criteria (summarized in Table 2) that filtered studies not fitting with our key questions: 1) The studies mainly focused on exploring social processing; 2) at least two groups of infants were tested (high and low genetic risk for ASD); 3) participants aged from 0 to 36 months old (that is, from birth to age of diagnosis); 4) the studies run experimental designs where conditions are carefully manipulated (remaining excluded, for instance, theoretical reviews or observational studies); 5) quantitative continuous measures were registered (namely, reaction or fixation times and latencies). Furthermore, only studies showing all the information needed for future calculation were incorporated (either descriptive or contrast statistics). Any study not meeting these criteria were excluded. The final selection included 47 academic journal articles as well as dissertations and posters. It is also worth noting that, among that sample, 18 were collected from secondary informal sources such as the references cited in the papers primarily found as well from the main research groups’ websites (namely, BASIS Team, Autism Speaks and BSRC) as well as those of its members. In both cases, we aimed to avoid selecting biased results, a trend that is usually referred as ‘publication bias’.

Table 2. Exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison groups</td>
<td>Risk for ASD (high and low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0-36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design type</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>Quantitative continuous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Coding of characteristics

After doing the search we defined moderator variables, that is, those considered more likely to play a role in the effect sizes arisen from the expected high-risk and low-risk between-groups’ differences. Thus, our selection was newly restricted by questions and variables shown in Table 1. We report those considered relevant to our aims in Table 3.

The only relevant participant characteristic for our analysis was infants ‘Age’. We entered mean age in days for each group of participants, which may contribute to answer Questions 3 and 4 shown in Table 1 (What is the developmental pattern of this ability? and Does those impairments change with age depending on sensory modality?).

The remaining coded variables mostly involved features regarding stimulus, namely: ‘type of modality’, defined as a dichotomy between unimodal or multimodal depending on whether information shown in the task belong to one or more sensory modalities; ‘sensory modality’, that is, whether the stimuli used in the tasks contained neither auditory, visual nor audiovisual input; ‘sensory dominance’, which only refers to those tasks that include audiovisual multimodal with a predominance of either visual or auditory information; ‘stimuli content’, that refers to the nature of the information contained in the task, which goes from faces or objects to speech or non-speech sounds; and, finally, ‘other stimuli features’ (related to whether they are static or dynamic, simple or complex, etc.).

We decided to codify those variables for being at the core of our main hypothesis claiming that sensory nature of the stimuli may influence on how siblings-ASD process social information (corresponding to Questions 1 and 2 in Table 1), which probably differs throughout development (as Question 3 points out), meaning that both type of variables (regarding the nature of the stimuli and age) presumably mutually interact (see Question 4).

We also coded detailed information regarding methodological issues, such as the dependent variables measured (for instance, fixation times, reaction times or...
latencies) as well as the instruments (whereas some studies use eye-tracker others record EEG) and methods used (such as habituation or head preference), since we hypothesize that they may play a role in the direction of between-groups differences. Finally, we decided to codify variables—such as year and author—that sometimes show unexpected results.

Table 3. Variables codified (with some examples in brackets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Age</strong> (Mean group age, in days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of modality</strong> (Unimodal/Multimodal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensory dominance</strong> (Audio-visual/Visual-auditory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensory modality</strong> (Auditory/Visual/Audiovisual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stimuli Content</strong> (Faces, sounds, speech, objects, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Stimuli Features</strong> (Static/Dynamic, Simple/Complex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrument</strong> (Eye-tracker, EEG, HHP, NIRS, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent Variable</strong> (Fixation time and %, amplitude and latencies, visual preference, reaction time, latencies etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paradigm</strong> (Habituation, head preference, EEG, NIRS, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

Meta-analysis is a methodological tool that may help to reinterpret data more systematically by detecting the relationship between mediating variables, such as the possible role of sensory modality of stimuli and age, in how infants at higher risk for ASD process socially relevant information. Based on the progress made so far in our research, we believe that both the results and the process itself of this meta-analysis will allow us to identify cues that could be relevant not only on the early development of MMP in siblings-ASD, but also on methodological and theoretical issues related to the study of this crucial human ability.
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Abstract

We report the set-up and results of an experiment designed to verify to what extent attitudes can be identified and labelled by using an ad hoc annotation scheme. Respondents were asked to label the multimodal expressions of attitudes of a number of video bloggers selected from a vlog corpus. This study aims at measuring respondents’ attitude choice as well as the difference in their attitude judgments. We investigate the contribution of different modalities to the process of attitude choice (audio, video, all). The results are analysed from three perspectives: inter-annotator agreement, contribution level for each modality and certainty level of attitude choice. Participants showed to perform better in perceiving attitudes when they were presented with the combined audio-visual stimuli in comparison to the audio only and video only stimuli. Participants showed to be more certain in selecting “Friendliness” than the other attitudes.

Index Terms: multimodal perception, video blogs, annotation, affective states.

1. Introduction

Communicative content in human communication involves the expression of social attitudes, defined as social affective states that the speakers intend to transmit to the audience as defined in [1]. Differently from emotions, attitudes might not correspond to the truth inner psychological state of the speaker, but represent what the speaker intentionally wants to show to the outside. Understanding how speakers express their social attitudes is a fundamental step in the process of successful communication both in human-human and human-machine interactions. While many researchers focus on detection of emotion in human-human conversations [2][3][4][5][6], less attention has been given to the analysis of social attitudes.

Nevertheless, understanding how speakers express their attitude by means of different verbal and visual feature is essential to establishing a successful communication and it is particularly useful when it comes to implementing better systems for Human Machine Interactions and Human Robot Interactions, because it can provide the machine with knowledge related to the socio-affective states of the participant.

Understanding of the rich communicative content in terms of social signals provides invaluable skills in technologies such as companion systems, socially aware interaction systems, conversational agents. [7].

Previous studies in the field of Linguistics, Social Signal Processing and Affective Computing have highlighted the importance of integrating the information carried out by social signals, in particular emotions, affective states and attitudes in the process of analysing and interpreting the communicative content of interactions [8][9][10]. In this study we consider a specific communicative situation: video blogs (VLOGS) where speakers tend to have a dynamic representation of attitude expression in a specific scenario of social interaction. We focus our attention on how to define and label attitude expressions in a corpus of video blogs selected from Youtube. In order to label attitudes we defined an annotation scheme to annotate the vlog corpus. Our annotation scheme, named N5, is a derivation of the standard A10 attitude annotation proposed by Henrichsen and Allwood [11].

In this paper we present the results of an experiment in which we asked respondents to label multimodal expressions of attitude of video bloggers. The aim of this study is to see to what extent attitudes can be identified and labelled by using our ad hoc annotation scheme.

2. Related Work

Recent studies explore communicative content, which includes affect and attitudes with its relation to their perceptual meanings [12][13][14][15].

Morlec et al. [12] suggest that attitudes strongly reflect in the prosody of the speaker. Their study introduced six attitudes expressed in French from the inter-perceptual-center group (IPCG) melodic curve corpus, which consist of 322 utterances for each of the six attitudes, which are Assertion, Question, Exclamation, Incredulous Question, Suspicious Irony and Evidence. They conducted a perception study among 20 participants to validate the six attitudes using training and testing sentence modules. Results suggest that there exist confusions between Incredulous, Question and Suspicious Irony despite clear prosodic distinctions.

Rilliard et al. [14] conduct a perceptual study of the prosodic characteristics of attitudes (defined as prosodic attitudes) through audio-visual modalities. Extending work on six prosodic attitudes developed by Morlec et al. [12], they included audio-visual recording of the six attitudes from two French speakers and developed a perception test to present different modalities to 32 French listeners. Results show that the Audio-Visual modality prove most helpful for listeners to identify these prosodic attitudes, particularly Obviousness and Suspicious Irony. Despite attaining good recognition rates for each of the 6 attitudes, an interesting approach of analysis is the application of a cluster analysis to understand confusions between these attitudes. Analysis found that Doubt-Incredulity and Surprise-Exclamation are confused in the audio modality, while Question and Doubt-Incredulity are confused when pre-
sented in video stimuli. For the audio-video stimuli, video helps in distinguishing Exclamation from Doubt-Incredulity. This work is helpful in providing clear distinctions between the six prosodic attitudes by conducting a perception study and cluster analysis through different modes of stimuli.

Similar to [14], Allwood et al. [16] conducted a perception study on attitude (defined here as Affective-Epistemic States (AES)) using multimodal stimuli. The study involves 12 Swedish participants presented with recordings from the NOMCO First Encounter. Gestures are annotated based on the MUMIN annotation scheme [17]. Participants are shown a two-minute long clip of the corpus and are required to choose any words that describe both affective-epistemic and behavioural states. Results from semantic analysis lead to seven types of AES: happiness, interest, nervousness, confidence, disinterest, thoughtfulness and understanding. Audio-visual modality shows most attributions for nervousness, interest and thoughtfulness. Further analysis suggests that AES expression may be conflicting or complementing according to different modalities. Happiness, for instance, is expressed best through the audio modality but not vividly shown in video modality. This finding claims that multimodal expressions of AES are more complex to perceive.

Findings from these research works suggest that perception studies, through several methods, are typically used to validate the choices of attitudes. With reference to [16], our work elaborates on a similar method of validating our attitude choices through an online perception study.

3. N5 Attitude Categories

Our past work on developing an attitude recognition system [18][19] conducts data annotation using an adaptation of an attitude annotation scheme derived by Henrichsen and Allwood [11]. This annotation scheme consists of ten attitudes named A10, as listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A10</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amused</td>
<td>Bored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>Confident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthusiastic</td>
<td>Friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impatient</td>
<td>Interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoughtful</td>
<td>Uninterested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Standard A10-based Annotation Scheme

On the basis of A10, we developed a new annotation scheme, hereafter, N5, constituted by 5 categories, presented in Figure 1. Our hypothesis is that those categories are more representative of the attitudes present in our corpus of video blog. Four of the categories in our N5 annotation scheme are taken from the A10 annotation scheme and the category “Frustration” is added because it was considered to be appropriate for our vlog corpus.

In order to validate our hypothesis, we asked two Linguist experts to annotate a total of 250 vlogs [19] using the N5 scheme. We then calculated their inter-rater agreement, which resulted to 0.75 Cohen’s Kappa. The reasonably high Kappa shows how the 5 categories are a good representation of the attitude in the corpus. However, in order to have a further validation, we also run a perceptual test involving a group of anonymous non-expert public participants.

4. Perceptual Test Setup

We designed and run a perceptual test with three different aims:

i.) Validate the choice of the five attitude categories in the N5 annotation scheme

ii.) Investigate which of the modality (audio,video,combined) mostly contributes to the attitude selection task

iii.) Investigate the certainty level of the participants

Twenty participants, recruited among Trinity College Dublin (TCD) staff and students, took part anonymously in the experiment on a voluntary basis. They were requested to provide age and gender information and to read participation information before starting the test. A clearance from the SCSS Research Ethics Committee was obtained previous to the study.

Participants were provided with a link to an online survey and were given 20 minutes to answer all questions. The online survey was developed in-house using PHP5 with an MVC architecture associated with a MySQL database. The test consisted of three phases. In order to validate the N5 scheme, i), participants were provided with N5 categories and had an additional choice showing the remaining categories from the A10 scheme listed under a drop-down menu with the headings “Others”. The participants presented with the stimuli had to select one of the categories to describe the affective state.

In order to investigate which of the modality (audio,video,combined) mostly contributes to the attitude recognition task, ii), participants had to label a total of 58 stimuli presented in three sections of 18 questions each. Section A consists of the audio only stimuli, Section B comprises video only stimuli (audio muted) and Section C presents both audio-video stimuli.

Finally, iii) to investigate the certainty level, after selecting an attitude, participants were asked to decide, on a scale ranging from 1 to 7 (going from Unsure to Very Certain), how certain they were about their judgments on their attitude selection. An example of this certainty scale is pictured in Figure 4.

5. Results

We analysed the results from three perspectives: inter-annotator agreement, contribution level for each modality and certainty level of attitude choice.

5.1. Inter-annotator agreement

Results achieved 100% agreement among all the participants for 37% of the stimuli. We further conducted inter-annotator agreement, and found a “fair agreement” between all 20 raters with a k-value of 0.27 using weighted Fleiss Kappa [20]. The
low value for agreement is not surprising considering the large number of raters (20 raters) involved in the test. In general it is possible to observe that Frustration is often preferred over other attitudes (see Figure 5).

This observation is in agreement with our justification for the inclusion of the “Frustration” state as an attitude class that is salient in the vlog dataset. Figure 5 shows also that category “Other” did not get enough choices to justify inclusion in our N5.

5.2. Contribution of modality in the attitude selection task

We further analysed the relevance of multimodalities for attitude perception and observed that a fusion of audio and visual information is most helpful for participants to perceive attitude expressions of vlog speakers. Specifically, annotators reached a precision of 35.5% when exposed to the Audio+Video stimulus, of the 33.1% while exposed to Audio only and of 31.6% while exposed to video only.

5.3. Certainty level for attitude choice

Following that, we conducted analysis on the certainty level of participants with their attitude choice. Figure 6 shows levels of certainty per attitude. Participants showed to be most certain when selecting “Impatiency” and “Friendliness”, while they showed less certainty when selecting the categories listed under “Other”.
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N. Alhusna Madzlan, J. Reverdy, F. Bonin, L. Cerrato, N. Campbell: Annotation and Multimodal modalities have stronger influence in attitude perception.ment with Shochi et al. [22], who also report that Audio-Visual that the fusion of multimodalities from the vlog data is in agree- comparison to the audio only and video only stimuli. We found attitudes when they were presented with the audio-visual signals in this finding is not unexpected as it is challenging to assign labels to these kind of phenomena since attitude perception is subjective. This finding is not unexpected as it is challenging to assign labels to these kind of phenomena since attitude perception is subjective. The main aim of this study was the validation of our novel attitude annotation scheme to annotate attitudes in our vlog corpus. The low inter-annotator agreement is expected and in-line with Schuller’s [21] statement on the difficulty in obtaining re-liability in the annotation of affective states due to the equivocal nature of affect data. Factors like age, gender and cultural back-grounds of participants may contribute to this variation. This finding is not unexpected as it is challenging to assign labels to these kind of phenomena since attitude perception is subjective. “Frustration” was chosen most of all 11 attitudes, making this a relevant label to annotate attitude in the vlog data. On the other hand, there was not sufficient consistency in the “Other” category. This level of uncertainty among participants may be an indication that the attitudes from the “Others list are indeed not so representative of our vlog corpus. This work presents a perception study to validate the choice of attitude categories in our vlog dataset. As an extension of this work, the application of this results will be implemented in a predictive classifier in developing a computational framework for automatic attitude recognition. To further improve the cur-rent findings, we suggest plausible methods for measuring atti-tude perception. Due to varying results from multi-rater agree-ment test, we plan to analyse confusion matrix and/or perform cluster analysis to explain these discrepancies. Future work is also planned for an in depth analysis of gender and age effects to better understand factors that can contribute to attitude per-ception.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The main aim of this study was the validation of our novel attitude annotation scheme N5. To achieve this aim we performed a perception test with 20 participants who were asked to annotate a subset of our vlog corpus. The low inter-annotator agreement is expected and in-line with Schuller’s [21] statement on the difficulty in obtaining re-liability in the annotation of affective states due to the equivocal nature of affect data. Factors like age, gender and cultural back-grounds of participants may contribute to this variation. This finding is not unexpected as it is challenging to assign labels to these kind of phenomena since attitude perception is subjective. “Frustration” was chosen most of all 11 attitudes, making this a relevant label to annotate attitude in the vlog data. On the other hand, there was not sufficient consistency in the “Other” category to justify inclusion of an extra attitude. This findings suggest that our N5 attitude categories seems to be a sufficient scheme to annotate attitudes in our vlog corpus.

Participants showed to perform better in perceiving atti-tudes when they were presented with the audio-visual signals in comparison to the audio only and video only stimuli. We found that the fusion of multimodalities from the vlog data is in agree-ment with Shochi et al. [22], who also report that Audio-Visual modalities have stronger influence in attitude perception.

To further understand which attitude categories are clearly detected and which of the attitudes participants have reserva-tions about, we conducted a certainty test. We notice that partic-ipants were more certain in selecting “Friendliness” to the other attitudes. Another observation from this measure of certainty is that the participants showed uncertainty when selecting the attitudes from the drop down menu Others. This is interesting for us as the attitudes included in the “Others are those from the A10 Attitude annotation scheme which we decided not include in the N5 scheme, as we assumed they were not represented in our vlog corpus. This level of uncertainty among participants may be an indication that the attitudes from the “Others list are indeed not so representative of our vlog corpus.

7. Future work

Our work presents a perception study to validate the choice of attitude categories in our vlog dataset. As an extension of this work, the application of this results will be implemented in a predictive classifier in developing a computational framework for automatic attitude recognition. To further improve the current findings, we suggest plausible methods for measuring attitude perception. Due to varying results from multi-rater agreement test, we plan to analyse confusion matrix and/or perform cluster analysis to explain these discrepancies. Future work is also planned for an in depth analysis of gender and age effects to better understand factors that can contribute to attitude perception.
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Abstract

Fillers, alone or accompanied by pauses and/or gestures, are quite frequent in all types of spoken communication. They have numerous and non-exclusive functions which are related to interaction management (feedback and turn management) or discourse planning. Fillers are part of the language and thus, to some extent, language dependent. This article presents an analysis of fillers, filled pauses and co-occurring gestures in a Danish multimodal corpus of first encounters. The aims of the study are to determine the most common fillers in the corpus, the gestures co-occurring with them, their functions, and possibly their most prototypical uses. The results of our study indicate that the most common fillers in the data are uh, mm, ohm which all are accompanied by one or more gestures in most of their occurrences. We also found that each filler type has a predominant or prototypical use. Mm often occurs alone as feedback marker and is accompanied by feedback gestures. Ohm has the longest duration and often precedes an utterance or a clause with signaling discourse planning. Its co-speech gestures have also interaction management functions. Finally, uh often precedes a content word, has a shorter duration than ohm and signals lexical retrieval. Interestingly the prototypical uses of the vocal uh and the vocal-nasal ohm are the same as those of the English vocal uh and vocal-nasal um, respectively.

Index Terms: multimodal communication, gestures, filled pause

1. Introduction

Face-to-face communication is multimodal including at least auditory (speech) and visual (gestures) modalities. The modalities are not only temporally, but also semantically related at many levels. This paper is about a particular phenomenon of face-to-face communication, the so-called fillers, such as the English uh and um. Fillers are very frequent in spoken language and can occur alone or in conjunction with a speech pause (filled pauses). The language accounted for is Danish. The paper also addresses the gestures which co-occur with the Danish fillers and their functions. The gestures included in this study are head movements, facial expressions, body postures and hand movements.

Fillers have multiple, non-exclusive functions which are related to interaction management [1, 2, 3] and cognitive processes of discourse planning and word retrieval [4, 5]. Researchers have noticed that there is an inverse frequency relation between hand gestures and filled pauses [6, 7] and that many hold gestures co-occur with filled pauses [8, 9].

Fillers are an integral part of the language and have therefore language specific characteristics [10]. Clark and FoxTree [11] find that different English fillers are used in different contexts and therefore they suggest to consider them as words.

Because fillers and filled pauses are frequent in spoken language, it is important to exploit their use and functions as well as their relation to gestures in order to include them in spoken language models which reflect the type of conversation and the language. The present study wants to contribute to these models by determining a) which are the most common fillers in a Danish corpus of first encounters, b) whether fillers co-occur with gestures and with which functions, and c) whether the most frequent fillers in Danish have conventionalized uses as in English and what these uses are.

In section 2, we discuss relevant related studies, then in section 3 we shortly describe the data and the methodology used for studying Danish fillers and filled pauses. In section 4, we present the analysis of fillers and filled pauses in the Danish corpus and, in section 5 we discuss the data. Finally, in section 6, we conclude and suggest future work.

2. Related studies

The functions of fillers in spoken language have been related to both interaction management and discourse planning. The various functions are not mutually exclusive and they are often related. Interaction management comprises feedback, that is feedback giving, also known as back-channeling, feedback eliciting [1, 12], and turn exchange regulation [2, 3, 11]. Turn exchange regulation comprises inter alia turn keeping and turn giving signals. Turn exchange signals mark also discourse planning processes. For example, a speaker can move her head away from the interlocutor signaling at the same time that she is planning her discourse and wants to keep the turn or the speaker can signal with a filled pause and gestures that she wants to give the floor if she has difficulties in completing the discourse.

Rochester [4] finds that filled pauses are more frequent when speakers face an option or have to express something challenging, while Reynolds and Paivio [13] report that students used pauses and filled pauses much more frequently when they had to define abstract objects than when they described concrete objects. Filled pauses can also mark the process of lexical retrieval [5] and researchers have noticed that the frequency of filled pauses is inverse proportional to the frequency of gestures [6, 7]. Esposito et al. [8] find that hand gestures co-occurring with English filled pauses involving the fillers uh, um and ah are often augmented holds, that is holds in which a little movement of the hand is noticed. They interpret the function of these holds as parallel to that of the speech pauses with which they co-occur. The speaker signals with the filled pause that she is planning new spoken content and marks with gestural holds that she is planning new gestures.

Language specific studies of fillers have focused on their type and their position in the utterance. For example, English
researchers have focused on the uses of the two fillers uh and um. More specifically, Shriberg [14] reports that vocal-nasal fillers are more frequent in the initial position of utterances in American English while vocal fillers occur most frequently when speakers have to find specific lexical items. Clark and FoxTree [11] propose to consider the English uh and um as words since speakers use them in a conventionalized way. The two researchers find that although the two fillers have many common uses, that is occur when speakers are looking for a word, planning the discourse, wanting to keep or give the floor, they have also a preferred or prototypical use. Uh signals minor delays while um signals major delays. Finally, Tottie [15] argues that uh and um can be used as discourse markers with a meaning similar to that of well and you know.

Swerts [16] analyzes the occurrences of filled pauses as markers of discourse boundaries in Dutch monologues, while De Leeuw [10] analyzes the realization of fillers in Dutch, English and German in order to determine their language specific characteristics. She finds that vocal-nasal fillers are predominant in English and German while vocal fillers are most common in Dutch. Vocalic-nasal fillers are only dominant in Dutch when they are surrounded by long pauses. English fillers are often preceded by a pause and followed by a lexical item, in De Leeuw’s data, while in German and Dutch they are often surrounded by lexical items.

Possible effects of filled pauses on the listeners have also been investigated. For example, Fraundorf and Watson [17] prove that filled pauses have a positive effect on the listener’s memory. Furthermore, different studies have determined that users perceive software agents to have more human-like behavior if they use fillers and therefore filled pauses have been included in the behavior of conversational software agents [18, 19, 20].

In a preceding study of pauses delimiting clause boundaries, and of the gestures which accompany them in the NOMCO corpus, we found that silent pauses and audible breath pauses are accompanied by head movements, facial expressions and body postures in 88% and 86% of their occurrences respectively, while filled pauses and pauses accompanied by other sounds are accompanied by the same gestures in only 77.5% and 70% of their occurrences respectively [21]. Furthermore, we found that the majority of clausal boundary pauses in the data were silent and breath pauses.

To our best knowledge, there are no previous general studies of fillers, filled pauses and the gestures which co-occur with them in Danish. However, it must be noted that the Danish fillers hmm, oh and uhm are included in a recent general language Danish lexicon Den Danske Ordbog1. In this lexicon, the three fillers are classified as interjections and are described as synonymous expressions of doubt. Furthermore, oh and uhm are analyzed as synonyms when used to fill in pauses while the speaker is thinking, and the filler hmm is defined as an interception which expresses discontent, or a kind of disagreement or reservation with respect to the following word(s). In the following study of the functions of Danish fillers, filled pauses and co-occurring gestures, we will also investigate whether the lexicon definitions provided by the lexicon cover the uses of the fillers in the multimodal corpus of first encounters.

3. The data and method

The Danish NOMCO corpus consists of twelve multimodal annotated Danish first encounters which were collected and annotated under the Nordic NOMCO and the Danish VKK project. The NOMCO project’s main aims were to create and analyze annotated comparable Nordic multimodal corpora, and first encounters were collected in more Nordic languages [22]. Furthermore, the conversations were annotated in all the corpora following a common theoretic framework [23], the so-called MUMIN annotation framework [24]. The Danish VKK project had the aim to analyze and model specific aspects of multimodal communication in Danish such as feedback and turn management [25, 26].

Six females and six males, aged 21-36 and native Danish speakers, were engaged in two encounters each, one with a female and one with a male. The participants talked freely about themselves, their studies and work while being audio and video recorded. Two microphones and three cameras were used and the encounters took place in a studio at the University of Copenhagen. Two snapshots from the data showing the three camera views are in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Each encounter lasts between four and seven minutes, and the corpus has a duration of one hour. The annotations of the corpus comprise speech token transcription and shape and function descriptions of communicative co-speech gestures. In the speech transcriptions pauses are annotated as tokens and are annotated as a plus sign +. Furthermore, filled pauses, breath and other audible sounds accompanying pauses are also annotated. The annotations of gestures are connected to speech tokens produced by either participant if the annotators found them to be semantically related. The gestures annotated are head movements, facial expressions and body postures [25]. For this study, we have added shape annotations of hand gestures co-occurring with fillers. The gestural functions considered in this study are feedback, self-feedback and turn management.

Table 1 shows the shape features of the gestures which are relevant to the present research while the function features of the gestures are in Table 2. The features describing the shape of gestures are coarse grained and only the most general shape features are used in this study. It must also be noted that information about gestural phases is not available.

The first two function features in Table 2 are related to feedback. The values of the attribute FeedbackBasic are assigned if feedback expresses Contact, Perception and Understanding (CPU) and if feedback only shows Contact or Contact and Perception but no Understanding (FeedbackOther) [1]. A positive feedback attribute is accompanied with the values of the FeedbackDirection attribute indicating whether feedback is given or

---

1Den Danske Ordbog is available on the internet at the address http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog.
The third function attribute, *TurnManagement* describes turn related behavior. The following four turn management values are relevant to the present study: a) TurnTake is assigned if the speaker signals that she wants to take a turn that wasn’t offered; b) TurnHold: the speaker signals that she wishes to keep the turn; c) TurnAccept: the speaker signals that she is accepting a turn that is being offered; d) TurnElicit: the speaker signals that she is offering the turn to the interlocutor [26].

Inter-coder agreement were run on the data and resulted in Cohen’s kappa scores in between 0.6 and 0.9 depending on the attributes. The transcriptions and annotations were made by one annotator, corrected by a second annotator and, in case of disagreement between the two main annotators, a third expert annotator took the final decision. We have used the final version of the data in this study. A more detailed description of the annotation procedure is in [25].

For the present study, we have identified all the fillers and filled pauses in the NOMCO corpus and we have extracted the co-occurring gestures with a per script. Co-occurring gesture are defined as those gestures which temporally overlap with fillers or filled pauses. No limitation to the extension of the overlap were given. we have then extracted the duration of the fillers, and manually analyzed the context in which they occur, that is the speech tokens which precede and follow the fillers as well as the gestures which co-occur with them.

### 4. Analysis

There are 18,556 speech tokens (words, fillers and pauses) in the Danish first encounters, while there are 3,117 head movements, 1,448 facial expressions, 982 body postures and 566 hand gestures. The fillers in the Danish corpus are øh, øhm, mm, źrh, źh, hm/ehm. Their frequency is in Table 3. Thus the most common filler is øh, øhm and mm.

Table 4 shows the fillers, their occurrences, their multimodal occurrences and the percentage of multimodal occurrences of fillers.

The number of the occurrences of the fillers in table 4 is higher than that in table 4 because when gestures are added to the speech tokens, some speech tokens are doubled. This is for example the case if two head movements co-occur with the same filler as indicated in figure 3. Slightly over two-thirds of the occurrences of the fillers co-occur with gestures, and the number is the same as that of gestures co-occurring with filled paused [21]. In the rest of the study, we focus on the three most common fillers, that is the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeedbackBasic</td>
<td>CPU, FeedbackOther, None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeedbackDirection</td>
<td>FeedbackGive, FeedbackElicit, None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnManagement</td>
<td>TurnTake, TurnHold, TurnAccept, TurnElicit, None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Function features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filler</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Multimodal</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øh</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øhm</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>źrh</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>źh</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ehm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Filler types and their frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filler</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Multimodal</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øh</td>
<td>375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm/hmm</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øhm</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>źrh</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>źh</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ehm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>587</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Filler types and co-occurring gestures
vocal øh, the nasal mm and the vocal-nasal øhm, on theirs uses and the types of gestures which co-occur with them.

Table 5 shows the percentage of øhs, mms and øhms which co-occur with head movements, facial expressions, body postures and hand gestures. In the table, it is not accounted for the fact that more gesture types can co-occur with the same filler occurrence.

Table 5: Filler types and co-occurring gestures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filler</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Face</th>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øh</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øhm</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three most frequent fillers co-occur in most cases with head movements which are the most common body behavior. The filler mm co-occurs most frequently with head movements (half of its co-occurrences) while in 1/3 of the cases it co-occurs with facial expressions. The filler øh co-occurs frequently with head movements and body postures (50% and 26% respectively) and more seldom with facial expressions and hand gestures (18% and 11% of the occurrences respectively), while øhm co-occurs frequently with head movements, facial expressions and body postures (55%, 38% and 23% of the occurrences) and, less frequently that is in 8% of the occurrences with hand gestures.

In Table 6 are the mean and standard deviation for the use of the three fillers. Table 6 shows that standard deviation for the use of fillers is quite large especially for the two fillers øh and mm, and some participants used more fillers than others. For analyzing the spoken contexts in which the fillers occur in the first encounters we have distinguished the following context categories:

- The filler occurs inside a phrase preceding a content word (adjective, adverb, noun, or verb). In this context the filler is often accompanied by a pause and signal lexical retrieval, e.g. A: helt + øh + uh + boorish
- The filler precedes a phrase or a feedback word such as okay, ja (yes) or no, e.g. + + øhm jeg har også musik- linjen fra seminariet (+ + um, I have also music from the teacher school). In this context the filler is always accom-
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panied by a longer pause and signals that the speaker is planning the discourse.

- The filler occurs in self-repairs and false starts. Also in these cases the filler is often accompanied by pauses, e.g., løst + øh + hvor jeg laser(studied + uh + where I study...)
- The filler (often a filled pause) occurs at the end of a turn, that is before the interlocutor takes the floor. E.g. A: det var sådan lidt +øh + (breath) (it was such a little + uh + (breath)), B: (snack) + okay det ju ne du + (breath) da goed lde (snack) + okay you did + you like it)
- The filler occurs alone as feedback marker or co-occurs with laughter, e.g. A: er det på dansk? (is it at Danish?) B: mm (yes).

In Table 7, we show the average duration in milliseconds of the three most frequently occurring fillers and of eventual pauses surrounding them. The percentage of occurrences of each filler in each spoken context is also given.

72% of the occurrences of the vocal filler øh are connected to speech planning in these data. More specifically in 50% of its occurrences, øh precedes a content word signaling lexical retrieval, while in 32% of the occurrences the filler precedes a phrase or a feedback word. Øh also occurs in self repairs (7% of the occurrences) and it precedes turn ends (9% of the cases), while only in 2% of its occurrences øh is used alone as feedback marker.

The functions of the gestures co-occurring with øh corresponds not surprisingly to the function of the filler indicated by the spoken context. In fact, the filler often co-occurs with gestures having a turn keeping function and, in fewer cases, a turn giving/yielding function. This finding confirms preceding studies that indicate that speakers signal with their body behavior that they want to keep the turn while searching for a word or while planning an utterance, i.a. [5, 27], or that speakers wish to give the floor if they have difficulties in completing the discourse [11]. Øh is only related to feedback gestures in 15% of its occurrences, and it co-occurs with self-feedback gestures, predominantly facial expressions, in 30% of the cases.

The vocal-nasal Øhm often precedes phrases or feedback words (70% of its occurrences). The majority of the phrases preceded by Øhm are clauses and the filler often follows the conjunctions og (and) and så (so, therefore). Øhm occurs in the middle of a phrase in only 10% of the occurrences and in self repairs in 11% of the cases. Finally, it occurs at the end of a turn in 8% of its occurrences. The gestures that co-occur with Øhms are often feedback head movements (62% of the cases) and/or turn-management gestures (42% of the cases). In 30% of the occurrences gestures co-occurring with the filler Øhm are facial expressions having a self-feedback gesture (own communication management).

The nasal filler mm occurs in most cases alone (65% of the occurrences) as feedback signal. It precedes a phrase or another feedback word in 35% of the occurrences. Similarly to Øhm, in these cases it often follows the conjunctions og (and) or så (so, therefore) and precedes a clausal phrase.

Not surprisingly, the gestures which co-occur with mm are often related to feedback giving (backchanneling) (71% of the cases) and they are often nods. More rarely self-feedback and turn management gestures co-occur with mm (11% and 16% of the cases respectively).

A first analysis of half of the data indicates that holds in gestures often occur when fillers are related to lexical retrieval and discourse planning. There are no gestural holds when fillers are related to feedback giving and self-feedback.

5. Discussion

The main function of the filler mm is that of signaling feedback, alone or in combination with other feedback words. More seldom mm marks the start of a phrase. As feedback marker mm is often accompanied by feedback head movements, especially nods. The fact that this filler is mostly used as a feedback marker is also reflected by its average duration, which is shorter than that of the other two fillers. The use of the filler as feedback mark is in line with its analysis in the Danish dictionary Den Danske Ordbog, but in these data the filler is only connected to disagreement in four cases. In the majority of occurrences it simply signals feedback giving. This might be due to the type of interaction. Furthermore, different meanings of e.g. feedback words can only be identified when the multimodal context is available (audio and video), and the effect of intonation and gestures on the interpretation of the semantics of feedback words in Danish data has been proved previously [28].

The vocal-nasal filler øhm frequently occurs with pauses and precedes clauses or even utterances and therefore signals discourse planning processes. Øhm also occurs at the end of speech turns signaling that it has been interpreted by the interlocutor as a turn giving signal. Øhm also occurs with a certain frequency inside a phrase marking lexical retrieval (10% of the occurrences) or in self repairs (11% of occurrences), while it only seldom occurs alone as feedback marker (1% of the occurrences). Øhm lasts longer than the other two fillers (0.48 milliseconds in average) and this finding is in line with what has been noted about English data: English filled pauses that mark larger syntactic units have a longer duration that filled pauses that signal lexical retrieval inter alia [11, 15]. It is not strange that the gestures which co-occur with øhm have feedback and turn management functions since feedback and turn management signals often occur at utterance or clausal boundaries.

The most common filler øh, which has an average duration between that of the two other fillers (0.4 milliseconds) most often precedes a content word, signaling lexical retrieval and, less frequently, precedes a phrase in these data. Other uses of øh mark self repairs or turn end. Only seldom øh is used as feedback marker (2% of its occurrences). The most common function of the gestures co-occurring with øh is that of self-feedback. This is not surprising since speakers often produce self-feedback gestures in self repairs or at the end of their spoken contributions.

Even though all fillers in the Danish data occur as signals in interaction management and/or discourse planning contexts as it was the case for fillers in other languages [10, 11], each filler has some more common or prototypical uses, as it also is the case for English fillers [11]. Our data indicates that the use of fillers varies from one participant to the other, and some participants use more frequently one or two fillers. The standard deviation was particularly high for the two fillers øh and mm, while it was lower for the filler Øhm. The reason for this variation should be investigated in the future.

Thus, the analysis of the first encounters confirms overall the uses of the three fillers described in the Danish lexicon, but it also indicates that even though øh and Øhm can occur in the same contexts and can be used as synonyms, they have different preferred/prototypical uses. Moreover, the three fillers have even more uses than those described in the Danish lexicon. Interestingly, our data indicate that the prototypical uses of the
Table 7: Fillers, duration and spoken contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filler</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Inside phrase</th>
<th>Before phrase</th>
<th>Self repair</th>
<th>End turn</th>
<th>Alone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øh</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øhm</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

two Danish fillers øh and øhm are the same as those of the English fillers uh and um [11, 15] that is øh and uh often precede a content word and signal lexical retrieval while øhm and um precede a clausal phrase or an utterance signaling planning of a larger discourse part and having a function similar to discourse markers [15]. This is also in line with studies on silent pauses. For example Tøndering [29] finds that silent pauses preceding subordinated phrases are shorter than those between independent phrases in a Danish spoken corpus, the DANPASS corpus.

The fact that gesture holds were only found when the gestures co-occurred with filled pauses confirms the study by Esposito et al. [8] which found that augmented hand gestural holds co-occurred with speech pauses.

6. Conclusion and future work

In the paper, we presented a study of fillers, filled pauses and co-occurring gestures in the Danish NOMCO corpus of first encounters. In these data, the majority of the fillers are accompanied by gestures and the gestures reinforce the filler’s function.

The Danish fillers have the same functions as fillers in other languages, that is they have functions related to feedback and/or turn management, or they signal discourse planning processes, hereunder lexical retrieval. The various functions are not mutually exclusive.

The analysis of the Danish data shows that each filler type has a predominant use, even though the most common fillers are often used synonymously, that is they can also occur in the same contexts. This finding confirms for Danish what has been also found to be the case for fillers in other German languages and especially in English.

More specifically, we found that the nasal filler mm is often used as a feedback giving marker and it is nearly always accompanied by feedback head movements. Moreover, in this corpus, it mostly indicates positive feedback and co-occurs with nods. This is not surprising since in first encounters participants are kind and try to give the interlocutor a positive impression [30].

The vocal øh often signals lexical retrieval, but it is also used in other contexts. The gestures which accompany this filler have mainly turn management functions or signal self-feedback. Øh has the same prototypical use as the English vocal filler uh.

The vocal-nasal filler øhm often precedes a clausal phrase and marks discourse planning. It is often accompanied by gestures having an interaction management function. The prototypical function of øhm is the same as that of the English nasal-vocal filler um. As in English, filled pauses occurring at the boundaries of larger discourse units have longer duration than filled pauses preceding lexical entries.

In the future, we will analyze fillers in more types of spoken data, including monologues and dialogs involving more than two participants as well as in conversations between interlocutors who know each other in advance. Individual differences in the use of fillers and filled pauses should also be investigated and the uses and occurrences of fillers and filled pauses in the Danish first encounters should be compared with the uses of fillers in the other Nordic first encounters corpora.
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Abstract

Virtual Reykjavik is an Icelandic language and culture training application for foreigners learning Icelandic. In this video game-like environment, the user is asked to solve given tasks in the game and in order to complete them he/she must interact with the characters, e.g. by conversing with them on context-specific topics. To make this a reality, a model for how natural conversations start in a specific situations has been developed, based on data from that same situation in real life: a stranger asking another stranger for directions to a particular place in downtown Reykjavik. This involved defining a multimodal annotation scheme, outlining the communicative functions and behaviors associated with them. However, current annotation schemes lacked the appropriate function for this specific case, which lead us to finding and proposing an appropriate communicative function – the Explicit Announcement of Presence. A study was conducted to explore and better understand how conversations is initiated in first encounters between people who do not know each other. Human-to-human conversations were analyzed for the purpose of modelling a realistic conversation between human users and virtual agents. Results from the study have lead to the inclusion of the communicative function in the human-to-agent conversation system. By playing the game the learners will be exposed to situations that they may encounter in real life, and therefore the interaction is based on real life data, rather than textbook examples. We believe that this application will help bridge the gap from the class room to the real world, preparing learners to initiate conversations with real Icelandic speakers.

Index Terms: Explicit Announcement of Presence, communicative function, human-agent interaction, embodied conversational agent, multimodal communication, natural language, social behavior

1. Introduction

The Icelandic language and culture training application Virtual Reykjavik is an on-line computer game environment supporting game-based learning [1], task-based learning [2] and a communicative approach [3, 1] to teach Icelandic as a foreign language (adult learners living outside of Iceland) or second language (adult learners living in Iceland). Learners (users from now on) can gain particular linguistic and cultural skills by engaging in interactive exercises and are then able to use that knowledge in conversations with real people in the natural setting of the target language [4]. The exercises entail practicing saying words and phrases in simple conversations with Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs), which are defined as a computer interface represented by a humanoid body that is specifically conversational, exhibiting and recognizing the behavior involved during human face-to-face conversation [5]. In these interactions, the users find themselves in various situations, such as encountering a stranger, starting a conversation, and asking him/her for directions (see Figure 2).

In Virtual Reykjavik, users interact with different ECAs (male or female) in the following ways: by approaching an agent until it acknowledges the user’s presence, using the mouse to signal which direction or which ECA the user is looking at, clicking the mouse to trigger an action, such as speaking, and by talking into the microphone through which the ECA gets the speech input from the user (Figure 1). Similar to the Tactical Language and Culture Training System [4], Virtual Reykjavik also relies on natural spoken language when interacting with game characters, i.e. ECAs, via automatic speech recognition. For Icelandic, the current version of our system uses the

![Figure 1: A screenshot of an ECA in Virtual Reykjavik. A yellow arrow appears overhead when the user has targeted the ECA and the mouse may be clicked to activate speech recognition. The green, yellow, and red lights in the upper right corner indicate the user’s changing role in the interaction, i.e. listener or speaker.](image-url)
Google speech recognition service\(^1\), because it is currently the only readily available software for the language [6]. In the first learner scenario or level of the game, users have to fulfill three tasks: 1) to get an ECA’s attention and start a conversation, 2) to ask the ECA for directions, and 3) to say goodbye to the ECA (see Figure 2). In this article, we discuss the finding and implementation of an appropriate communicative function associated with getting a stranger’s attention and the multimodal behavior associated with the acknowledgement of it.

2. Motivation

In situations where participants know each other, a greeting phase often fulfills the function of noticing and acknowledging one’s presence and initiating a conversation [7]. During exploratory data collection for the Virtual Reykjavik project, we found that when strangers approach one another and start a conversation, something other than a greeting occurs. We were motivated to take a closer look at what behaviors native speakers of Icelandic exhibit and what communicative functions they carry out, in order to provide the users of Virtual Reykjavik with an accurate portrayal of conversations in the language.

We recorded and annotated naturally occurring human-to-human conversations in order to faithfully emulate conversational behavior in Virtual Reykjavik. During the annotation process, we felt that the communicative function being conveyed at the very beginning of each encounter was not to be found in current standard multimodal annotation schemes, such as the MUMIN coding scheme [8], SmartKom multimodal corpus [9] or the HutComTech multimodal corpus annotation scheme [10].

In the theoretical exploration of this topic, we came upon the Explicit Announcement of Presence (EAP) [7], which we used for building our hypothesis: when strangers meet during first encounters in situations when they ask for directions, the Explicit Announcement of Presence is the communicative function underlying the behavior at a start of a conversation.

3. Modelling Approach

In order to design a realistic conversational structure for our context-specific situation using the Icelandic language, we needed to address two general problems. First, we needed to define the appropriate communicative functions and behaviors that would best fit our context, i.e. how a stranger (non-native speaker) approaches another stranger (native speaker) in downtown Reykjavik, and how the approached person acknowledges it. We then needed to implement the function involved in getting someone’s attention and the natural multimodal behavior associated with acknowledging it in the virtual characters. A traditional greeting-phase, often used as initial learning scenarios in textbooks, would not apply in the situation we picked, because traditional greetings are primarily used amongst persons who know each other. On that account we needed to come up with something new.

We worked towards realizing a conversational structure that would maintain presence and authenticity, with the aim of giving the user a feeling of a natural conversation akin to what we observed in our field study. The approach we took was inspired by Clark’s (1996) conversation sections, which are purpose-specific segments of a conversation that arise during the course of face-to-face interaction between humans. On a very high level, these sections include the entry, body, and the exit of the conversation [11]. However, thinking of the body of a conversation as one single purpose-specific section is rather vague. Thus, for our purposes, we tried to identify portions of the conversations in our data as being potential conversation sections, portions where the participants are bound to an identifiable purpose.

An example of such a segment in a real-life context is during the task of asking a question and receiving an answer. The initiating participant has a purpose, i.e. to gain some knowledge from the other party, and in the process he/she alters the intent of the other. In other words, the initiator influences other participant’s intentions and together they become involved in this purpose-specific segment, or conversation section.

The emergence of a conversation section at any given time during a conversation is governed by multiple factors, such as the relations between the participants, their intention, and personality. Moreover, all of these factors affect what functions and behaviors are involved in the context of the particular conversation section at hand. For instance, in an informal setting where participants know each other, a greeting would sound and look different to one in a formal setting where participants do not know each other. We defined the EAP as the appropriate function for initiating conversation in the following setting: (1) participants who are strangers; (2) a non-native speaker approaches a native speaker in an informal setting, which is downtown Reykjavik, and asks for directions to a particular place.

\(^{1}\)http://goo.gl/eSRnbv
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4. EAP Study

4.1. Method

In order to better understand the use of EAPs for initiating conversations, both in terms of frequency of use and how they are manifested in behavior, we conducted a small qualitative study. Native language data from conversations of first encounters was collected in the form of video recordings. The focus was on approaching a stranger and starting a conversation. Two volunteer actors, both female non-native speakers of Icelandic, were hired to approach Icelanders and ask for directions to a particular place in downtown Reykjavik. The first human-to-human conversations we recorded were done by walking up to people and stating our purpose beforehand. This made it impossible to capture the initial moments of naturally occurring contact. We therefore changed our method to stating the purpose of our research to people after the conversation. The actors received only one instruction: to ask people for directions. Without further telling the actors what to do, they started naturally approaching people and announcing their presence. Consent from participants was recorded on camera at the end of each recording and participants could ask to withdraw from the study and their recording would be deleted on the spot.

The actors were asked to conduct themselves as normally as possible. The effect of them being non-native speakers is negligible in these circumstances, since in all cases they performed the appropriate utterances and had clear pronunciation. The selective sampling method [13] was applied here in order to address the right group of people and ensure the authenticity of the collected data. Only male and female native speakers of Icelandic aged between 18-70 were considered. The study was anonymous and concession was received from all participants.

The video recordings were annotated using a multimodal annotation scheme for Virtual Reykjavik compiled from various other research (see Figure 3), both in terms of the communicative behavior present in the dialogue and the underlying intent or function of those behaviors [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 12, 20, 21, 22, 23]. This follows the distinction between function and behavior made in the SAIBA framework for multimodal generation of communicative behavior for ECAs, as manifested in the Behavior Markup Language (BML) [18] and Function Markup Language (FML) [12]. Our current work contributes to existing work on FML by introducing the EAP as a type of a communicative function. In our observations, a verbal behavior typically follows the EAP. We therefore categorize the EAP as a type of speech-act, which is a communicative function category that includes multiple types (ask, inform, etc.), adding to the current FML standard (see Table 1).

4.2. Results

We analyzed 44 videos that included first encounters between native speakers and non-native speakers of Icelandic asking for directions to a specific place in downtown Reykjavik. The focus was on the first part of the dialogue, i.e. approaching a person and initiating a conversation. The data shows that in 33 videos (75% cases) pedestrians passing through (non-natives) announce their presence verbally to other unknown pedestrians (natives), in 10 videos (23% cases) both notice each other before an announcing phase has a chance to happen, and in 1 video (2% cases) the phase was described as “other” because it could not be identified (see Figure 4).

Results show that in most of the cases approaching pedestrians announce their presence verbally in order to cause attention from the approached pedestrian to initiate a conversation about getting directions to a particular place. It became clear that a particular communicative function – the EAP – was primarily being conveyed verbally here by the non-natives when approaching the natives.

The most frequent EAPs in our data have the following form: 1) phrases: fyrirgefða [pardon me], afsnúð [excuse me], 2) greetings: gððan daginn [good day] with definite article / gððan dag [good day] without definite article / he [hi], or 3) directly asking the question: Veistu hvar X er? [Do you know where X is?]. In our study, explicit nonverbal EAPs were not

Table 1: These are the interactional function categories from the original FML proposal [12] for use in the Virtual Reykjavik system (alteration marked with *)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track Type</th>
<th>Function Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactional</td>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td>react, recognize, salute-distant, salute-close, initiate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turn-taking</td>
<td>take, give, keep, request, accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speech-act</td>
<td>eap*, inform, ask, request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grounding</td>
<td>request-ack, ack, repair, cancel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: An example description of behavior using an annotation scheme developed for Virtual Reykjavik.

Figure 4: Most people starting an interaction with a stranger in the street (33 out of 44 videos) show behavior that carries out an EAP function.
found, except when looks of approaching participants accidentally met. But this has been categorized in FML as noticing, because it involves a stranger (actor) gazing at another stranger (native speaker), who responds by gazing back and awaiting some kind of a response from the gazing actor. All of this takes place in a fraction of a second.

After the EAP is performed by the non-native stranger, the person being approached generally realizes that someone wants to speak to him/her and looks back at that person. Detailed analysis of the multimodal behavior, exhibited by the native speakers as a result of the EAP by the non-native speakers, was performed using representative subjects: one male and one female native speaker, both around 50 years of age. The data was annotated in Elan [24], and the Multimodal Annotation Scheme for Virtual Reykjavik was used as a reference. Results are listed in Table 2 and Table 3.

These results lead to the incorporation of the EAP communicative function into the Virtual Reykjavik ECAs, including the realization of plausible EAP related behavior.

5. Implementation

The EAP is just one of many communicative functions, among others such as turn-taking and grounding, that precede a set of one or more behaviors. The communicative plans of an ECA are manifested in communicative functions, i.e. pieces of intent that have a communicative purpose. Based on these functions, the system then plans out which behaviors carry them out.

While the functions themselves are unseen, the behavior is their visible result. If a person wants to approach another person who is a stranger, their brain plans for an EAP and when the time comes it tells the body to perform the behaviors associated with that function, e.g. to look at the other participant and say afsakíð [excuse me].

Implementing the EAP function within the conversational system architecture of Virtual Reykjavik lets the users interact with the ECAs in a more realistic way, and the ECAs get to exhibit realistic behavior in response to it. This behavior also relates directly to one of the important tasks that users have to perform in order to fulfill the game objectives, i.e. engage with a stranger in the street and ask him/her for directions.

Our implementation involved the use of conversation sections. Within our system, these sections are called blocks and are the objects that contain methods for producing communicative functions that underlie the behavior in various situations [25]. Knowledge regarding which behaviors and functions are appropriate for each situation was gathered from the annotated video data (see Figure 3 and Tables 2 & 3).

As mentioned above, the entry is the first purpose-specific segment of the conversation and a block in our system that corresponds to that is the Approach block (see Figure 5). This block, based on the observed data, necessarily includes the EAP in order for the stranger to initiate a conversation with an ECA [25].

The block element structure allows the Virtual Reykjavik conversation system to procedurally select what comes next in the conversation. The blocks provide a context for the communicative functions at any given moment and align speech with other modalities, in our case the conversational behavior of the ECAs. We had to design a system architecture that allows the agent to make a decision as to what should happen next in the conversation, based on dialog history, personality, and what events have unfolded in the interaction with the user at any given time.

![Figure 5: The ‘approach’ block’s state machine propels the conversation using methods (Initiate and GiveAttention, shown in bold) that generate discourse functions relative to the agents’ intent. The initial state checks for relations and moves to either a greeting phase or a ‘stranger specific’ initiation of conversation. States (1) and (2) allow for ‘inaction’, resulting in the approach coming to an abrupt end in the final state (3). [25]](image-url)

This system allows the agents to either move to the next state within a particular block or, if the current block is finished, select which block of conversation they want to push next to the floor of interaction.

5.1. Initiating a Conversation

The following provides a more in-depth description of what transpires when the user approaches an agent in the first Virtual Reykjavik game scenario. When the user starts the program he/she embodies an avatar that is structurally very similar to the other ECAs in the scene, i.e. they both have perception systems that function in the same way and they perform behaviors in the same manner. The only difference is that the human user is in control of his/her avatar’s head movement, where he/she walks, and does certain actions with the keyboard and the mouse.

When the user (player) moves his/her avatar closer to the agent, their respective perception systems perceive the other and their reasoning faculties check their intentions in order to decide whether to act on them (see Figure 6). While the agent has no interest in initiating a conversation, the player’s intent for getting the information is made known by clicking the mouse when a yellow arrow appears above the agent’s head, as in Figure 1. This prompts the speech recognition software to allow the player to speak and when he/she is done speaking the speech recognition automatically stops listening. The input is stored for further analysis and may have an impact on which block will be selected next.

Following this action, the program instantiates a discourse manager and a floor of interaction is created with the agent and player as participants. The discourse manager asks the floor to execute the next action in the current block; however, in this case, it finds that no current block is available. Therefore, the first block is established by looking at both participants’ intentions and personality parameters and in this case an Approach block is selected.

The player and agent’s relationship is checked in the first state of the Approach, and here they are found to be strangers. The participants then progress to the next state where the player’s avatar creates a bundle of communicative functions...
Table 2: Sample nonverbal reaction of female native speaker of Icelandic (B) to the EAP of approaching female non-native speaker (A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonverbal Reaction of B to A's EAP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>central, directed at A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forehead</td>
<td>crumpled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyebrows</td>
<td>slightly raised &amp; slightly drawn together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>open &amp; directed at A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth</td>
<td>slightly open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso</td>
<td>slightly turned away from the A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>beside the body, holding hands, no movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body posture</td>
<td>aligned with the torso = slightly turned away from the A due to A's interfering form the side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>close to the A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Sample nonverbal reaction of male native speaker of Icelandic (B) to the EAP of approaching female non-native speaker (A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonverbal Reaction of B to A's EAP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>central, directed at A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forehead</td>
<td>crumpled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyebrows</td>
<td>slightly raised &amp; slightly drawn together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>open &amp; directed at A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth</td>
<td>slightly open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso</td>
<td>directed at the A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>beside the body, holding hands, no movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body posture</td>
<td>aligned with the torso = directed at the A due to A's interfering, directly in the pathway of the pedestrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>close to the A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: The Virtual Reykjavik ECA architecture. The Perception component acts as the agent’s sensor and communicates with the BrainInputManager. The Brain’s components work together with the discourse system in making communicative functions to be sent to the GenerationManager for behavior realization. [25]
called an FML document, which crucially includes the EAP. Following this, the other participant adds whatever functions he/she feels is necessary to the FML document, and finally the document is sent to each of the participants’ behavior generation modules for processing. At this point, each ECA turns their respective FML information into BML (see section 4.1) and executes the relevant animations on the character.

Now the Approach block has reached an end state. The next time the floor calls for the next action to be executed, a new block must be selected. It is not predetermined which block that will be. It is important to note that if the two participants had known each other, they would have gone down a different path within the Approach block, entered into a greeting phase, and the EAP would never have happened.

6. Pilot User Study
A pilot user study has been conducted where six non-native speakers of Icelandic (four female, two male) played the first scenario in Virtual Reykjavik. Five of the subjects were beginners and one at intermediate level in Icelandic. In the context of the first task - to get someone’s attention - the following words, although correct Icelandic, were used incorrectly in this context: sæll [how are you] said to a male, sæl [how are you] said to a female, blessað [how are you] said to a male person, blessub [how are you] said to a female person, halló [hello], and hæ [hi].
The agents did not respond adequately because they were not designed for such greetings that are usually used among friends, acquaintances, and persons who know each other. These preliminary results indicate that the students in this sample were taught how to greet, but perhaps not how to approach a stranger on the streets as people do in real life. Further experimentation is needed to validate these findings.
The results also revealed that each user also used one of the three types of the EAP’s verbal forms (see section 4.2) to announce his/her presence when approaching an ECA. In some cases, however, the users only approached the ECA and waited until it notices them. The proximity to the agent served the purpose of getting noticed. As it was a pilot study, in preparation for further testing, recordings of the computer screen were not made and therefore precise information on the proxemics was not retained, but will be included in the future.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
When teaching foreigners a new language, like Icelandic, it is imperative that they get lessons that reflect what happens in actual conversation. When analyzing situations where a stranger approaches another stranger, it became clear that the classic greeting phase [7] was missing. In Icelandic language lessons, foreigners are taught how to greet others [26]; however, this is not what we observed native speakers doing when non-native speakers, who were strangers, started conversations with them.

We observed that the EAP was the communicative function that most frequently occurred in situations where a stranger sought to initiate a conversation with another stranger for the purposes of asking for directions. This prompted the inclusion of such a function within the discourse models that arise during human-to-agent interaction. A model was implemented whereby the user EAP was the catalyst for conversation. Approaching an agent and clicking the mouse calls for an EAP, which prompts the user to speak and the conversation begins.

Early pilot tests have revealed that users may use inappropriate vocabulary when approaching native speakers in the simulated natural environment Virtual Reykjavik. This kind of vocabulary included greetings used among people who know each other and therefore not suitable for the EAP. Whatever the cause, future versions of the ECAs need to be aware of this tendency and be able to give the students constructive feedback. On the basis of our study, the EAP can potentially be generalized to other languages, because it seems to be a natural way how strangers approach other strangers in situations when they want to ask a question, e.g. directions to a particular place.
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Abstract

This paper presents an analysis of the temporal alignment between head movements and associated speech segments in the NOMCO corpus of first encounter dialogues [1]. Our results show that head movements tend to start slightly before the onset of the corresponding speech sequence and to end slightly after, but also that there are delays in both directions in the range of +/-1 s. Various factors that may influence delay duration are investigated. Correlations are found between delay length and the duration of the speech sequences associated with the head movements. Effects due to the different head movement types are also discussed.

Index Terms: head movements, movement-speech alignment, delays, dialogues.

1. Background

Many studies have claimed that speech and gesture, in particular hand gestures, are two manifestations of the same underlying cognitive mechanism [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. One aspect of this tight relation is the temporal coordination between the two modalities. It is generally agreed that hand gestures are coordinated with prosodic events, such as pitch accents and prosodic phrase boundaries [7], [8], [9], [10]. It has also been shown experimentally that subjects are sensitive to asynchrony, especially when gesture strokes are made to lag behind the accompanying speech [11], and also that coordination with prosody contributes to the well-formedness of multimodal signals [12].

These studies deal with hand gestures, especially beats. Head movements often have the same quality of manual beats, by being rapid, simple and often repeated movements. Therefore, we would expect them also to show tight temporal synchronisation with the words they co-occur with. Coordination between head movements and speech is discussed in [13], where it is claimed that speakers’ head movements are attuned to prosody in establishing peaks and prosodic boundaries especially in cases of high intensity. Furthermore, in [14], it is argued that coordination with speech, together with physical properties of head movements (cyclicity, amplitude, duration) are indicative of the diverse communicative functions of the movements themselves. However, the temporal synchronisation between the two modalities is not described in detail, and the datasets explored in these papers only consist of a couple of hundreds of head movements.

In this paper, we look at temporal synchronisation at the level of onsets and offsets of movements and associated speech, and we analyse a larger dataset.

2. The corpus

The data used in this study come from the Danish NOMCO corpus of first encounter dialogues, a collection of twelve video-recorded dialogues between Danish speakers for a total of about an hour of interaction. The annotation consists of the speech transcription as well as a rather fine-grained annotation of the speakers’ gestural behaviour, including their head movements. In addition, each movement is explicitly linked to the speech segment which is semantically associated with it.

Figure 1: Annotation of a head movement in the Danish NOMCO corpus.

For instance, Figure 1 shows the ANVIL [15] annotation board concerning a head movement of type jerk (up-nod), which has been linked to the word okay in the speaker’s own speech stream through the feature MMRealationSelf. More detail about the corpus, which is one of a collection of Nordic first encounter dialogues, can be found in [1], and [16].

3. Temporal coordination between head movements and speech

The total number of head movements in the NOMCO corpus is 3117. We are only interested in head movements that are linked to word sequences in the gesturer’s own speech stream, and ignore unimodal head movements performed while the interlocutor is speaking. That leaves a subset of 2795 movements, which will be used to analyse movement-speech synchronisation in this study. The duration of most head movements in this dataset is around 1s, although there are occurrences of up to 7s (mean = 0.93s, sd = 0.58s). The duration of the word sequences linked with the head movements, on the other hand, is on average shorter but with single outliers of 8s and 12s (mean = 0.59s, sd = 0.67s). The distributions are shown in Figure 2.

In what follows we analyse synchrony between head movements and associated speech sequences by looking at start and end delays between the two. A positive start delay means that
is found that subjects are sensible to asynchrony of as little as 0.2 seconds if a gesture lags behind speech, whereas in [12] it is claimed that subjects react to gesture-speech misalignments of at least 0.5 seconds. Thus, a delay of 1s is not negligible, in that it corresponds to four words, or two speech sequences.

On average, in our data head movements tend to start 0.05s before the onset of the associated speech sequence (sd = 0.40s), and to end 0.28s after its offset (sd = 0.64s). The histograms in Figure 3 show that in more than 2500 cases (out of the total 2795), delays range between -0.5 and 0.5, and that about 1750 delays are actually positive delays in the range 0 to 1, meaning that in almost two thirds of the cases head movements start before the corresponding speech. Looking at the end delays, on the other hand, we see that slightly more than 1800 are distributed in the range -1 to 0, meaning that in almost two thirds of the cases, the head movement ends up to 1s after speech offset. To have an intuition of what a one second delay means, we can compare it with the mean word duration in the whole NOMCO corpus, which is 0.21s, or the mean length of a linked speech sequence in the dataset, which is as we saw 0.59s. It can also be mentioned that in the already cited study in [11] it is found that subjects are sensible to asynchrony of as little as 0.2 seconds if a gesture lags behind speech, whereas in [12] it is claimed that subjects react to gesture-speech misalignments of at least 0.5 seconds. Thus, a delay of 1s is not negligible, in that it corresponds to four words, or two speech sequences.

In the remainder of the paper we will discuss a number of factors which may have an influence on the polarity and duration of the delays.

### 3.1. Delays in the individual conversations

Some variation can be observed in the individual conversations. In the top graph of Figure 4, which shows means and confidence intervals for start delay duration in the various files, we see that the mean delay duration varies from 0.13 (file M2,M4) to -0.06 (file M6,F1). All the means relating to end delay duration in

---

**Figure 2:** Distributions of the durations of head movements (above) and associated speech sequences (below).

**Figure 3:** Start and end delays in the NOMCO corpus. In histogram A, bars to the left of zero (negative) correspond to speech preceding the onset of the corresponding movements, and those to the right speech onset following movement onset. In histogram B, bars to the left of zero count speech ending before, and those to the right speech ending after movement offset. Histogram bins correspond to intervals of half a second.
We also looked at whether speakers differed from each other in their delay durations (Figure 5). We found a very small but significant effect of individual speaker on start delay length (ANOVA, F(11,2783) = 2.633, p < 0.001) and end delay length (ANOVA, F(11,2783) = 7.387, p < 0.001). Only the differences between start delay duration in dialogue M1_M5 and seven of the other dialogues (F2_M4, F3_F6, F4_F1, F5_F2, F5_M3, M1_M5, and M2_M4) reach statistical significance (Tukey’s HSD: p-values between < 0.05 and < 0.001). Looking at end delays, on the other hand, statistically significant differences are found between 14 of the pairwise comparisons, all of which involve either dialogue M1_M5 or M5_F3 (Tukey’s HSD: p-values between < 0.05 and < 0.001).

### 3.3. Delays and movement type
Start delay duration varies also depending on the type of movement (Figure 6), ranging on average between exact onset synchrony in the case of jerks (upnods) to an average positive delay of 0.12s in the case of waggles. None of the differences, however, reaches statistical significance. If we look at end delays, and leave out the category “Head Other”, which collects cases of unclear movements, average duration varies between -0.13 for jerks to -0.54 for waggles. Head movement has in fact a small but significant effect on end delay duration (ANOVA, F(8,2785) = 11.36, p < 0.001). The significant pairwise differences are shown in Table 1.

---

Figure 4: Duration of start and end delays in the twelve NOMCO conversations (means and confidence intervals).

Figure 5: Duration of start and end delays produced the twelve NOMCO speakers (means and confidence intervals).
3.4. Effect of movement and speech sequence duration on delays

Finally, the relations between delay length and head movement duration on the one hand, and between delay length and duration of associated speech segments on the other, were also investigated. In both cases, log values were used to diminish the effect of outliers on the correlation coefficient. No correlation was found between delay length and the duration of the head movements. On the other hand, a moderate negative correlation can be observed between start delay length and the duration of the speech segments (Pearson’s r = -0.57), while a moderate positive correlation can be seen between end delay length and speech segment duration (Pearson’s r = 0.40). The corresponding plots can be seen in Figure 7. In general, this means that the longer the speech chunk associated with the head movement is, the later the head movement starts and the earlier it ends. Interestingly, the strength of both correlations varies depending on head movement type, as shown in Tables 2 and 3.

We see that there are movement types for which there is a strong correlation between delay and linked speech duration both at onset and offset (jerks, repeated nods) and movement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head Movement Type</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Pearson’s r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerks</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated nods</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single nods</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side turns</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head other</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeadB</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilts</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakes</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeadF</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waggle</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>2795</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Pearson’s r values showing correlation strength between end delay length and speech chunk duration related to different head movement types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head Movement Type</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Pearson’s r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerks</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head other</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilts</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated nods</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single nods</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeadF</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeadB</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side turns</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakes</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waggle</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>2795</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
types for which the correlation is weak or non-existing at both ends (shakes, waggles). There are, however, also movement types that display a strong correlation between delay and linked speech duration only at onset (side turns, single nods), or only at offset (tilts)\(^1\).

It is tempting to try to make sense of these differences in terms of the relative duration of the various movements, shown in Figure 8. Thus, jerks differ substantially from shakes and waggles both in terms of average duration and duration variance, for example, and they also behave differently in the correlations. Shakes resemble waggles, and likewise they behave very similarly as far as the correlations are concerned. On the other hand, side turns and tilts appear quite similar as far as duration is concerned, and yet they behave in different ways for what concern the correlation between delay and speech duration. In other words, although movement duration may have an effect on the way some head movement types and speech are temporally coordinated, other factors are certainly at play. Examples might be the different kinetic properties of the various movement types, and the alignment between movement strokes and prosodic accents.

4. Conclusion

In a general sense it can be claimed that head movements are temporally synchronised with the associated speech sequences both at movement onset and offset. However, there are delays in both direction in the range of +/- 1s, which is not a negligible time lag if we consider that subjects have been shown to be sensitive to delays of 0.5s.

Small effects on such variance may be explained in terms of conversation or speaker specific differences. Movement type also has a small effect on the offset delays, where we saw that especially shakes and waggles are responsible for significant differences with respect to other movement types. But the clearest feature that was found in this study was the correlation between delay length and duration of linked speech sequences, which is negative in the case of onset delays, and positive in the case of offset delays. In general, the longer the speech sequence is, the later the movement starts, and the earlier it finishes. This, in turn, can be interpreted as a general tendency for the overlap between head movement and speech sequence to be maximised.

This general pattern, however, varies depending on the movement type, with some types showing a more systematic adherence to the general tendency than others. While these differences seem to be related to the internal duration of the head movement in some cases (jerks, shakes, waggles), duration alone cannot explain the different behaviours of other movement types (e.g. nods, tilts and side turns). A more precise characterisation of the synchronisations patterns for these movement types probably needs to take into account the alignment between movement stroke and prosodic peak, or kinetic features such as amplitude and intensity.

We believe these results are interesting not only in their own right, but also in the context of development of speech production models involving different motional modalities.

---

\(^1\)The ‘Head other’ category also shows a strong correlation between end delay and speech offset. However, it is not clear what movement types are grouped in this class.
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Abstract

This paper investigates whether advanced Danish learners of Italian are able to acquire speech and gesture patterns typical of a typologically different target language and consequently move away from patterns typical of their L1. Results show that the Danish learners are able to acquire and use typical Italian lexicalization patterns, but more importantly their L2 speech-gesture co-expressivity reveals that they have reorganized semantic representations and shifted attention towards new types of information.

Index Terms: Second Language Acquisition, motion events, thinking for speaking, gesture, conceptualization.

1. Introduction

Findings within the Thinking-for-speaking (TFS) - Second Language Acquisition (SLA) paradigm often show very different results in terms of whether learners of a second language (L2) are able to acquire L2 form-meaning pairings and lexicalization patterns, and subsequently shift attention towards new types of information typical of the target language (for recent overviews see [1, 2]). Nearly all studies highlight the difficulties learners face on the road to acquiring target-like ways of expressing themselves in another language. Learners often continue to be influenced by lexico-semantic and morpho-syntactic structures of their first language (L1) when speaking an L2, a feature known as cross-linguistic influence or transfer. Only a handful of studies find no major evidence of L1 transfer, which in turn is interpreted as a shift in TFS towards new L2 TFS-patterns. But these studies focus only on lexicalization patterns in L1 and L2 speech and say very little about the cognitive functions or conceptualizations at play in native speakers and language learners. We argue, in line with [3], for a methodological shift towards co-verbal behavior (e.g. co-speech gestures) in studies of SLA to 1) better understand linguistic conceptualization of speakers learning another language, and 2) investigate whether acquiring target-like lexicalization patterns also involves a change in thinking-for-speaking.

2. Background

We depart from the conceptual domain of motion. Speaking about motion is central to human communication and all languages have lexical means for describing it. But speakers of different languages show striking variation of how semantic features of a motion event, e.g. path (directionality) and manner (the way movement is carried out) are mapped onto linguistic surface forms. This has lead Talmy [4, 5] to propose a two-way typological classification of languages depending on how the main constituent, PATH OF MOTION, is framed across languages. Speakers of verb-framed languages (Romance, Japanese, Semitic) often express path in the main verb (e.g. ascend, enter) as in (1), whereas speakers of satellite-framed languages (e.g. Indo-European except Romance – Slavic) mainly express path outside the main verb in adverbials or PPs (e.g. up, down, into, out of) as in (2). As seen in the examples, the allocation of path also has consequences for expressing manner of motion. Since the main verb is occupied by the expression of path in verb-framed languages, manner must be subordinated in PPs, gerunds or subordinate clauses, if not omitted altogether. In satellite-framed languages the main verb slot is left open to express manner.

(1) La botella entró a la cueva (flotando)1
“The bottle enters the cave (floating)”
(2) The bottle floats into the cave

Based on the differences in lexicalization of manner and path, Berman & Slobin [6] have examined whether and to what extent the typological variation among different languages has an effect on speakers’ conceptualization, and expression, of motion events.

2.1. Thinking-for-speaking about motion

Slobin hypothesizes that in the process of speaking, experience is filtered through language into verbalized events, what he calls thinking-for-speaking [7, 8]. Studies on language diversity and TFS explore how speakers of different languages select and organize information, e.g. about path and manner, depending on the morpho-syntactic possibilities (and constraints) provided by their particular language. The TFS hypothesis thus centers on the effect of language on the cognitive processes during speaking. Native speakers are from childhood (L1 acquisition) trained to pay attention to specific aspects of a motion event, which leads to language-specific rhetorical styles in the way speakers not only speak about path and manner, but also the amount of attention paid towards them. Therefore, if differences in lexicalization across languages give rise to cross-linguistic differences in cognition, it can have important implications for SLA [9].

2.2. Thinking-for-speaking in L2

Learning another language not only entails learning new form-meaning pairings, it also involves selecting and

1 Standard textbook examples by Talmy [4, pp. 69]
(syntactically) organizing information in target-like ways. The process of SLA therefore involves restructuring existing conceptual categories [10] and learning new ways of TFS [11]. This can be a challenging task for L2 learners as L1 patterns learned in childhood seem “resistant to restructuring in adult second language acquisition” [8, pp. 89]. Learners may learn new L2 forms, but apply them from an L1 perspective [12].

One of the major questions in SLA is whether L2 learners can overcome the constraints imposed by their native language and learn to conceptualize motion in ways typical of the target language. Studies show that even advanced language learners have problems in reorganizing semantic components and shifting attention towards new ways of thinking (for speaking) [10, 13]. Only a handful of studies find little evidence of L1 transfer and suggest restructuring of semantic representations are possible. In a series of studies of Danish (satellite-framed language) L2 learners of Spanish (verb-framed language), Cadierno and colleagues find that learners have no problems acquiring typical Spanish constructions, but still show traces of L1 transfer by more elaborate descriptions of path using redundant path particles (adverbials) with path verbs, a term coined ‘satellitization’ by Cadierno [14]. However, no transfer of dominant Danish manner verb + PP structure is visible.

Bernini et al. [15] however argue that L1 background alone cannot clearly predict L2 behavior. Comparing German and English learners (both satellite-framed languages) of Italian (verb-framed), the learner groups showed different lexicalization patterns in L2 Italian. English L2 speakers acquired Italian verb-framed patterns, whereas the German speakers did not fully master this. They used more light path verbs (deictic) like andare – ‘to go’, fewer path only verb constructions and preferred to lexicalize path in PPs. Although studies often find L1 transfer, or traces of general language learner behavior, some argue that learners can develop appropriate L2 TFS patterns over time [16].

One factor all of the abovementioned studies have in common is that they focus on speech alone. In a critique, Athanasopoulos & Bylund point out that many of these studies investigating TFS “do not in fact provide sufficient data on thought processes during speaking, but only describe linguistic diversity in the sense that they report typologically-constrained verbalizations produced by speakers of different languages” [3, pp. 95]. That is, the studies may provide detailed linguistic analyses on information structure in L1 and L2, which is an essential starting point for investigating language diversity, but they reveal little about online linguistic conceptualization. Athanasopoulos & Bylund, among others, argue that looking at co-verbal data (ERP, eye-tracking, nonverbal tasks, gesture) might reveal more about cognitive processes during speaking than speech alone.

2.3. Why gestures?

We often gesture when we speak. Gestures are semantically and temporally tightly related to speech and language, and are seen as “forming an integrated system which is planned and processed together” [17, pp. 78]. Because of the tight semantic and temporal relationship, co-speech gestures are influenced by information structure, that is: what type of information is selected for speech, and how the information is linguistically organized. Several cross-linguistic studies show that speakers of different languages not only encode and express meaning differently, but also distribute gestures differently when re-narrating the same storyline [18]. Speakers of verb-framed languages, who often need two verbal clauses to express manner and path, also tend to divide manner and path into two separate gestures: one for manner, one for path. Speakers of satellite-framed languages, on the contrary, often express manner and path within one clause and consequently produce one gesture conveying information about path alone or conflate manner and path within one gesture [19]. The co-expressivity of meaning in speech and gesture indicates that they are conceptually linked and may as such reflect how events are conceptualized. The speech-gesture co-expressivity is therefore interesting for studies of TFS in SLA. Co-speech gesture may be used to investigate whether, and to what extent, L2 learners are able to reorganize semantic representations from their native language onto an L2 with different types of representations.

If learners acquire target-like representations of motion, their co-speech gestures should reflect this in target-like gesture patterns. Studies investigating L2 speakers’ speech and gesture patterns, and acquisition of such, mainly find 1) difficulties for learners in expressing motion in target-like ways both in speech and gesture, and thereby seem to retain L1 TFS patterns [20, 21], 2) properties of both source and target language in L2 production [22], and thus that a shift towards L2 TFS is possible for some aspects of motion [23, 24], 3) evidence of restructuring of representations exemplified in typical speech and gesture L2 forms [16, 25]. Stam [24] finds that L2 learners’ gestures reveal L1-based TFS with fluent L2 speech, but subsequently show that over a period of 14 years exposure to the target-language, one speaker’s speech and gesture patterns shift towards L2 typical patterns. Özyürek [25] find that very advanced Turkish learners of English, being submerged into target-language culture for more than 10 years, acquire typical L2 speech forms which is also reflected in L2-like gesture patterns.

We might assume that advanced learners, who are grammatically correct and fluent in the L2, have restructured semantic representations and acquired L2 TFS-patterns. Evidence from co-speech gestures, however, questions such assumptions. If L2 speakers’ gestures show L1-based gesture with L2-fluent speech instead of L2-typical gesture form and distribution, then we can hypothesize that learners have not fully re-conceptualized motion events and shifted attention towards new information structures.

2.4. Present study: Motion in Danish and Italian

Danish and Italian represent two typologically different languages. Danish is categorized as a prototypical satellite-framed language as path of motion is almost exclusively expressed in verb particles (adverbs, PPs) and manner is likewise most often expressed in the main verb [26, 27] as in (3) where the path particle is in boldface.

(3) Bolden ruller ind i huset

‘Ball.the rolls in-to house.the’

Italian is, along with the other Romance languages, considered a verb-framed language, as path is often expressed in the main verb and manner subordinated in adverbial manner expressions or subordinate clauses as in (4).

(4) Il pallone entra nella casa (rotolando)

‘The ball enters in.the house (rolling)’
But lexicalization patterns are not fixed. Most languages possess a variety of different means of expressing motion [28]. In fact, verb–particle constructions are allowed in Romance languages (at least in non-boundary-crossing situations), also in combination with manner verbs as in (5).

(5) Il Pallone rotola giù per la strada

‘The ball rolls down on the street’

In light of recent research into verb–particle constructions, Italian may be different in respect to other verb–particle languages in the colloquial and frequent use of verb–particle constructions [29]. This has led Talmy to (re-)classifying Italian as a language with ‘split system’ possibilities [5]. Although verb–particle constructions are frequently used in Italian, the preferred way of lexicalizing motion is based on a verb–particle schematic with path in the main verbal clause +/- subordinated manner expressions. Recent studies of Italian speech-gesture patterns show that when Italian speakers divide path and manner in speech, they typically also produce two separate gestures. However, when they conflate manner and path in a verb–particle construction, they produce one gesture [30, 31].

2.5. Research question

The question is whether and how deep semantic preferences from the L1 may influence conceptual representations in L2, and whether such representations can be restructured towards target-language representations. We look at co-speech gestures to investigate L1-based thinking in otherwise fluent L2 production or indications of a change in TFS towards the L2.

3. Method

3.1. Participants

A total of 10 speakers participated in the study: 5 native Italian speakers (female 4, Mean Age 29.4, SD 7.05), all grad students of Roma Tre (Rome, Italy) and 5 highly advanced Danish learners of Italian (female: 4, mean age 36, SD 6.71), all post-grads, Masters of Arts in Italian Language and Literature from the University of Copenhagen and Copenhagen Business School. In a language proficiency test (cloze test) they scored a mean 91.38% correct (SD 3.28) and in a self-rated language background questionnaire on proficiency they scored a mean 4 (SD 0.72) of 5 is best). All had lengthy experience living in the target language culture (mean 19.6 months/SD 12.52) and to some extent spoke Italian on a weekly basis (3.8 hours/SD 4.82). The Danish speakers represented both the Danish L1 and L2 Italian group.

3.2. Experimental design

The participants individually watched 16 short cartoon videos (8 fillers) consisting of material from The Tomato Man Project [32] and from Boundary Ball [33] involving animated figures, a tomato or triangle, jumping or rolling up and down a hill or into and out of a house. The participants narrated the events to a confederate native listener with the instruction that a third naïve listener would watch the recordings and be able to understand and elaborate on the details of the storylines based on their narrations. The order in which the Danish L1 and L2 speakers were tested was counterbalanced.

3.3. Encoding

Speech was tokenized and the events categorized as to how manner and path was expressed syntactically in the narration of target events. Narrations with manner verbs + a path denoting satellite (e.g. adverbs, preposition) were categorized as ‘one-clause’ manner-path conflating constructions (MP). Constructions containing only manner or only path were labelled MO and PO respectively, and constructions containing both manner and path in two separate (verbal) elements (e.g. path verbs + subordinate manner expressions or subordinate clauses) were categorized as a ‘two-clause’ construction (PO+MO). Examples and labels can be seen in Table 1. Although the Italian adverbial gerund form may not per se be categorized as a subordinate clause in itself, we categorize expressions with a path verb and a gerundive manner expression as a ‘two clause’ construction type, since gerunds in previous studies often are dealt with as subordinated manner elements outside the main verbal phrase, and because they may constitute a processing unit in themselves similar to subordinated manner expressions in subordinated clauses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One clause</td>
<td>He rolls up the hill</td>
<td>MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One clause</td>
<td>He jumps into the house</td>
<td>MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One clause</td>
<td>He rolls up the hill</td>
<td>MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One clause</td>
<td>He descends while rolling</td>
<td>PO+MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two clauses</td>
<td>He enters the house jumping</td>
<td>PO+MO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Speech constructions, examples and labels

Gestures were categorized as to what information the co-speech gesture contained as seen in Table 2. The label 2G is given to gesture constructions in which two separate gestures are expressed within a target event, e.g. one for path and one for manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesture type</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>Representing only the path of motion with no explicit reference to manner</td>
<td>PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner</td>
<td>Depicting only the manner of motion, that is how the figure moves, with no indication of the path</td>
<td>MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner-path</td>
<td>Conflicting both the manner and the path of motion into one single gesture</td>
<td>MPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two separate</td>
<td>Two separate gesture containing manner and path information</td>
<td>2G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Gesture examples and labels

4. Analysis

The participants produced a total of 137 motion events and a total of 180 gestures. In what follows we present a quantitative analysis of speech patterns between the three groups of speakers and an analysis of speech-gesture co-expressivity. We use within-group repeated measures ANOVA for the Danish-L2 group (as both groups contained the same speakers), and a between-group factorial mixed effects ANOVA for the Danish-Italian and Italian-L2 group. We subsequently performed Bonferroni post-hoc tests. For path only (PO) and separate clause constructions (PO+MO) and
gesture type we only carried out statistical analysis between the Italian and L2 speakers since the Danish speakers did not produce any of these clause constructions.

**4.1. Clause type constructions**

Figure 1 visualizes the lexicalization patterns most frequently used by the three groups. The plot shows Danish L1 speakers’ exclusive use of a tight manner verb + path satellite configuration (MP), which is in line with previous studies of Danish lexicalization patterns [14]. Furthermore, the pattern confirms Danish to be a rigid and prototypical satellite-framed language with few possibilities for lexicalizing motion in different ways.

![Figure 1: Relative frequency of Clause Construction in the three Language groups](image)

The data for Italian confirms its rather particular position as a typological ‘split’ system language. In 28% of narrations manner is expressed in the main verb and path in a satellite to the verb (MP). However, a total of 72% of narrations are construed by means of typical verb-framed patterns with path expressed in the main verbal clause +/- subordinate manner expressions. Although Italian speakers have at their dispostion conceptually lighter manner verb + particle constructions, the speakers overall frame motion in standard verb-framed fashion, especially in ‘two clause’ constructions with subordinated manner expressions (44%).

Generally, Italian speakers in this study do not omit manner; rather it is expressed extensively both through main verb + satellite and subordinated constructions. Given that Italian speakers can frame manner and path within one clause, why is this pattern not more widespread? One explanation is the boundary-crossing constraint which hinders speakers of verb-framed languages from expressing path in a satellite (in conjunction with a manner verb) when a figure crosses a spatial boundary [34]. Another explanation is that lexicalization patterns are so deeply entrenched in human cognition that the Italian speakers may prefer heavier constructions (PO+MO) to lighter constructions (MP or PO) to fulfill verb-framed schematics also including manner.

The Danish L2 Italian speakers, whose L1 lexicalization patterns clearly are grounded in a preference for tight manner verb + path satellite construction, must reorganize semantic representations and move away from mapping manner in the main verb and path in a satellite to fit standard target-like patterns. The L2 learners succeed in expressing motion in ways similar to the target language, and well distanced from their L1 patterns. They succeed in suppressing manner in the main verb (9%) and produce typical target-like constructions with path only (PO) and path only constructions + manner subordination (PO+MO) (91%). When comparing the Danish-Italian group there is a main effect of Language (F(1,8) = 6930 < 0.001) and a main effect of Construction (F(2,8) = 65 < 0.001) and an interaction between the two (F(2,8) = 78 < 0.001). Between the Danish-L2 group there is a main effect of Language (F(1,4) = 1047 < 0.001), a main effect of Construction (F(2,4) = 28 < 0.001) and an interaction between the two (F(2,4) = 78 < 0.001). Bonferroni post-tests showed significant pairwise differences between construction types and languages. Between the Italian-L2 group we find no effect of Language (F(1,8) = 3.71 = 0.09), only a marginal effect of Construction (F(2,8) = 3.64 = 0.049) and no interaction between the two (F(2,8) = 1.28 = 0.3). A Bonferroni post-test shows a marginal pairwise difference in expressing MP (0.03), but no difference in PO and PO+MO between the groups.

The statistical analysis for clause type constructions overall shows that Danish and Italian speakers express motion in significantly different ways. The L2 speakers express motion in ways significantly different from their L1, and these expressions in L2 are not significantly different from L1 Italian. The results for speech also show that the L2 speakers lexicalize motion in a more standard verb-framed fashion than the L1 Italian speakers producing fewer manner verb + path particle constructions, a pattern present in colloquial Italian. From the speech data we could infer that the L2 learners had restructured semantic representations. However, co-speech gestures may give a clearer view on linguistic conceptualization of the events in L2.

**4.2. Clause type constructions and gestures**

Looking at speech and gesture combined, we investigate how the packaging of manner and path in speech constructions is reflected in co-speech gesture. We divide the bar plots by language for reasons of simplicity, but statistical analysis is carried out within clause constructions and gesture types. Figure 2, 3 and 4 visualize how gestures are combined with speech constructions within the three language groups.

![Figure 2: Relative frequency of Gesture Constructions over Clause Construction – Danish](image)
Figure 2 shows that Danish L1 speakers almost exclusively produce manner-path conflated gestures (MPG) and path only gestures (PG) combined with their exclusive use of one clause manner-path constructions (MP). This speech-gesture pattern supports previous research for satellite-framed languages [19] showing that when speakers linguistically conflate manner and path in one single clause (or processing unit following Kita & Özyürek and colleagues), they also produce one single gesture which may either represent the same information as speech (MPG) or downplay manner in gesture (PG) possibly due to high presence in speech.

Figure 3 shows Italian L1 speakers mainly use manner-path conflated gestures (MPG) or path only gestures (PG) when expressing manner and path within a single clause (MP). Moreover, they tend to produce path only gestures with path only constructions (PO) and when separating manner and path in ‘two clauses’ (PO+MO), also separate manner and path in gesture (2G). The division of manner and path in gesture with the ‘two clause’ constructions reflect the conceptual separation of manner and path as pertaining to two separate processing units [19]. The division of gestures is also found in other studies for Italian [30] and other verb-framed languages [See:18].

For the L2 learners to fully acquire gesture patterns in L2 Italian, they must resemble the Italian speech-gesture patterns expressing path gestures with path constructions and two separate gestures when separating manner and path in speech.

Figure 4 illustrates how the L2 speakers align path gestures (PG) with path constructions (PO) and produce two separate gestures (2G) when separating manner and path in speech (PO+MO). Although frequencies for (MP) may seem high, remember that L2 speakers only produced manner verb + path satellite constructions in 9% of all narrations which with the same information as speech (MPG) or downplay manner in gesture (PG) possibly due to high presence in speech.

4.2.1. Manner-path conflated constructions
When comparing the Danish L1 speakers within the MP constructions we find a main effect of Language (F(1,8) = 115 < 0.001), a main effect of Gesture (F(3,8) = 12 < 0.001) and an interaction between the two (F(3,8) = 4.6 < 0.005). Between the Danish-L2 speakers there is a main effect of Language (F(1,4) = 509 < 0.001), a main effect of Gesture (F(3,4) = 7.4 < 0.005) and an interaction between the two (F(3,4) = 12 < 0.001). Between the Italian-L2 speakers there is a marginal effect of Language F(1,8) = 6.59 < 0.05) no effect of Gesture (F(3,8) = 2.39 < 0.09) and no interaction between the two (F(3,8) = 1.43, p = 0.26). Bonferroni post-testing shows a pairwise difference between the Danish-Italian speakers only for MPG (0.003), for the Danish-L2 speakers only for MPG (< 0.001) and PG (0.01) and for the Italian-L2 speakers only for MPG (0.043).

For speech-gesture relationship within the MP category we observe a variation between the three groups. Even when using the same tight one-clause manner verb + path satellite construction, we see a difference in what type of gesture speakers produce. Although we might assume that producing the same type of construction (MP) would result in the same type of gesture distribution across the languages (MPG or PG), it is not entirely the case. Few gesture observations, especially in the L2 dataset within the MP construction, could bias the statistics.

4.2.2. Path only constructions (L2-ITA)
For the path only (PO) constructions there is a marginal effect of Language (F(1,8) 6.59, p < 0.05), no effect of Gesture (F(3,8) = 2.39, p = 0.09) and no interaction (F(3,8) = 1.43, p = 0.25). A Bonferroni post-test shows pairwise difference only for MPG (0.04). There is a marginal effect of Language between the L2 and Italian L1 speakers, but generally the learners achieve mapping path gestures onto path only constructions in target-like ways with negligible differences.

4.2.3. Path-Manner separated constructions (L2-ITA)
For the PO+MO constructions there is no effect of Language (F(1,8) = 0.57, p = 0.47), a main effect of Gesture (F(3,8) = 17, p < 0.001), but no interaction (F(3,8) = 0.46, p = 0.72).
A Bonferroni post-test show a pairwise difference only for MPG (0.04). The L2 speakers acquire and use two separate manner and path gestures when separating manner and path in speech. The data shows, at least for the 5 Danish learners of Italian, a shift towards a more uniform verb-framed Italian.

5. Discussion

Learning to map semantic features of motion onto new L2 linguistic forms is notoriously difficult for L2 learners, because the L1 patterns are deeply rooted in conceptualization. This study indicates that a restructuring of semantic representation is possible. The findings support previous studies by Özyürek [25] and Stam [16], who also find that advanced language learners’ gestures reflect the learners’ acquired target-like speech patterns. The learners in this study are highly advanced learners of Italian, they have learned Italian in formal ways during university studies, they have all been submerged into target language culture, and have been in social and linguistic contact with native Italian speakers. Their acquisition of more standard verb-framed forms exemplified in a higher production of PO+MO (than the L1 Italian speakers) may be attributed to formal textbook schooling through university learning combined with a continued L1 focus on expressing manner.

The learners do not overtly use the MP construction in L2 production although the construction is valid in non-boundary-crossing situations. This could indicate minimal transfer from L1 MP rigid patterns, but also that the learners are aware that expressions of directionality are associated with the verb and not explicitly with the particle (satellite). Another factor could be that even advanced learners stick to known formal structures and do not ‘play’ much with language variation risking ambiguity and being misunderstood.

Looking at gestures, we see that a conceptual shift towards target-like, and even standard target-language, is possible for very advanced learners [25]. The learners are able to reorganize semantic representations towards an Italian TFS-pattern for the domain of motion. Since gestures reflect linguistic conceptualizations, we see that the L2 speakers succeed in aligning path gestures with path only expressions and separate manner and path in gesture when separating manner and path in speech, two types of speech-gesture patterns not found in their L1.

We are careful not to conclude that these data show a full shift in TFS towards target-language patterns. The thinking-for-speaking hypothesis deals with much more than just allocation of manner and path of motion e.g. definiteness and aspect. Moreover, this study is limited to 5 advanced learners with a limited set of motion constructions and verb variation. Despite this, we continue to argue for a ‘multimodal approach’ to studying Thinking for Speaking [3] and Second Language Acquisition [35].
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